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In recognition of their impressive passion and to show our gratitude, we are dedicating this book to the more 
than 230.000 members and voluntary workers of the BMW Clubs and BMW Motorrad Clubs.
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PREFACE.

You can use many words to describe the BMW brand and its fans.  
For me, the ones that describe it the best and as concisely as possible 
are the words probably known worldwide: 
‘Sheer driving pleasure’ and ‘Make life a ride’.

For some people, they may only be slogans. But for the BMW Club 
community, those words are more than that. A lifestyle, a way of living, 
a way of being together. The BMW fan base has existed for many 
decades. Some BMW Clubs and their members have even celebrated 
half a century of being together. I have heard of strong friendships that 
came to life, partners that met and families that were founded, all due 
to one shared passion. 

I am very honored that, as head of BMW Group Classic, a part of my 
job is taking care of BMW Clubs. Seeing such a shared passion in this 
unique way, all under the blue-white emblem, is more than inspiring. 

This fan base managed to come together on an international and professional level – with personal engagement 
and the willingness of many volunteers.

For four decades now, the BMW Clubs International Council has been dedicated to the worldwide BMW family. 
Thousands of enthusiasts and hundreds of BMW Clubs shape this community and form an exceptionally large and 
proactive international association. Here in Munich and at all BMW subsidiaries around the globe, we are proud to 
say that the BMW Clubs International Council is the biggest network of clubs worldwide representing the brand of 
an automobile and motorcycle manufacturer. 

Apart from the Antarctic, the BMW Clubs International Council can therefore proudly proclaim that BMW Clubs exist 
virtually everywhere in the world. I welcome you to explore the BMW Club world yourself in this book.

Helmut Käs 
Head of BMW Group Classic  
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BMW is one of the world’s most recognized and respected automakers. 
For almost a century, the company has manufactured motorcycles and 
automobiles that have captured the public’s imagination and the loyalty 
of their owners. It is no surprise that for very nearly that long, BMW 
enthusiasts have bonded together to form clubs.  

BMW motorcycles, cars and sport activity vehicles are well-made,  
comfortable, safe, stylish, and reliable. With excellent performance  
and precise, sporty handling, they are extremely fun to drive. These 
qualities generate an enthusiasm for the marque that owners and 
aficionados, quite frankly, have a hard time keeping to themselves. 

Many BMW drivers and riders feel compelled to share their enthusiasm 
for their Bavarian-bred machines and have found the best way to do 
that is by starting or joining a BMW Club. For hundreds of thousands of 
enthusiasts who have fun with their BMWs, the enjoyment is amplified 

by sharing it with like-minded friends. Whether it’s high-performance driving, cruising, detailing, modifying, racing, 
do-it-yourself maintaining, road tripping, or just socializing, the marque in general and BMW Clubs in particular help 
create a passion for BMWs and generate friendships and bonds between those who appreciate them.

The BMW Clubs International Council helps new BMW Clubs get started and existing clubs get bigger and better.  
It acts as the conduit between BMW enthusiast organizations and the BMW Group. This beautiful book tells you 
about our member clubs and where they are located around the globe. It proves to BMW Club members everywhere 
that you are all part of a large and expanding international community of fellow BMW enthusiasts who share your 
passion for the marque. 

Welcome to the worldwide community of BMW Clubs.

Scott Blazey 
Chairman 
BMW Clubs International Council 
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CLUB STRUCTURE.

There are around 800 official BMW Clubs worldwide, with over 230.000 members between them. They bring  
to life their passion for the BMW Group, with their commitment present all over the world. For car and motorbike 
fans alike, the community feeling is what counts. And this has an influence beyond the clubs themselves. 
Many of the individual, standalone BMW Clubs are committed to good causes, raising money and using their 
presence and popularity to support charities. This social commitment is one of the main guidelines behind  
every BMW Club.

There are BMW Clubs in almost every corner of the world. They are subdivided into the regions of Europe, 
America, Africa, Australia and Asia-Pacific, which themselves are divided into international and national umbrella 
organisations. Each individual BMW Club and BMW Motorrad Club is a standalone entity; their focus and orientati-
on are independent of the brand. The age of the vehicle is not important. With everything from historic and modern 
classics to new and used cars, it’s the passion for the blue and white logo that brings fans together.

BMW Classic and Type Clubs play a special role and are covered by an internationally active umbrella organisation. 
These clubs are devoted to specific models or ranges and put their heart and soul into the maintenance and 
restoration of classic BMW vehicles, some of which are very rare.

ACTIVE CLUB LIFE.

ALL OVER THE WORLD.
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1981 1983 1993 1996 1999 2003

DR REINER JODJOHN
Chairman

Vice Chairman Vice Chairman
KEITH DEMPSTER

Vice Chairman Automobile
IAN BRANSTON

Vice Chairman Motorcycles
ED JORGENSEN

MARK LUCKMAN
Vice Chairman Vintage
PROF DR  
GERHARD KNÖCHLEIN

Chairman
PETER SAMUELSON

Chairman
FRIEDHELM GÜNTER

Chairman
PHIL MARX

1984

PROF DR  
GERHARD KNÖCHLEIN

Vice Chairman

Vice Chairman
STAN SIMM

1990

Vice Chairman
CHARLES MORSE

Vice Chairman Automobile
PHIL ABRAMI

Vice Chairman Motorcycles
ROBERT HELLMAN

Vice Chairman Vintage
DR BERNHARD KNÖCHLEIN

Chairman
IAN BRANSTON

Vice Chairman
JOHN DIMOFF

Vice Chairman
DIRK STRASSL

Chairman
MARK LUCKMAN

INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL.

The BMW Clubs International Council (BCIC) serves as an interface between the BMW Group and the official 
BMW Clubs. The BCIC is made up of 20 delegates. 16 seats are allocated to the international BMW Club umbrella 
organisations and four to BMW Group Classic. 

The precise composition of the BCIC is determined by member numbers in the individual regions. Additional 
members of the BMW Clubs International Council are independent observers, who support the BMW Club umbrella 
organisations during the Council Meeting. The BCIC was founded in 1981 by Helmut Werner Bösch and Dr Horst 
Avenarius, who at the time respectively held the positions of President of BMW Clubs Europa e. V. and Head of  
BMW Corporate Communications.

A STRONG COMMUNITY.
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Vice Chairman Motorcycles

Vice Chairman Automobile
JULIO REYES

Vice Chairman Motorcycles
DAVID DE BRUYN

Vice Chairman Motorcycles
GEORGE NYKTAS

Vice Chairman Motorcycles
TREVOR DEAN

MATZ ROSENQUIST

Chairman
SCOTT BLAZEY

Chairman
DAVID DE BRUYN

To keep up the tradition, the BMW Clubs International Council holds an annual meeting. The Council is steered  
by the BMW Clubs International Council Board, which is elected democratically at regular intervals by the BCIC.  
It consists of one Chairperson supported by three Vice Chairpersons focussing on the Vintage, Automobile and 
BMW Motorrad sectors. The Board also draws up club development strategies and supports communication  
between the Council’s members. The BMW Clubs International Council promotes exchange between the  
BMW Group and the official BMW Clubs. Contact with partners all over the world is another important role  
taken on by the BCIC. The main objective is to pass on the passion for BMW. 

We would like to thank all our former and future Chairpersons, Vice Chairpersons and active members of the 
BMW Clubs International Council for their constant commitment to the BMW Group. Special thanks goes to  
the current board members: Scott Blazey (since 2022), Dr Bernhard Knöchlein (since 2003), Julio Reyes  
(since 2018), Trevor Dean (since 2021). Thank you from the bottom of our hearts.

WITH IMPORTANT OBJECTIVES.

A BIG THANK YOU.
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BMW CLASSIC  & TYPE CLUBS INTERNATIONAL.

30
CLUBS

In January 2003, the BMW Classic and Type Clubs International Section began  
providing an organisational umbrella framework for all official BMW Clubs that  
focus on classic BMW cars and motorcycles. The umbrella covers a wide and  
diverse spectrum of vehicles from pre-WW2 models to the present, ranging from  
the first BMW vehicle, the 1923 R32 motorcycle, to the latest modern classic, the 
2003 E52 sportscar (Z8). The International BMW Classic and Type Club Section 
currently represents 30 clubs with over 12.000 members located throughout Europe, 
Africa, North and South America and the Far East. The tasks and organisation of  
the Section were constitutionalised in a meeting in Schwäbisch Hall by all member  
clubs on 20 January 2008, with the subsequent approval of BMW AG.

BMW CLASSIC & TYPE CLUBS 
INTERNATIONAL.

2003
FOUNDED

12.000
MEMBERS IN 2022
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BMW CLASSIC  & TYPE CLUBS INTERNATIONAL.

BMW 3ER CLUB (E21 / E30) E. V.

cars

1993

800

Our motto:  Providing help and information to our members.

What makes our  
community special: 

The fact that our members have remained loyal throughout the decades.  
When the club was established, the E30 was still available as a new convertible 
and touring. The club and members have lived through the entire life cycle from 
the new car to the coveted classic. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Annual meeting every June.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

100 years of BMW celebration in Munich.
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BMW 3ER CLUB E36 / E46 E. V.

Our motto:  We want to support owners and friends of the E36/E46 Series in maintaining 
their original cars, e.g. by sharing knowledge on upcoming issues and helping to 
solve them. In addition, we organise regular local meetups and have an annual 
meeting at alternating locations. 

What makes our  
community special: 

An active community uses the forum on our website bmw-club-e36-e46.com, 
providing quick support to members and independent forum users. Socialising 
among club members is also essential to our club life. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The annual meeting in summer brings club members from Europe together, 
fortifies the ‘us’ feeling, is a lot of fun and builds friendships between club  
members, including two bigger day trips along scenic and interesting routes. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW cars are about ‘Sheer Driving Pleasure’ on well-known routes with long- 
lasting, economical cars. It’s more than one thing. It’s the feeling of driving one, 
hearing the sound, enjoying the design and, of course, the history of this brand. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Every time we get together, it’s impressive to see how many people have built 
up and established their love for the BMW 3 Series. To see all these well-kept 
cars is a great moment.

cars

2010

115

BMW 6ER CLUB (E24) E. V. 

cars

1995

175

Our motto:  Making sure this vehicle stays a part of cultural heritage of its time. The BMW 
Coupé was made for 14 years. We aim to show society that classic cars are a 
symbol of sustainability. Cars can easily get to be 30 years or older. We love 
classic cars. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our club is dedicated to preserving and caring for this vehicle. We also offer a 
setting for anyone that wants to share experiences, go on drives and exchange 
technical advice. If you own an E24, you should get to know the advantages of 
the club and join us. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The annual meetups. The 6er Club is one of the few clubs to have a spring 
and autumn meetup instead of a general meetup. They always take place in a 
different German-speaking region to be able to get to know the area there. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The pleasure of driving! That’s also why we get together twice a year for a big  
nationwide meetup, so we can explore new parts of Germany together.  
No other club does that. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

A BMW is a sporty car. The two-door 6 Series Coupé shows off this sportiness  
perfectly. That’s why this BMW model was in production for longer than any 
other.

MuriloHenrique.Mace
Stempel
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BMW CLASSIC  & TYPE CLUBS INTERNATIONAL.

BMW 7ER CLUB E23 UND E32 E. V.

Our motto:  To give help to drivers of the first two 7 Series of BMW, providing them  
with information and offering an occasion for personal meetings. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We enjoy driving together and enjoy the sporty comfort of the first two  
7 Series generations. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our appearance at the year’s classic-car fairs.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The synthesis of comfort and sportiness.

BMW BAUR TC CLUB E. V.

cars

2002

72

Our motto:  Our motto is ‘Sheer Driving Pleasure’ and the preservation of these special 
BMW 3 Series convertibles known as Baur Topcabrios. Getting together with 
like-minded people at least twice a year to enjoy these wonderful cars. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We represent a special type of BMW 3 Series model adapted into convertible 
limousines by the Baur Company in Stuttgart. They are called Topcabrio TC1 
from BMW E21, TC2 from E30 and TC4 from E36. All models are only sold 
through BMW dealers. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our club is celebrating its 20th anniversary this year.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

What excites us about BMW is that the brand cares intensely about its history 
and enthusiastic drivers, also in terms of spare parts and technical expertise. 
We also like the BMW Museum in Munich very much. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

In 2010, we celebrated 100 years of Baur in Stuttgart and the Retro Classic 
Show. We presented many BMWs and the highlight was the Baur TC3  
prototype.

cars

2001

120
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BMW CLUB MOBILE CLASSIC E. V.

Our motto:  Founded in 1976 by 17 enthusiasts with a vision: keeping classic cars and  
motorbikes on the road. Pre-war and vehicles from the 1950s were the start of 
our rolling museum. Car and bike lovers in one club share the passion for the 
BMW brand. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Members in more than 46 countries. Our 68-page quarterly magazine. Global 
member networking and support. Our type specialists share expert know-how. 
The club for fans of classic cars and motorcycles covering the founding to the 
future of the brand. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The Annual International Club Meeting with BMW cars and motorcycles from 
any decade. You can feel the ‘community spirit’ everywhere and at all times. 
International for more than 45 years.  

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The BMW logo. It looks like a graphic aeroplane propellor. Fire it up and sheer 
driving and riding pleasure comes alive. You can feel the roots in aeronautical 
engines in every single vehicle. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

We remember many lovely club activities but also one incomprehensible  
situation. In the year 2000, we lost Christian Eich, first president of  
BMW Mobile Tradition. A supporter and club member. ‘May he travel in  
a free world’ (Neil Young).

mixed

1976

1.400

MuriloHenrique.Mace
Stempel
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BMW CSL OWNERS CLUB E. V.

cars

1989

25

Our motto:  The BMW 3.0 CSL is the very first of the BMW Motorsport cars and the  
beginning of a great story. We preserve this rare species and work to ensure 
that both road and competition cars can be used for what they were built for: 
driving. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our members live all over the world; some see each other very rarely. But they 
all share the same passion, which makes socialising easy: every meeting almost 
instantly creates the family atmosphere of a 1970s paddock. 

Our most important  
club event: 

We attend historic racing events all over Europe and usually enter our own 
racing cars. Every August, we go to the Oldtimer Grand Prix at the Nürburgring. 
We also regularly take part in races at Le Mans, Spa, Zandvoort, Monza among 
others. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW has a long and successful tradition in motor sport. Particularly the touring 
cars often attract very young people and instil a life-long passion for the brand. 
And the M stripe design is just brilliant. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

In 2001, we brought an original BMW 3.5 CSL Group 2 back to life. Since then,  
it has seen many racetracks. Seeing this car again in its 1975 livery and hearing 
it roar, sing and scream for the first time was an experience no one will ever 
forget.
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BMW E3 CLUB – DER GROßE BMW

Our motto:  Driving and preserving the world’s most exciting saloon car. Building and main-
taining an international community of BMW E3 enthusiasts. Campaigning these 
wonderful cars to finally get them the attention and reputation they deserve. 

What makes our  
community special: 

More like a community of people who accidentally love the same cars than a mere 
car club. Lots of members regularly contribute to the club. At any event, there 
are always more volunteers than there is work. And every farewell takes ages. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Annual gathering ‘Internationales BMW E3-Treffen’, held every September, 
even in 2020 and 2021. Varying locations all over Germany and its neighbouring 
countries. In recent years, attendance has risen from about 30 cars to a good 40. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

For years, BMW has been developing particularly active vehicles that arouse 
passion when driven and seen. Across the entire range of production, a special 
relationship has developed with drivers and users. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our meeting to mark the 50th anniversary of the unveiling of the BMW six- 
cylinder models at the original site in Rottach-Egern/Bavaria. Almost 50  
members in period dress crowded around the cars, lined up just as BMW  
had presented them in Sept. 1968.

cars

1990

140

BMW M1 CLUB E. V.

Our motto:  We collect, curate and conserve all knowledge related to the BMW M1 and the 
Procar Series. The BMW M1 Club tries to preserve the original idea of the car. 
We want to keep our vehicles on the road and thus ensure that the general 
public continues to see them. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Since 1987, the BMW M1 Club has been the central point of contact worldwide 
for anyone interested in the BMW M1. We have about 90 members, who on 
average own far more than only one M1 car. Today, we know of 348 M1 vehicles 
in 28 countries. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Regular annual meetings have been central elements of club life for more than 
20 years. The meetings are characterised by having fun together in M1 cars, 
sporting competitions with the M1 and exciting weekends in the most beautiful 
places in Europe.  

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Our fascination for the BMW brand is based on its history, tradition and sporty 
automobiles – both for everyday life and in racing. We live the slogan ‘Sheer 
Driving Pleasure’. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

In the club’s recent history, the 2018 annual meeting in Belgium, coined  
‘40 years of the BMW M1’, was certainly one of the highlights, as well as the 
club’s participation in the Gaisberg race, Salzburg, in 2016.

cars

1987

90

MuriloHenrique.Mace
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BMW YOUNGTIMER CLUB ITALIA

cars

2006

120

Our motto:  Our motto: together with fun, family and friendship.  
We met because of our love for BMW, we build strong relationships und got our 
families involved. Everybody shares the passion of sheer driving pleasure.  

What makes our  
community special: 

Italians live the cars’ passion locally and return to their families after a few 
hours. We aim to arrange more days events and discover new places,  
nationally and internationally. We include families and friends, gaining more  
time and sharing interests. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The ‘Dolo////Mitico’, a 3 days event in the Alps. Breathtaking landscapes,  
entertaining roads, good food, marvelous BMWs, tech support, wellness  
and SPA are always part of the recipe. Every year, club members join from  
Denmark and Germany.  

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The incredible balance between all the key factors: fun, design, sound,  
practicality and engineering. Driving your BMW feels more modern than the 
competition and always with the pure feeling of driving pleasure.  

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

- The Vintage Day with the museum’s M3 and Roberto Ravaglia. 
- The 100 years celebration of BMW: we wrote articles and lent our cars  
   to magazines. We organised an event in Munich, and participated in the  
   BMW event in Munich with a special program. 
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BMW Z1 CLUB E. V.

cars

1990

502

Our motto:  Exchange of technical experiences with the BMW Z1. Technical seminars  
specialised on the particularities of the BMW Z1, like sliding doors. Support in  
all questions related to vehicle value-retention. Offers of tourist rides for the 
BMW Z1 community. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The variety of our international members with their interest in the BMW Z1  
as a connecting element. In many cases, our club activities created friendships 
between members independent of their interest in the BMW Z1. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The annual ‘members meeting’ with a four-day tourist programme at various 
locations.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Sheer Driving Pleasure.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The celebration of 25 years of the BMW Z1 in 2012: a one-week BMW Z1 event 
with impressive support from BMW and almost 100 BMW Z1 vehicles driving 
through Bavaria.

MuriloHenrique.Mace
Stempel
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BMW Z8 CLUB E. V.

cars

2005

658

Our motto:  Fostering a strong relationship with BMW Classic in order to ensure the  
continued availability of spare parts for the club members’ Z8 cars.  
Keeping the vehicles in good running condition. 
Cultivating friendships among our club members. 

What makes our  
community special: 

A community of like-minded people, regardless of their private or professional 
background. 

Our most important  
club event: 

- Annual international Z8 tour. 
- Annual general meeting.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Reliable, sporty cars.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

20th anniversary of the Z8, celebrated during the 2019 annual international  
Z8 tour in Reit im Winkl. 

BMW Z3 ROADSTER CLUB

Our motto:  Share the passion for the Z3 roadster and coupé with other BMW enthusiasts. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Through joint trips, technical workshops and club events lasting several  
days, we promote a friendly community in which everyone knows each other  
personally. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The annual club meeting at a nice place in the centre of Germany, including 
attractive events and supporting programmes.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Sportily designed cars with performance engines.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Celebration of the club’s 20th anniversary in 2018. Almost 100 club members 
attended the event. Highlights were the anniversary gala and a face-to-face 
cruising tour with two groups of Z3 cars that converged at a planned road 
location.

cars

1998

400
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… AND MANY MORE.

BMW CLASSIC  & TYPE CLUBS INTERNATIONAL.
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BMW CLASSIC  & TYPE CLUBS INTERNATIONAL.
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BMW CLASSIC & TYPE CLUBS INTERNATIONAL

WITHOUT KNOWLEDGE OF  
THE PAST, THERE IS NO WAY  
TO THE FUTURE.

MuriloHenrique.Mace
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AFRICA.

15
CLUBS

Club life in Africa can be traced back to 1981 when the BMW Club of South Africa  
was formed in Johannesburg, representing both cars and motorcycles. 
In 1983/4 the club became a member of the International Council. The umbrella  
club for Africa was formalised in 1989 and restructured in 1994, and Clubs Africa  
was created to be the representative body of its member clubs. 
We have clubs in South Africa, Namibia, Kenya, Nigeria and Ghana. 
Each club does their own special events each year and these are published in  
the events section of our Clubs Africa website: bmwclubs.africa  
BMW Clubs Africa seeks to promote and further interest in BMW vehicles and  
products in Africa.

BMW CLUBS AFRICA.

1989
FOUNDED

2.166
MEMBERS IN 2022
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AFRICA.

BMW CAR CLUB CAPE TOWN

cars

2010

109

Our motto:  To take a great brand coupled with great people and create a synergy, known 
as the BMWCCCT Lifestyle. A lifestyle that is diverse, rich in knowledge and 
respects all.  

What makes our  
community special: 

BMWCCCT promotes a safe environment for BMW enthusiasts to join events that 
are family-orientated, responsible, ethical and fun. This encourages enthusiasts 
to bring their family, which lays the foundation for the next generation. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our Killarney Track day is always the focus and highlight of the calendar.  
The venue is booked solely for BMWCCCT members and creates a safe space 
where they can find the capabilities of their car, find their own limits and improve. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The Evolution of the brand and the constant engineering. A brand that becomes 
part of your lifestyle and an extension to you and your family. It brings about a 
sense achievement.  

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Charity events where the club members all contribute, and in typical BMW 
fashion we do it exceptionally well. 

Our motto:  The BMW Car Club Gauteng was established in 1981 with the sole aim of  
providing social and competitive activities which appeal to like-minded people, 
young and old, who have one common passion – the BMW marque. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We offer something for every type of BMW owner or driver. From performance- 
orientated events to classic-car events to family fun, there truly is much to 
choose from.   

Our most important  
club event: 

The annual Concours d’Elegance showcasing rare and classic BMWs, enjoyed 
by young and old. And the ///M Performance Parts Race Series, seeing BMWs 
race around the various racetracks of Johannesburg in South Africa. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

It is both a premium and an aspirational brand with firm roots in motor sport 
that offers something for everyone, young and old – but more importantly, it’s 
the driving engagement and sheer driving pleasure! 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Seeing 40 BMWs race down the main straight at the Kyalami International 
Grand Prix Circuit in the ///M Performance Parts Race Series.

BMW CAR CLUB GAUTENG

cars

1981

670
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Our motto:  Devoted to the incredible! 

What makes our  
community special: 

Incorporating charity work and community outreach through motor sports. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Donation of PPEs and other safety equipment to the health facilities  
to fight Covid-19.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The performance, the luxury and convenience it offers.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

When we donated equipment and PPEs to health facilities in Ghana.

BMW CLUB GHANA

mixed

2015

100

Our motto:  We seek to improve safe driving culture through events that showcase 
 the ultimate driving machine and building socially aware communities. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The diversity of members and the common passion we share for the  
BMW brand. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Autofest usually held in October or December.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The fusion of complexity and beauty within the engineering of the 
BMW brand.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The annual Autofest event brings together all car lovers from  
across the nation. It’s always a graceful event.

BMW CLUB NIGERIA

mixed

2013

66
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BMW MOTORCYCLE CLUB PRETORIA, SOUTH AFRICA

motorcycles

1995

274

Our motto:  Motto: Shared riding pleasure.  
Mission: To foster fellowship through the safe, supportive and responsible 
riding and enjoyment of BMW motorcycles, in a courteous manner.

What makes our  
community special: 

Our members are like family. We have a rich and proud history and offer rides, 
events and training to cater for the different preferences and skill levels of our 
members. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Historically, our club’s year-end function is a special way to close off the  
year’s activities (although Covid-19 got in the way). We also look forward  
to participating in bigger events, such as the GS Trophy!

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Choice – there is a motorcycle that suits everyone. 
Quality – from the motorcycle itself to the technicians keeping it running. 
Lifestyle – it’s more than just a vehicle, it’s a lifestyle. 
Aspirational – who doesn’t want to ride a BMW? 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Covid-19 was a challenge, but also encouraged different ways of engaging  
with each other and enjoy our passion and hobby. 
Two GS Trophy winners and some of the participants over the years were 
club members and it was amazing to support them.
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Our motto:  Our value proposition to members: create an environment for members to  
enjoy social events and excursions to interesting destinations. Promoting safe 
riding through facilitation and promotion of applicable training. Fundraising to 
benefit members. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We also support the Guide Dogs Association. We create relationships with 
providers (BMW) to the benefit of our members: discounts, offers, information 
sharing and exposure. Very mature but diverse member profile. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Not one stands out as the most important as there are a number of events in 
the form of club meetings, breakfast rides, weekday rides, evening rides and 
overnight weekend rides. In 2022, our trip to Mozambique will likely be a  
special highlight. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The brand is aspirational and manifests in the quality of the product but even 
more so in the lifestyle that is offered. Therefore, it is trusted to deliver an expect-
ed level of experience. What it’s all about is how your interaction makes you feel. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our events. Many of them make members return. Our fun activities during 
Covid – within regulation – great guest speakers, great destinations and group 
rides. Our destinations are enjoyed as much as the journeys. Member profile 
supported by the brand.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB CENTRAL

motorcycles

1994

149

Our motto:  We promote safe and competent riding and have a focus on developing  
the good image of motorcycling in general and more specifically that of  
BMW riders.  

What makes our  
community special: 

Our members all have a passion for their motorcycles and it is through our 
activities that we grow long-term friendships. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our Sutherland winter ride has always been the most popular event on the 
club calendar, as close to half of our members attend this weekend away, 
despite the normally freezing conditions. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The BMW brand has enabled us to build a network of friends through our  
members and local dealerships where information is shared freely for the  
benefit of everyone. We take comfort knowing that help is never far away 
if it is required. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

People like to feel that they belong, and in our club, that feeling is very  
strong. The club is an extension of family life.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB CAPE

motorcycles

1979

283
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Our motto:  We strive to promote safe riding within a close social group. We always try 
to conduct ourselves in such a way that it will promote the BMW brand. 
 

What makes our  
community special: 

We are based in Port Elizabeth, South Africa, which is known as the Friendly 
City. We receive all new and old BMW owners with a friendly welcome. 

Our most important  
club event: 

We have a charity run called The Poker Run. It involves five stops where  
you draw a card. The best poker hand at the final destination wins the prize.  
All proceeds are donated to a charity of choice for the year. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW does not just sell you a motorbike. The lifestyle which is available  
through the well-supported BMW Club network is a wonderful add on to  
the BMW experience. This makes it exciting for us, and much more than  
just owning a motorcycle. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The 90-year celebrations of BMW Motorrad was a highlight for us. 

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB EASTERN CAPE

motorcycles

2000

124

Our motto:  The BMW MC strive to enjoy our motorcycles to the fullest and involve  
all member participation.  

What makes our  
community special: 

We have a wide spectrum of people and ages actively involved in our  
club ranging from ages 21 to 81 years old. Our members have the option  
of enjoying gravel or tar routs on our outrides. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our most sought-after event is the annual three-day ride through the  
Tankwa Karoo National park. This event is so popular it is fully booked a  
year in advance. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The monthly club gathering with close involvement of the dealership in  
George helps to promote the BMW brand and build a camaraderie with  
club members. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The support between club members in hard times, e.g. during Covid-19,  
members came together and helped where help was needed between  
members and the community.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB GARDEN ROUTE

motorcycles

2012

99
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Our motto:  Our club is about maintaining a platform and creating opportunities for riders 
and supporters to live their passion for the bikes and BMW Motorrad brand. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The community is small, but their relationships and love for the bikes create  
a closely knit family. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Each event focuses on its own purpose. The next event on the calendar is 
always the most important one.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The bikes, the brand, the people and the joy that the combination brings to 
peoples’ lives.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

A few years ago, we hosted Dave Barr, a legendary double amputee who  
holds several world records. His passion for riding and the joy he spreads  
by sharing his stories was inspirational.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB INLAND

motorcycles

2012

140

Our motto:  Meet and enjoy like-minded people who love BMW motorcycles. Provide  
opportunites for BMW Motorrad members to participate and explore the  
country and capabilites of their motorcycles. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We are structured, well-organised and represented. We offer our members  
the opportunity to explore the best parts of our country as well as embrace  
the comradeship that we aspire to achieve. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Other than our AGM, it would be our year-end Christmas weekend getaway.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

It is the best motorcycle brand in the world. There is just nothing quite like it. 
The technology, styling, functionality and comfort are outstanding. Service  
and BMW assist are world class and extremely comforting when you own  
a BMW motorcycle. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Every ride, new friendships and the feeling of belonging are experiences.  
And there are so many!

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB KWAZULU-NATAL

motorcycles

1979

130
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB LOWVELD SOUTH AFRICA

motorcycles

2014

80

Our motto:  BMW Motorrad Club Lowveld’s specific PURPOSE is to engage  
and communicate with our members at all times. We organise safe  
and memorable rides for our members. Our members are unique,  
therefore each member will engage at all levels of the club. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our members and we have some of the best riding in South Africa.

Our most important  
club event: 

The BMW GS Trophy.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The ability to bring people together.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our club has hosted two South African GS Trophy finals that were  
very special.

Our motto:  To foster fellowship through the safe, supportive and responsible riding and 
enjoyment of BMW motorcycles, in a courteous and environmentally friendly 
manner.

What makes our  
community special: 

We are a members-driven association with activities undertaken and decisions 
made regarding our interaction in the club or with the community at large all 
done with the members and with their consent. 

Our most important  
club event: 

We have Tony’s Run in May of every year. The run was originally planned and 
organised by Tony Muirhead, a very active member who passed away, but the 
club has continued the Tony’s Run every year in honour of a good man. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Through BMW’s continuous commitment to excellence, we’ve gathered a  
community of enthusiasts who value, appreciate and support the extremely 
successful BMW Motorrad product range, through continued brand  
ambassadorship and club event participation. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

We reached our ten-year anniversary in 2021, although, due to Covid-19  
restrictions, we were unable to realise the planned celebratory events.  
The members are eager to attend our 10+1 anniversary events in 2022.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB NAMIBIA

motorcycles

2011

79
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Our motto:  Our focus is on safety and we are committed to helping our riders improve  
their riding skills through formal and informal training. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Definitely the camaraderie between our members as we all care for each other 
while sharing a common passion for biking. There is a cohesion of all our riders 
that makes the difference. 

Our most important  
club event: 

We have three important events during the year that stand out:  
  1)  The annual Ladies Ride  
 2)  The Chairman’s Ride  
 3)  Our Annual Christmas Function 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The amazing people that we meet, the awesome places that we get to visit  
and BMW’s passion to improve and evolve their product definitely inspires 
confidence amongst the BMW riding community. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The first-aid training and the proud tradition of the support of the GS Trophy 
and having a member of our club representing our country in Albania in 2022.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB WEST RAND

motorcycles

2016

127

Our motto:  The BMWOCK is anchored on four main pillars: networking, family and bonding, 
BMW and fun, and income generation. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Kama ni BMW wewe in Familia, iwe mzee iwe mpya (If it’s a BMW, you are 
family, be it old or new). We are a diverse group and want to promote inclusivity 
irrespective of your car’s date of manufacture.  

Our most important  
club event: 

Despite Covid-19 restrictions, we managed to hold a hybrid AGM, where the 
club explored innovative ways to ensure votes were cast virtually and live 
streamed the event to ensure we complied with the club constitution. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The energy it brings. There’s something about BMW owners that resonates 
with all generations and the ability to bring people together because of the 
passion, reliability, durability and style of the brand offers.  

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

When we lost one of ours through a tragic accident, more than 100 BMW cars 
took to the streets to celebrate their life and we laid a memorial in their honour. 
That made people really see the value of being a BMWOCK member.  
We are family. 

BMW OWNERS CLUB KENYA

cars

2014

125
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… AND ONE MORE CLUB.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB CAPE

OUR MEMBERS ALL HAVE A PASSION FOR THEIR  
MOTORCYCLES AND IT IS THROUGH OUR ACTIVITIES  
THAT WE GROW LONG-TERM FRIENDSHIPS.
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AMERICA.

68
CHAPTERS

The mission of the BMW Car Club of America is to enhance the BMW experience  
and lifestyle through camaraderie, education and social responsibility. We strive 
to create a premier car club experience by providing services, support, information 
and activities that promote friendship and enjoyment while encouraging social 
awareness and responsibility. Members of the club are eligible for exclusive rebates, 
discounts on BMW parts and services, member-only events and print issues of the 
BMW Car Club Magazine in both Roundel and BimmerLife editions. We have over 
500 member events annually, ranging from chapter socials, to driving events,  
to our national multi-day O’Fest event. BMW CCA has grown to become the  
world’s largest owner-supported single-marque car club. 

BMW CAR CLUB OF AMERICA.

1969
FOUNDED

68.000
MEMBERS IN 2022
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BMW CAR CLUB OF AMERICA BUCKEYE CHAPTER

cars

1974

1.100

Our motto:  Our mission is to share our love of all things BMW with fellow members  
through driving and social events, and to support worthy charities and causes 
such as the BMW CCA Foundation and Tire Rack Street Survival, as well as 
local charities.  

What makes our  
community special: 

Whether you drive a new X7 or a 1969 2002, we welcome you. Members  
own everything from garage queens to beaters, and no judgment is made.  
We welcome enthusiasm, in all its variations. 

Our most important  
club event: 

For driving events, that would be our HPDEs, and this year, we’re adding  
NCM Motorsports Park. For social, our Holiday Party is the biggest, with  
great attendance and lots of fun. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The performance orientation of the brand. Not just a luxury brand, but one  
that emphasises the connection between driver and machine. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

No single moment, but it is pleasing to watch the chapter evolve through  
various leaders and members, adapting to meet the interests of the many 
through the efforts of the few. 

BMW CAR CLUB OF AMERICA CONNECTICUT VALLEY CHAPTER

Our motto:  To promote interest in motoring, touring activities and driving classes and to 
encourage safe, skilful and enjoyable experiences with our BMWs. In addition, 
we try to make the club experience available to all of our members. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The area that our chapter covers allows us to partake in various activities for  
all of our members from high-performance driving schools at Lime Rock Park  
to beach parties on Long Island Sound. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our Annual John Bisset Memorial Humpa Picnic, which we have been holding 
annually in the autumn for almost 50 years.

cars

1973

1.700
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BMW CAR CLUB OF AMERICA HOOSIER CHAPTER

cars

1994

600

Our motto:  The Hoosier BMW Chapter is all about people who enjoy driving the ultimate 
driving machine, sharing experiences and each other’s company.  

What makes our  
community special: 

Indiana, and especially Indianapolis, enjoys a long and rich automotive  
history in manufacturing, technical development and racing that makes our 
community’s car culture extremely strong and vibrant.  

Our most important  
club event: 

The Hoosier Chapter enjoys a diverse schedule of events throughout the  
year, with four activities drawing the most participation: 1) scenic drives; 2) 
the Annual Picnic; 3) Carmel Artomobilia; and 4) the Annual Holiday Party. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The culture, camaraderie and diversity of the automotive genre coupled with 
the passion of ownership, appreciation of history while developing the future. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Host of the 1999 BMW CCA Octoberfest and the October 2018 ‘Wunderbar 
together’ German–American friendship event held downtown Indianapolis, 
hosted by the German Consul General – Chicago.

BMW CAR CLUB OF AMERICA FOUNDATION

cars

2002

Our motto: Saving Lives; Saving History.

What makes our  
community special:

Sharing BMW history with BMW CCA members and automotive enthusiasts. 
Providing Driver education to Teenage drivers nationwide thru the Tire Rack 
Street Survival program. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The Ultimate Driving Museum exhibits.  
Tire Rack Street Survival Teen driving program – saving lives!

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Sharing the Ultimate Driving Machine history with others.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Worldwide recognition of the Foundation exhibits and archives. Our impact 
nationwide on teen driving safety.
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BMW CAR CLUB OF AMERICA IOWA CHAPTER

Our motto:  Social fellowship, with a focus on education for enthusiasts and young drivers, 
whether the subject is maintenance/operating, detailing or driving itself. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Mutual support and appreciation of cars and driving. It’s also the kind of group 
where it’s okay if you remember who a person is by what car they are driving 
rather than their name! 

Our most important  
club event: 

Spring and Fall Tire Rack Street Survival Driving Schools.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The way the cars drive and how that can bring a diverse group of  
people together.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The ‘Cutting it Fine’ award ceremony at our annual meeting, where the prize  
is awarded to the chapter member who pushed things just a little too close to 
the edge of the envelope at one of our driving events.

cars

2000

320

BMW CAR CLUB ILLINI CHAPTER

Our motto:  Enhance the BMW ownership experience through enjoyable social and  
driving events with like minded people. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our region provides river valleys and plains, urban and rural settings, and  
four seasons for driving variety.

Our most important  
club event: 

Every summer our Chapter holds a TRSS defensive driving school for new 
licensees. We pioneered two-day school weekends, now done by other  
Chapters, to graduate over 75 better drivers annually. The heart-warming 
tribute letters keep us energized.  

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The tradition, the present and the future: The history of engineering  
performance and luxury into sedans, proven by racing, the elevation of  
that design into coupes, SAVs, and eMs to come. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our Club initiated ///M Madness, an Ultimate Driving Machine corral with  
nearly every M model ever built represented, and it has become our annual 
signature event. 

cars

1987

200
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BMW CAR CLUB OF AMERICA NATIONAL CAPITAL CHAPTER

cars

1971

4.641

Our motto:  Come for the cars, enjoy the events, stay for the people. The National Capital 
Chapter is a volunteer organisation and without volunteers, there isn’t a club. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The National Capital Chapter is BMW CCA’s largest and most diverse chapter. 
NCC offers a variety of events almost every week of the year, so there’s  
something for everyone. We welcome all members with open arms. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our Annual Meeting has been a popular event. While our active members  
may focus on specific programmes (Autocross, Concours, DIY, HPDE, Karting, 
M Club Day, Sim Racing, Tours), the Annual Meeting is a great time for  
everyone to come together. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMWs are truly driver’s cars. NCC has multiple driving programmes that 
provide an organised, safe and fun environment for members to explore their 
BMWs’ capabilities and use them as intended – as well as keep them running  
in optimal condition. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

NCC wouldn’t exist without its volunteers and sponsors. We are pleased that 
one of our long-standing members, Woody Hair, and one of our loyal sponsors, 
Craftsman Auto Care, were both recently recognised with Friends of the  
BMW CCA awards.
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BMW CAR CLUB OF AMERICA SAN DIEGO CHAPTER

Our motto:  Our mission is to provide driving events and social activities to our members 
and to encourage enthusiasm for BMW. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our San Diego chapter members are a great mix of BMW enthusiasts, from 
vintage owners of 2002s, CSLs, and Isettas, to die-hard E36 and E46 fans,  
to owners of BMW’s most modern vehicles. 

Our most important  
club event: 

We are known for our incredible autocross events. Drivers compete for the best 
time around a long (90 second) cone-lined course set in a large parking lot. 
Trophies are awarded for each car class, as well as top time of the day. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW appeals to many different types of people. Whether one is looking for a 
sports car to race, a comfortable convertible, a family SAV or a luxurious sedan, 
BMW offers a safe, high-quality, high-tech vehicle for everyone. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The greatest impression for me happened at my first autocross. I didn’t realise 
our San Diego chapter offered in-car instruction at autocross and track events! 
This helped my skills grow tremendously and helped me become an instructor 
and give back.

BMW CAR CLUB OF AMERICA PUGET SOUND REGION

Our motto:  We exist to maximise the joy members experience with their BMWs and to 
promote the friendships and camaraderie that experience brings. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The diverse character of our member and local partner community across six 
primary areas including driver skill development, tours, social events, technical 
events, SIG events (E30 Picnic, M Car Day) and the community’s ability to give 
back locally. 

Our most important  
club event: 

This year, it is our 50th anniversary event (being held two years late) at the  
LeMay Automotive Museum in Tacoma in September. The most important 
regular event is Burgers and BMW’s at XXX Rootbeer in Issaquah. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The coolness of the cars, across generations and models. The loyalty of the 
owners, and their ongoing desire to bond over this iconic brand regardless of 
where they are from, who they are or what they do for a living. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The BMW centennial in 2016 was wonderful as well as the various  
celebrations around the world. 

cars

1977

1.300

cars

1970

2.000
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… AND MANY MORE.
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BMW Car Club
of America
Oregon Chapter

BMW Car Club
of America
Rocky Mountain Chapter
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BMW Car Club
of America
Sunshine Bimmers

BMW Car Club
of America
Wasatch Chapter

BMW Car Club
of America
Tarheel Chapter

BMW Car Club
of America
White Mountain Chapter

Lorem ipsumLorem ipsum

BMW Car Club
of America
Tejas Chapter

BMW Car Club
of America
Sunbelt Chapter
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BMW CAR CLUB OF AMERICA

IT’S THE CARS THAT BRING US TOGETHER, BUT 
IT’S THE FRIENDSHIPS THAT KEEP US TOGETHER.
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40
CHAPTERS

The BMW Riders Association (RA) is an all-volunteer community of passionate 
riders led by dedicated, responsive and motivated directors. Riding skills, safety and 
expertise form the core of our community. We share information extensively though 
our club’s magazine, On the Level (OTL), social media and through interaction 
amongst our members and leaders.

The ‘Ride Attitude’: friends having fun together riding their BMW motorcycles.

BMW RIDERS ASSOCIATION.

1972
FOUNDED

2.800
MEMBERS IN 2022
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BEARTOOTH BEEMERS

BLUEGRASS BEEMERS INC.

motorcycles

1999

15

Our motto:  The purpose of the Beartooth Beemers is to share our beautiful Beartooth 
riding area by offering people a beautiful place to share good fellowship with 
good people in the BMW tradition. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The Beartooth Beemers have a sole purpose and that is to host our annual 
Beartooth Rendezvous. We have not missed a year since founding the club. 
Profits from our rendezvous are returned to the local community. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The Beartooth Rendezvous.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW’s commitment to innovation and quality.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Each year, we take any profits from our rendezvous and return them to the  
local community. We donate to the fire department, museum, boys and girls 
club, and others. Consequently, the community welcomes us with open  
arms and generosity.

Our motto:  Live to ride, ride to live.

What makes our  
community special: 

Our diverse membership.

Our most important  
club event: 

Our annual banquet.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Quality and diversity of models.

motorcycles

1977

40
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BMW BIKERS OF METROPOLITAN WASHINGTON

motorcycles

1974

220

Our motto:  We emphasise camaraderie, rider education and safety and ride explorations/
rallies. We enjoy riding the wonderful roads in the mid-Atlantic region as well as 
places more distant.  

What makes our  
community special: 

We have a great enthusiasm for all aspects of motorcycling and would love to 
share this with fellow motorcyclists. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The first Friday, Saturday and Sunday of June is our annual Square Route Rally 
in Maryland’s Catoctin Mountains. Camping or bunkhouses, paved or unpaved 
roads, chili and BBQ. Surrounded by historic sites. Since 1975! 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The brand demonstrates performance and adventure on the road, on the trails 
and on the track! 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The sublime relaxation of sitting by the campfire talking about the day’s ride 
while drinking a cold beer is better than anything except the anticipation of 
tomorrow’s adventure. 

BMW CLUB MOTOR CITY BEEMERS

motorcycles

1993

22

Our motto:  To pursue, promote and protect the interests of BMW riders, to develop better 
and more enthusiastic relations with the general public and the operators and 
riders of all motorcycles. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We welcome owners and fans of all bikes and we’ve got doughnuts!

Our most important  
club event: 

MWB (mixed up BMW, or Mid Winter Banquet) in February and a family-style 
chicken dinner in Frankenmuth, MI, each year. The club pays all but $5 for 
members and associate members. Non-members are welcome to come and 
pay $40. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

They have two wheels. Most of us have more than just BMWs in our garage.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Ideas for rides are always welcome. A colour ride in autumn, sunrise to sunset 
across the state to watch the sun rise over one lake and set over another.  
All ideas are welcome and we even change leadership from year to year.
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BMW MOTORCYCLE CLUB GREATER CINCINNATI 

motorcycles

1979

148

Our motto:  Life is a ride!

What makes our  
community special: 

Our club comprises of a large group of individuals that share interests  
and a desire to help others. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our Christmas party is the culmination of our year. Always a great time  
and provides charitable donations, both material and financial, to our  
charity of choice. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Beyond the motorcycles, it’s the common interests that the brand  
supports.

BMW CLUB RIDERS ASSOCIATION OF THE MID-SOUTH

Our motto:  To support each other with BMW maintenance issues.

What makes our  
community special: 

The support we show each other when help is needed.

Our most important  
club event: 

Christmas party.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

We know how to work on them and have the appropriate tools for  
most maintenance.

motorcycles

1975

49
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BMW MOTORCYCLE OWNERS OF NORTHEAST FLORIDA

motorcycles

1974

260

Our motto:  BMWNEF is a social club with the purpose of fostering the enjoyment of  
BMW motorcycles and biking in general. We all enjoy the view of our wonderful 
country over the handlebars of a fine motorcycle.  

What makes our  
community special: 

Of course, riding is what we do best! To keep us on our toes, our club  
coordinates a variety of riding and training events.  

Our most important  
club event: 

Our Winter Rally (Florida’s coolest rally) is our largest and most important  
club event. It is held each year in North Florida and attracts  500+ attendees. 
January 2023 will mark the club’s 40th consecutive Winter Rally. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW offers a variety of motorcycles for all riding interests. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

We had a wonderful volunteer that was a great asset to the club. She passed 
away too soon and in her honour the Maggie Award was initiated. Over the 
years, only a few members have been selected to receive this award.

BMW MOTORCYCLE OWNERS OF ALABAMA 

Our motto:  A non-profit social club for the purpose of promoting companionship  
and recreation for its members who are motorcycle enthusiasts with an  
appreciation of BMW motorcycles. 

What makes our  
community special: 

It used to be the annual CHICKEN RALLY which drew hundreds of enthusiasts. 
The enthusiasm for the amount of hard work is long gone. The rally died quietly 
in 2020, just before the pandemic took over our lives. 

Our most important  
club event: 

It seems that the Dec Christmas gathering in Hoover, AL, is the most well- 
attended and most enjoyed gathering.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

I was drawn to the driveshaft back in 1975, and the simple-by-design  
engineering and reliability. Other than flat tires, we’ve never been left  
stranded. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

I would simply say our 50th anniversary October business meeting was a 
well-received highlight [23 Oct. 21 at Guntersville State Park & Lodge in AL,  
as reported via Wes Flemings’ 20 Nov. 21 BMW MOA email Ten Things  
to Know].

motorcycles
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BMW Motorcycle Club
Lone Star BMW Riders

LONE STAR BMW RIDERS

Our motto:  Our mission is to complement the enjoyment of motorcycle ownership  
with a variety of day-long and overnight rides, travel adventures, weekly  
and monthly social gatherings, and other social activities. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We are special because of our people. Members have very diverse back-
grounds, both at work and play; and motorcycle experiences from ownership  
to repair and maintenance, and historical knowledge. 

Our most important  
club event: 

We hold a Hamburger Cookout for members and the local motorcycling  
community. Along with a good hamburger meal, we participate in several  
skill games, a trivia contest, and some storytelling. A few gifts and prizes  
are also provided. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Members are most impressed by two things. First is the off-road and on- 
road capibilities of the GS and GS Adventure series. Second is the styling  
of both the RS and K series motorcycles. And a third would be the  
technological advances. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Over the past four years, we have had wonderful adventures to  
Colorado, South Central Missouri and South East Ohio. Everyone  
wants to ‘do ’em again!’

motorcycles
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145
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BMW Club
New Jersey Shore Riders

NEW JERSEY SHORE BMW RIDERS

motorcycles

1998

50

Our motto:  Ride to eat, eat to ride.

What makes our  
community special: 

We eat a lot. We ride a lot.

Our most important  
club event: 

Oktoberfest (in September on the actual  
dates of Oktoberfest in Germany).

RIDERS OF SOUTHERN MAINE

Our motto: Our unique geographic location makes for some  
of the best riding opportunities.

Our most important  
club event: 

The Downeast Rally at Hermit Island, Maine.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

That BMW Motorrad is not only innovating for tomorrow  
but continues to support and promote the brand heritage.  

motorcycles
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MOTOR CITY BEEMERS

WE WELCOME OWNERS AND FANS OF  
ALL BIKES AND WE’VE GOT DOUGHNUTS!
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164
CHAPTERS

Our mission is building a vibrant community, inspiring enthusiasts to connect, 
sharing our passion for motorcycles.
Our focus is highlighting how BMW riders are unique, but can share a similar 
passion!
Our special event is the BMW MOA National Rally. 
We have members throughout the world, but concentrated in North America.

 BMW MOTORCYCLE OWNERS 
OF AMERICA.

25.602
MEMBERS IN 2022

1972
FOUNDED
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 AIRHEADS BEEMER CLUB

motorcycles

1991

3.500

Our motto: ‘Simple by Choice’

What makes our 
community special:

The Airheads Beemer Club arose from a need for information on the 
care and feeding of airhead BMWs, and from a desire for camaraderie 
with like-minded souls. 

Our most important 
club event:

AirCentral at the BMW MOA National Rally. 

What excites us most 
about BMW:

The Airheads Beemer Club places the airhead back on its pedestal 
where it belongs, as the finest all-round motorcycle ever produced. 

 BLACKHAWK REGION BMW ASSOCIATION

motorcycles

1974

40

Our motto: Do you take your riding seriously? Do you love to ride, be it a BMW or another 
brand of your choice? Do you enjoy the company of like-minded riders and 
enthusiasts? If these describe you, come join us!

What makes our 
community special:

The goal of our club is to promote safe and proficient riding, and enhance the 
joys of motorcycle ownership, whether their motorcycles are BMWs or other 
brands, in the community of northern Illinois.

Our most important 
club event:

Marking its 35th year in 2021, the club’s most important yearly event is our 
Annual Motorcycle Flea Market and MotoExpo. Every year, our members look 
forward to serving our community while enjoying the camaraderie of fellow 
BMW riders and owners.

What excites us most 
about BMW:

We enjoy the performance, reliability, and long-distance touring capability of 
BMW. This remains our main draw, when we can savour the quality and perfor-
mance in these motorcycles, whether they are the latest models or our vintage 
machines.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on 
our club:

It is difficult to pinpoint a single moment or highlight in a club with such a long 
history as ours, now going on 48 years. Many of our gatherings shape our 
collective experience.
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BMW Club
of Daytona

BMW Club
of Southern California
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BMW CLUB OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Our motto:  The BMW Club of Southern California was formed in 1961 by a small group  
of dedicated BMW riders who enjoyed riding and socialising together. The club 
maintains that enthusiasm for the marque today and has members throughout 
Southern California.  

What makes our  
community special: 

Riding in good company! We are a diverse club with a variety of riding skills,  
ages, men and women riders, solo and two-up, adventure riders, and die- 
hard tourers! We appreciate riding together, enjoying the trip and coming  
home safely! 

Our most important  
club event: 

The club’s schedule contains at least two rides and events per month.  
Many members enjoy our tours of the western US, which include riding in  
Utah and Colorado. These rides permit exploring many national treasures  
and developing close friendships. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The club contains a diverse membership with various riding tastes. The BMW 
brand of motorcycles permits members to be individuals and part of a group 
having a common association with our motorcycles. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

One of the club’s lasting impressions is our membership. We come from various 
backgrounds, yet we can share a long-lasting family friendship.

BMW CLUB OF DAYTONA

Our motto:  A small and friendly club.

What makes our  
community special: 

It’s located in Daytona Beach FL, the home of Daytona Bike Weeks  
and Biketoberfest, and we have wonderful riding weather all year  
round. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Road clean-ups of our section of the Ormond Trail and Loop before  
Bike Weeks and Biketoberfest.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

New BMW products and the availability of parts for older bikes.
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BMW Club
Dutch Country Riders
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BMW CLUB SOUTH COAST RIDERS

Our motto:  We live and ride in motorcycle heaven, more commonly referred to as  
Southern California, where there are 350 beautiful riding days in any  
given year. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We have a great club, great people and have good times.

Our most important  
club event: 

We have our Annual Picnic (July) and Christmas Party (in December,  
of course).

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Excellent motorcycles that fit most tastes and styles.

BMW CLUB DUTCH COUNTRY RIDERS

Our motto:  Ride and see stuff, ride and eat stuff. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Longevity. Established in 1976, Chartered Club #56, still with six  
original members alive, complaining and riding.  

Our most important  
club event: 

The All-Pennsylvania Ride. Ride to and document visits to a place  
in each of Pennsylvania’s 67 counties based on a specific theme:  
historic, natural, architectural, mechanical, etc.  

motorcycles

1974

100

motorcycles

1976

50
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 BMW MOTORCYCLE CLUB OF COLORADO

motorcycles

1973

300

Our motto: Camaraderie and fun.

What makes our 
community special:

A great group of members, with a wide variety different backgrounds, years 
and years of riding experience, a love for BMW and all brands of motorcycles, 
and attitudes full of enthusiasm for adventure and exploring new things. 
Camaraderie. 

Our most important 
club event:

The Top ’o The Rockies Rally, every year. But, especially this year which the 
50th Annual.

What excites us most 
about BMW:

The German precision and attention to detail.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on 
our club:

Our club volunteers each spring to help maintain and repair Wilderness on 
Wheels, a venue that provides access the nature to people of all abilities. 
The joy of seeing those different-abilitly people enjoying the venue is an 
annual highlight. 

 BMW MOTORCYCLE OWNERS OF VERMONT

motorcycles

1981

400

Our motto: Live to Ride ... Ride to Eat.

What makes our 
community special:

We are a family that believes in riding responsibly, maintaining skill levels, 
riding ATGATT and having fun.

Our most important 
club event:

Green Mountain Rally.

What excites us most 
about BMW:

Quality, performance, model varieties, excellent service and support, especially 
through MAX BMW.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on 
our club:

We recently lost a member when a car hit him. Our members banded together 
to move his possessions from his apartment, working with his sister who lived 
2.000 miles away and couldn’t travel. Then we held a memorial service. 
Club members love supporting fellow enthusiasts.
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB NORTHERN ILLINOIS

Our motto:  Share our enthusiasm for BMW motorcycles and create an enjoyable riding 
organisation founded upon support, education and camaraderie. We encourage 
members to simply ride their best ride. Our short motto is ‘It’s only far if you 
don’t go’. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Members who are very willing to share their knowledge, long-distance riding 
experience and technical skills. We have a Club Collective mileage activity, 
where every member submits their miles ridden in that year. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our most important ‘event’ is the 20 or so Saturday breakfast rides we do 
annually, and Thursday Breakaway Breakfast Rides. These rides build friend-
ships, connections, community, riding experience and strengthen the diversity 
of the club. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The BMW brand stands out as one that embodies smart riding, strong safety 
ethics, great adventures and reliable quality.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The lasting impression comes from our club founder, Gerhard Pilz, who, in 
his late 80s, still rides and takes passengers in his sidecar. Gerhard always 
answers with ‘I’m happy’, when asked how he is. Now when someone inquires 
about our Club, we say ‘we are happy’.

motorcycles
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 BMW RIDERS CLUB OF WESTERN NY

Our motto: Learn, teach, ride safe and have fun.

What makes our 
community special:

Safe and knowledgeable riders. Variety of backgrounds and knowledge, 
and super willingness to help each other and welcome new members.

Our most important 
club event:

Our annual Christmas party, which gets wonderful participation,
(90 to 100) including spouses and girlfriends, and is enjoyed by all.

What excites us most 
about BMW:

Bike technology, groundbreaking new features, power and handling, 
and fun to ride.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on 
our club:

Paul Pelland’s (Long-Haul Paul) presentation to the club a few years ago 
about his Iron Butt competition riding a Ural!

motorcycles

1969

150

 BMW RIDERS OF OREGON

motorcycles

1977

258

Our motto: Oregon is for riders!

What makes our 
community special:

BMW Riders of Oregon is an enthusiastic group with a shared passion for 
riding motorcycles. You will have an opportunity to meet folks who enjoy all 
sorts of riding, camping, food and adventures.

Our most important 
club event:

The signature event is the Chief Joseph Rally held every June in John Day, 
Oregon. This event is a summer highlight for food, camping, entertainment, 
industry vendors, seminars, selected day rides, fun and the usual good
weather.

What excites us most 
about BMW:

We are thrilled to be associated with the premier BMW brand and ride proudly 
on our BMW motorcycles. Our chapter does welcome other brands! Those 
riders enjoy the energy we bring to a ride or an event, and prefer to be part 
of our community.  

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on 
our club:

We have enjoyed astonishing national and international support for our Chief 
Joseph Rally held each June in non-Covid years. Looking forward to showing 
off our wonderful Oregon and hospitality once again!
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 DELAWARE VALLEY BMW RIDERS

Our motto: Ride, repair, restore.

What makes our 
community special:

Great camaraderie.

Our most important 
club event:

October ride to country smokehouse for lunch.

What excites us most 
about BMW:

Mechanical quality, durability, shaft drive.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on 
our club:

Annual club picnic is great fun.

 GATEWAY RIDERS BMW CLUB

Our motto: Comradeship along for the ride.

What makes our 
community special:

Local dealer support and helping each other.

Our most important 
club event:

Progressive Dinner where five members host breakfast to dessert. 
Ride between each stop may be 50+ miles.
Start at 8 till 6 in the evening.

What excites us most 
about BMW:

Global community and rallies.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on 
our club:

Cohosting the 3rd MOA national. 
motorcycles
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HIGH BEEMERS MOTORCYCLE CLUB OF NORTHERN NEVADA

Our motto: Nevada is one of the most beautiful areas in the world. Our rides include  
scenic Lake Tahoe, numerous smaller lakes, the Sierra Nevadas, and the  
open desert with 300 sunny days and clean air. Our club members are  
friendly, welcoming and adventurous. 

Our most important  
club event: 

We have nearly 30 organised rides per year, as well as our annual BBQ  
in autumn and our annual club dinner in January.  All of our events are 
great! 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW is one of the premier motorcycle brands for both street and adventure 
riding. It is a great worldwide brand and the motorcycles are high quality and 
high performance.motorcycles

1991

80

HILL COUNTRY BMW RIDERS

Our motto:  We’re a group of good friends who also enjoy biking.

What makes our  
community special: 

The greatest asset of the Hill Country BMW Riders is the wide range of 
interests, besides biking, shown by our members. Once the discussion starts, 
there’s no telling where it’ll end up. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Hill Country BMW Riders has several notable events during the year, but the 
most significant is the annual Christmas Holiday party where the membership 
decides on the recipient(s) of our annual charitable bequest(s). 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Everything. We have ‘Dirt Eaters’, ‘Pavement Artists’, ‘Iron Butts’ and ‘Airheads’ 
in Hill Country BMW Riders, not to mention a dedicated group of ‘High Milers’ 
who don’t believe it’s really a good ride unless you need your passport. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The one thing that stands out among the many great Hill Country BMW Riders 
moments and memories is the privilege and honour of having been associated 
with the great Ardys Kellerman.

motorcycles
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 INDIANAPOLIS BMW MOTORCYCLE CLUB

Our motto: Provide a friendly association among owners of BMW motorcycles, with the 
stated intention of promoting fellowship and good will through simple organ-
isation. It is to promote biking as a hobby, courtesy on the road and motoring 
safety.

What makes our 
community special:

The common bond and friendship that comes with riding a BMW motorcycle.

Our most important 
club event:

Our annual awards meeting, this is the meeting where we present any member 
who has riden over 10.000 miles with an award and the name is added to our 
club mileage plaque.

What excites us most 
about BMW:

The engineering and dependability of the machine. Travelling and touring to 
rallies and other events.

motorcycles
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65

 K1600 FORUM

Our motto: Making friends around the world.

What makes our 
community special:

We are a virtual club. This charter club consists of the members 
of the K1600forum.com found on the World Wide Web.

Our most important 
club event:

BMW Motorcycle Owners of America rally.

What excites us most 
about BMW:

The engineering that goes into them.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on 
our club:

How everyone is eager to help educate new or old members about 
their motorcycle.

motorcycles

2018
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LONG LEVEL BEEMERS OF CENTRAL NEW YORK STATE

Our motto:  Have an interest in BMWs? You’re invited to join us!

What makes our  
community special: 

Old, young, male, female. Rider, pillion. Everybody is welcome. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The Tug Hill Turnout, an annual camping based rally.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Road bikes, off-road bikes, adventure rigs, even sidecar tugs.  
BMW has a bike for every use.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our string of Christmas parties has underscored the convivial  
spirit of the club. 

motorcycles

2010

25

MADISON BMW CLUB

Our motto:  Ride to eat, eat to ride.

What makes our  
community special: 

Common bond of BMWs and socialising.

Our most important  
club event: 

GR3, Great River Road Rally.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The boxer motor and tradition, classic bikes.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our long, rich history.motorcycles
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Our motto: Companionship and recreation for its members, enhance members 
enjoyment of their BMW bikes, to promote safe riding, to improve the 
public image of biking, and to support responsible efforts to protect
the legal rights of motorcyclists.

What makes our 
community special:

We all have a good time riding together and sharing meals at 
a weekly breakfast and a monthly meeting.

Our most important 
club event:

 Our annual Gathering of the Clams Rally.

motorcycles

1992

30

 OCEAN STATE BMW RIDERS

 PALMETTO BMW RIDERS OF SOUTH CAROLINA

motorcycles

2014

40

What makes our 
community special:

We are the only BMW Club in South Carolina. The community is the entire state. 
Members attend meetings in different cities each month throughout the state. 
Club members will set up a location in their area and meetings are held there. 

Our most important 
club event:

December meeting: Toys for Tots. 

What excites us most 
about BMW:

Our club does not have a requirement for BMW ownership to be a member. 
However, there are mostly Beemers in the car park at events.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on 
our club:

The club staying together during the pandemic while changing from the 
monthly club meeting in a restaurant to cookouts at South Carolina State Parks 
wearing masks and social distancing.  
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Pikes Peak Road Riders
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 PIKES PEAK BMW ROAD RIDERS

What makes our 
community special:

Enthusiasm, community, new blood and beautiful riding close by. 

Our most important 
club event:

Annual picnic and club campout.

What excites us most 
about BMW:

Love of design, sense of belonging, history, and melding of the 
new and old.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on 
our club:

Pig roast in the early years.

motorcycles
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 SANTA BARBARA BMW MOTORCYCLE RIDERS

motorcycles

1986

55

Our motto: To promote and present a positive image of motorcyclists to the general public, 
engaging in such activities and disseminating such information that will achieve 
this purpose.

What makes our 
community special:

Our club members are some of the most friendly and helpful riders anywhere. 
Our Santa Barbara location is very special with many enjoyable riding routes
for touring, camping, twisties, eating and more than a few great wineries.

Our most important 
club event:

Along with riding, our summer BBQ is a top event for our relatively small club. 

What excites us most 
about BMW:

Our members have a wide variety of BMW motorcycles as well as other brands, 
from antique to the latest. The quality and precision of BMW bikes is very high, 
which we value. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on 
our club:

It’s the giving nature of our members that is so special. The friendliness of our 
members, helping each other with riding tips and ideas, maintenance, meeting 
places, ride planning, organising and leading rides, and more. 
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SOUTH EASTERN ARIZONA TOURING RIDERS

Our motto:  To have good places to ride regularly and good people to ride with.

What makes our  
community special: 

We ride every week plus overnight rides once a month and we have  
experienced riders that get along well with each other.

Our most important  
club event: 

We have several important rides, such as our annual ride from Tucson to death 
Valley California in January.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

They are excellent bikes for that kind of long-distance touring we do.  
Most members have bikes of other brands as well.

motorcycles

1997
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SPRINGFIELD BMW ROAD RIDERS

motorcycles

1971

25

Our motto:  Ride – Eat – Repeat.

What makes our  
community special: 

The wide variety of members – men, women, couples, young, old, pavement 
burners, rally rats, touring riders, adventure riders, cruisers, airheads and 
hacks. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our MotoMO Rally in the Ozark Mtns every June.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW’s variety of quality and technologically advanced motorcycles with a 
focus on performance and safety.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The BMW MOA National Rally returning to the Ozarks in 2022 after  
47 years.
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 UNITED SIDECAR ASSOCIATION

Our motto: We are all about the fun of sidecars!

What makes our 
community special:

An extraordinary form of transportation that brings people together 
to share experiences, information and fun.

Our most important 
club event:

The national rally.

What excites us most 
about BMW:

BMWs make good sidecar tugs.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on 
our club:

It happens every year somewhere – the national rally.  A time and 
place where like-minded sidecarists gather to share in their common 
experiences.

motorcycles
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… AND MANY MORE.

K1600 FORUM

MAKING FRIENDS 
AROUND THE WORLD.

BMW Club
Black Hills Riders

BMW Club
Skylands Riders
of New Jersey

BMW Club
San Antonio Riders
Association

BMW Club
Finger Lakes NY

BMW Motorcycle Club
Dallas  Fort Worth

BMW Club
Motorcycle Owners
of Minnesota

BMW Club
Skylands Riders
of New Jersey

BMW Club
Skylands Riders
of New Jersey

BMW Club
Space Coast Riders

BMW Club
Skylands Riders
of New Jersey

BMW Club
Skylands Riders
of New Jersey

BMW Motorcycle Club 
Dallas - Fort Worth

BMW Club
Skylands Riders
of New Jersey

BMW Motorcycle Club 
Riders of Toledo
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ASIA.

17
CLUBS

To provide the community with a platform to enhance and engage with the  
BMW brand experience. The event that brings all the clubs together physically  
is our Annual General Meeting held every year in a different club’s nation.  
Each club has their own events throughout the calendar year.  
 
BMW Clubs Asia – truly Asia!

BMW CLUBS ASIA.

2006 
FOUNDED

5.000
MEMBERS IN 2022
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BMW Motorcycle Club
Cambodia

BMW Car Club 
Owners Zone
Hong Kong

BMW MOTORCYCLE CLUB CAMBODIA

Our motto:  Have fun, explore other countries and support society.  
Our club is a meeting place of like-minded people who enjoy safe riding,  
we connect with other nationalities and share our passion for continuously 
developing society with charity events. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We are a club with many different nationalities. Beside the local Cambodians, 
we have Thai, Vietnamese but also Europeans and Australians. All our members 
are active riders. We are the driving force for connecting SE-Asian clubs.

Our most important  
club event: 

Our anniversary event every year in February. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Our mainly GS and GSA bikes are luxury, comfortable and reliable.  
They are great for long trips with pillions and perfect for the Cambodian  
and SE-Asian roads.  

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Beside the Vietnam, Thailand and Myanmar trips, our European Alps tour 
in 2019 was outstanding. For many of us the first trip to Europe, meeting  
nice people and enjoying perfect roads and beautiful nature in the Austrian  
and Italian Alps.

motorcycles

2016

160

BMW CAR CLUB OWNERS ZONE HONG KONG

Our motto:  Sharing BMW info among fans in Hong Kong. The interface between  
members and local dealers. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We are the only official club in Hong Kong. With great support from  
local dealers. 

Our most important  
club event: 

An outdoor movie activity with local dealers.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Unlimited innovation. Market leader. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

As a result of the current Covid situation, we can still get support 
from local dealers for car-testing events for our members.

cars

2001

2.881
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BMW CAR CLUBS INDONESIA

cars

2003

3.575

Our motto:  BMW Forever, forever BMWCCI!

What makes our  
community special: 

BMWCCI has a motor-sport division which handles one-make racing and drag 
racing. BMWCCI also has a leadership programme to find the next club leaders. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Indonesian Bimmerfest and BMWCCI one-make race.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Fantastic!

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

BMWCCI became the club of the year in 2018!

BMW CLUB IRAN 

Our motto:  We combine lifestyle with driving enthusiasm as evidenced by a balanced  
approach between meet-and-greets at different venues to fully blown track- 
day experiences and rallies. We have a strong focus on BMW heritage.    

What makes our  
community special: 

BMW has been present in Iran for nearly eighty-five years. As a result, some  
of our members come from generations of the same family. We are very diverse, 
ranging from women to college students to professionals all of whom share  
the same passion.  

Our most important  
club event: 

Our annual Tehran–Caspian Sea Rally, which is attended by members of  
our chapters from across Iran. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The ability to make even the most mundane drive fun. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our 100th year BMW celebration, which brought together BMW enthusiasts 
from across Iran. It was at that point that we realised our club had become 
both, a community and a family. 

mixed

2010

760
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BMW CLUB MALAYSIA

cars

2004

200

Our motto:  To further enhance the BMW ownership experience by sharing knowledge  
and experiences and by building a community of like-minded people to provide 
and promote in order to grow common interest and to be a representative  
of its members in Malaysia. 

What makes our  
community special: 

A very close group of friends who love their cars and look out for each other  
and the community. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Club AGM and Annual Dinner. All Members and their spouses and  
BMW enthusiasts are cordially invited to join us for a night of fun, games,  
raffles and, more importantly, to foster greater camaraderie amongst  
BMW lovers, with a new theme each year! 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The memories that you create in a BMW.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The golf tournament, family outing and BIMMERFEST.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB MALAYSIA

motorcycles

2008

1.324

Our motto:  We unite as one. We do more charity work to help the needy.

What makes our  
community special: 

We unite together from various races and religions just because we have  
same passion for riding. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The Annual General Meeting, where it’s possible for us to meet with  
all members.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The quality is the best.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our last ride in Cambodia in 2019 was the most remarkable ride  
for the club.
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BMW CAR CLUB OF THE PHILIPPINES

cars

2003

150

Our motto:  The club’s mission is to bring out the total ownership experience.  
Fun, technology-driven and responsible motoring. Charity drives and  
awareness campaigns show the social responsibility of the club as a  
meaningful element of society. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our organisation’s mix is eclectic with elements of classy but practical  
motoring, with a greasy gearhead-tinkerer mindset. It’s not perfect,  
but a work-in-progress. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our Annual Bimmerfest. We present the club and its members, and we  
invite all BMW owners, current and prospective, old and new, to gather  
to appreciate our cars and to do things worthy of the BMW brand.  
We are there for the community at large. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

What excites us about the BMW brand is its forward progress into more  
exciting technologies and more enjoyable aspects of the driving experience.  
But it does not detract from the basics of BMW being the Ultimate Driving 
Machine (petrol or electric). 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

For our members, it is the assurance that the club is there for the member,  
be it in times of social enjoyment or solving problems during vehicular  
breakdowns.
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 BMW CAR CLUB SINGAPORE

cars

2019

5.100

Our motto: Sole aim of providing social activities which appeal to like-minded people, 
young and old, who have one common passion – driving BMW cars.
Motto: Live your life with BMW. 

What makes our 
community special:

We organise monthly events and offer special deals for every member 
where they get to enjoy themselves and benefit from exclusive promotions 
and social activities. We arrange activities, movies, games, photo shoots, 
lunch and dinner events, etc.

Our most important 
club event:

Annual photo shoots and charity events. We always believe in giving more
than we receive. While we can enjoy all the fun, we hope to provide more
for others.

What excites us most 
about BMW:

One word – performance. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on 
our club:

We managed to book KF1 Pit in Singapore and we were the first car club 
to do so. We got more than 100 BMW cars and owners into the pit for an 
annual photo shoot. 

 THE BMW OWNERS SOCIETY OF SAFERIDERS (BOSS) 

motorcycles

2000

Our motto: Advocacy of promoting safe riding and lifting up the region.

What makes our 
community special:

We actively engage in community-building and promoting the tourism sector.

Our most important 
club event:

Annual BOSS IRON MAN Challenge – The Ironman Motorcycle Challenge 
now in ist 16th year, was conceived in the early 2000s as a test of one’s skill 
to navigate through the beautiful towns around North Luzon within 24 hours.

What excites us most 
about BMW:

The combination of what man and machine do together to make a 
community better.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on 
our club:

The BOSS Challenge has been featured globally and in many motoring 
magazines and journals.
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BMW MOTORCYCLE CLUB SINGAPORE

motorcycles

2000

95

Our motto:  Spread the joy of these Bavarian machines.

What makes our  
community special: 

We are the largest FB community in Singapore and usually follow the traffic 
and government guidelines accordingly. Our annual club AGM is one of the  
most well-supported and anticipated by the members. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Meetups of 30 BMW motorcycles at Gallop Kranji Farm Resort, amist  
government Covid restrictions on gathering in groups of more than five.  
Social-distancing measures applied. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The design, innovation and history and heritage.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

All the unique club rides and events. Members come and go but the brand and 
club have stayed true to their core, which is to enjoy the BMW motorcycles,  
new or old, bring us back to the core tag line ‘Make life a ride’.

BMW CAR CLUB OF CEYLON (SRI LANKA)

Our motto:  We aim to engage in mutually beneficial relationships with BMW Clubs and 
Prestige Automobile Pvt. Ltd. (BMW agent in Sri Lanka) and engage in activities 
to contribute positively to the Sri Lankan community. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We are a society for like-minded individuals comprising enthusiasts of cars 
and motorcycles built by BMW, that live on a beautiful island where difficulty in 
getting parts or the prices of cars hasn’t hindered the yearn for driving pleasure. 

Our most important  
club event: 

BimmerFest – where we showcase as many models of BMW cars and host an 
event with great food, music and atmosphere.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

For all our members, it is evident that the Ultimate Driving Machine is the 
key factor of BMW. From the early days to the modern cars, there is a grand 
appreciation for the car’s dynamic capabilities and its ability to adapt this into 
daily life. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

When we started our club in 2017, we were the second official car club in Sri 
Lanka, the first in 20 years. This gave us a lot of traction, and subsequently 
after our events were published, the dealers of other manufacturers initiated 
their own club.

cars

2017

62

Singapore
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BMW CAR CLUB TAIWAN

Our motto:  To enjoy and drive our BMW cars together.

What makes our  
community special: 

We are a society of enthusiasts that love our BMWs in every form. Our  
community has hundreds of members who drive both original cars and  
highly modified cars, and we have great events together. 

Our most important  
club event: 

We have many events throughout the year to showcase the cars.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The passion for an excellent chassis for joyful driving.

cars

2016

BMW MOTORCYCLE CLUB THAILAND

Our motto:  We bring together people who own and ride BMW motorcycles and inspire them 
to exchange ideas about the evolution of BMW motorcycles for club members’ 
travel and leisure. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Social work. Donations and help for disabled children, poor people and AIDS 
patients. Also: 
– Various charities, Lions Club 
– Donate blood and help the Red Cross Society 
– Promote safe driving and training 

Our most important  
club event: 

Grand Meeting-Club Anniversary Celebrations which include fun rallies, 
helping children and a great party at night.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Evolution of BMW motorcycles.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

‘Give Mom back the forest with Dad’s coffee.’ It is a project that Her Royal  
Highness Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn has initiated by continuing good 
projects to expand more know-how about how coffee can help to restore 
forests to the country.

motorcycles

1996

720
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BMW CAR CLUB VIETNAM

cars

2020

450

Our motto:  We gather together BMW enthusiasts and let them experience the brand.  
We help each other. We support and do good things for society together.  

What makes our  
community special: 

We are among very few official car clubs in Vietnam. We run the club with  
pure enthusiasm. Created by enthusiasts, for enthusiasts.  

Our most important  
club event: 

We do Bimmerfest every year, with up to around 500 participants.
At Bimmerfest, we host charity, tourism promotion, a gathering and improve
the awareness of BMW brands all in one. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Community. Different. Like a friend on the road. Technology. Always  
ahead of other car companies. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

In 2020, we held BIMMERFEST VIETNAM, which is the first ever in our  
country. There were 150+ cars joined along with many activities. It was a  
big hit in the car-enthusiast community and it left a very positive impression  
on the Bimmer community. 

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB THAILAND SOUTH

Our motto:  Promoting the BMW Motorcycle brand and motorcycle-riding culture  
in general. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The club is open for membership to all people that ride or own a BMW.  
We enjoy charity and sharing memories. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Annual AGM

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The enduring motorcycles of BMW.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Giving back to the community by way of donations to help support children  
and those struggling with their mental health and well-being. 

motorcycles

2012
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BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
Banten Chapter

BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
Cirebon Chapter

BMW Car Clubs
Indonesia
Jember Chapter

BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
Bali Chapter

BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
Bekasi Chapter

BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
Classic Register

BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
Kediri Chapter

BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
Banda Aceh Chapter

BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
Bogor Chapter

BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
E30 Register

BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
Lampung Chapter

BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
Bandung Chapter

BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
Bukittinggi Chapter

BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
Jakarta Chapter

BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
Lombok Chapter

… AND MANY MORE.

ASIA.
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BMW Car Clubs
Indonesia
Madiun Chapter

BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
Padang Chapter

BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
Makassar Chapter

BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
Palangkaraya Chapter

BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
Malang Chapter

BMW Car Clubs
Indonesia
Palembang Chapter

 

BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
Medan Chapter

BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
Pekanbaru Chapter
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BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
Purwakarta Chapter

BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
Solo Chapter

BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
Purwokerto Chapter

BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
Surabaya Chapter

BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
Semarang Chapter

BMW Car Clubs
Indonesia
Tangerang Chapter

BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
Sidoarjo Chapter

BMW Car Clubs 
Indonesia
Yogyakarta Chapter

ASIA.
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BMW CLUB MALAYSIA

THE MEMORIES THAT YOU 
CREATE IN A BMW.
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AUSTRALIA.

16
CLUBS

BMW Clubs Australia consists of 16 BMW Clubs within Australia.  
There are 9 BMW Car Clubs and 7 BMW Motorcycle Clubs. Each year, there is a 
BMW Clubs Australia national rally, which alternates between BMW Car and  
BMW Motorcycle Clubs. Look up the BMWCA calendar and join us. Each BMW Club 
has its own events, including rallies, drives, motorsport and social events.  
Our mission is to provide interesting activities to encourage BMW owners to  
join official BMW Clubs and to give them the opportunity to meet other BMW Club 
members within Australia and other worldwide BMW umbrellas.

BMW CLUBS AUSTRALIA.

1981
FOUNDED

5.060
MEMBERS IN 2022
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BMW MOTORCYCLE CLUB OF VICTORIA

IN AUSTRALIA,  
ADVENTURE JUST LIES 
DOWN THE ROAD. 
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BMW CAR CLUB CANBERRA

BMW CAR CLUB OF VICTORIA

cars

1985

125

Our motto:  
 

To bring together people interested in BMW cars of all models. To promote 
friendship and courtesy on the road, socially and in competition. To collect and 
disseminate technical and mechanical information to benefit all BMW drivers.  

What makes our  
community special: 

Because of Canberra’s proximity to the coast and mountains and all the great 
roads in between, the club regularly organises drives to various destinations  
in our region. We have strong participation in events such as cars and coffee,  
and BBQs. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Consistently the best attended event for members each year is our Show ’n 
Shine day, held in conjunction with the Annual German Auto Day.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Ever since it was founded, innovation has been one of the main success factors 
for BMW. In the field of new technologies in particular, BMW has continued to 
lead the way, be it the use of new materials and innovative design. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

A highlight in our club year is the Annual Snowy Mountains Drive Weekend.  
This event, over a whole weekend, takes in the challenging roads from  
Canberra to the mountains and all the amazing scenery that is one offer.

Our motto:  
 

The BMW Car Club of Victoria brings together enthusiasts from all walks of  
life under the umbrella of a shared love of the marque. We offer a wide range  
of activities and access to member-only services. 
 
A feeling only other BMW owners understand. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our engagement with BMW dealers, a network of fantastic driving roads  
with incredibly diverse scenery, access to a number of iconic racetracks  
complemented by a committee that ensures our members get to enjoy  
all activties with like-minded members. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our Melbourne Cup Weekend is a four-day tour to notable destinations, like  
the Victorian high country, coastal resorts, wine districts and occasionally  
Tasmania – culminating in lunch at a salubrious venue as a day at the races.  

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The engineering excellence, brand recognition and lifestyle of the marque, 
complemented by support from BMW.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

We recognised our constitution, IT systems and the workload on the committee 
was precluding the engagement of members into the committee. Now with all 
this updated, we have several young and enthusiastic new members on the 
committee.

cars

1979

652
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BMW CLUB GOLD COAST

BMW CLUB QUEENSLAND

cars

1992

76

Our motto:  To enjoy our cars and appreciate where we live.

What makes our  
community special: 

The friendship of our club members. Enjoying our cars and visiting places 
where we live. 

Our most important  
club event: 

30th anniversary.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

We love our cars, especially the older ones. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Attending BMW Clubs Australia Nationals and going on a road trip with  
club members to attend the event.

Our motto:  
 

To promote friendship, information and enjoy motoring activities through  
our common interest – BMWs.

What makes our  
community special: 

Because of the climate here in Queensland and proximity to a fantastic  
network of amazing roads and motor-sport facilities, year round, there is  
always something to do and somewhere interesting to drive, and a lot of  
the time with our tops down. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our InterClub Challenge / Charity Motorsport Day at Lakeside Raceway.  
We invite other car clubs for a ‘happy laps/breakfast’ and regularity challenge. 
This attracts up to 80 cars and support of the track owners. We raise $10.000 
for local charities. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The amazing support of BMW, their engineering and motor-sport heritage 
combine to make it very attractive for motoring enthusiasts to be involved.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

A major event each year is our Show & Shine and we hold it at a high-profile 
motoring display event here in Brisbane RACQ Motorfest. To celebrate  
BMW’s 100 years, our club was chosen as the features club and we were  
able to show 100 member cars.

cars

1983

400
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BMW CLUB WESTERN AUSTRALIA

BMW DRIVERS CLUB MELBOURNE

cars

1985

179

Our motto:  
 

Enjoying club life and events in a laid-back Western Australian style.

What makes our  
community special: 

Our love of BMWs, in a Western Australian setting.

Our most important  
club event: 

Our annual Show ’N’ Shine car display and Concours d’Elegance.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The marque’s superior driving qualities.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The friendliness and support club members provide to each other.

Our motto:  
 

Our mission is to be inclusive and welcoming of everyone that loves the  
BMW brand. Our motto ‘The Ultimate Driving Club’ says it all: we aim to be the 
friendliest, most welcoming and best club we can be in all areas of club life. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We try very hard to be friendly, welcoming and supportive of all our members 
and love to foster a family environment where everyone feels at home, whether 
on a track, on a drive, at a show or anywhere we meet. 

Our most important  
club event: 

It is too hard to name one. Our charity fund-raising display days are very  
important, but so are interclub or interstate events, where we get to meet 
up with other BMW lovers and share our passion for the brand. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

It is the Ultimate Driving Car! They are always ahead of the rest in technology 
and innovation and always deliver pure driving pleasure to lovers of driving  
the best. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Winning the BMW Club of the Year 2021 Award makes us all feel so proud that 
what we have built and the reputation we have gained in the community is 
worth the hard work and effort that we all put in as one big BMW Club family.

cars

2018

670
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BMW DRIVERS CLUB NEW SOUTH WALES

BMW DRIVERS CLUB SOUTH AUSTRALIA

cars

1979

963

Our motto:  
 

To bring together BMW enthusiasts in NSW through providing well-organised 
social and motor-sport events and publication of a quality club magazine.

What makes our  
community special: 

Friendly, welcoming, enthusiastic and helpful club members. Club drivers given 
the opportunity to drive their BMWs the way BMW designed them to be driven 
on car racetracks in friendly competition.  

Our most important  
club event: 

Our annual dinner is the most important club event of the year. It is where  
we celebrate the annual contributions and achievements of the club and  
its members. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The rich history of BMW in motor sport and ongoing innovation in new  
technology and designs.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Motorsport Championship where our BMW Drivers Club team defeats the  
team from Porsche Club at our annual BMW/Porsche Supersprint Challenge  
at Sydney Motorsport Park Grand Prix Circuit.    

Our motto:  
 

To bring together BMW owners, drivers and enthusiasts for social, technical  
and motor-sport activities at all levels of participation. Hosting a large range  
of events, with access to the Conditional Historic (Club) Registration scheme.  

What makes our  
community special: 

Our strong focus on providing value for all members through social  
gatherings, show and shines, technical nights, motor sport and conditional 
historic registration. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our annual club show and shine event, which brings together both members 
that wish to have their vehicles judged and those that wish to enjoy engaging 
with other members and looking at the stunning vehicles that members own. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Innovation and the commitment to driver engagement for each new model.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our return to club motor sport and a large focus on club registration has  
revitalised our membership base and grown our numbers. This has in turn 
allowed us to focus on larger events and give back more to our members.

cars

1985

269
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BMW MOTORCYCLE CLUB CANBERRA INCORPORATED

motorcycles

1981

120

Our motto:  
 

The objectives of the BMW Motorcycle Club Canberra Incorporated are to: 
1. Promote motorcycle activities and social outings. 
2. Advance friendship within the motorcycle fraternity.  
3. Share information and skills relating to BMW motorcycles.  

What makes our  
community special: 

The club offers members and guests a diverse range of social events along  
with same-day, overnight and multiday ride opportunities to enjoy their  
BMW motorcycle. The club holds events all year round.  

Our most important  
club event: 

The club hosts the annual Kosciuszko Motorcycle Rally during October in the 
Kosciuszko National Park, New South Wales, Australia. Part of the Australian 
Alps National Parks. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW produces a range of motorcycles that offers a model to appeal to  
everyone, be they looking for mobility, urban, sport, cruiser, tourer or  
adventure. BMW Motorrad innovation produce motorcycles that appeal,  
excite and perform for the rider. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The BMW Motorcycle Club Canberra organised and hosted Australian  
National Motorrad Rallys in 2014, 2018 and 2021, raising over A$10.000 for 
charity. Members and guests of Offical BMW Clubs were invited.
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BMW MOTORCYCLE CLUB OF VICTORIA

motorcycles

1975

841

Our motto:  
 

The purposes of our club: (a) To enhance the enjoyment of BMW motorcycling. 
(b) To provide opportunities for members and their families to interact socially. 
(c) To encourage safe riding practices. (d) To support advocacy for safer  
motorcycling. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We are a social club that has come together as a community of friends around  
a common interest: to celebrate and enjoy riding our BMW motorcycles. We love 
to ‘ride far and ride free’. In Australia, ‘Adventure just lies down the road’. 

Our most important  
club event: 

We host a club BBQ in January (summer in Australia) that coincides with  
Australia Day celebrations. Our club rally is a great way to connect with  
interstate clubs and long-term members. We enjoy camping in the great  
locations that Victoria offers. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

‘Make life a ride’. It is all about the journey, not the destination. Our club has 
a mixture of classic and contemporary motorcycles, especially GS adventure 
motorcycles. BMW has a relentless drive to develop and create the future   
of motorcycles.  

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

When members were younger, they would do club rallies in the bush, outback 
or anywhere where they could camp. The rallies allowed families to explore the 
natural wonders and great scenery in Australia.
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BMW MOTORCYCLE CLUB QUEENSLAND

Our motto:  
 

In a friendly social environment, promote and encourage the enjoyment of  
owning, riding and maintaining motorcycles with emphasis on the BMW brand.

What makes our  
community special: 

We are marque-specific, which sets us apart from most other motorcycle clubs. 
Owners of other branded motorcycles are welcome but the vast majority of 
members own at least one BMW. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Day rides, weekenders, rallies, service days and social gatherings all have  
a place in the club calendar. The club’s major rally event, the Canetoad Rally,  
has been running since 1978 and is the club’s longest running event.  

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The build quality and engineering of BMW motorcycles. Many members 
maintain and regularly ride BMW bikes that are >40 years old. One can enjoy 
the technology of the modern product while appreciating the simple sturdy 
engineering of the older bikes. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The club celebrated its 50th anniversary with production of a club history  
‘The Golden Ride’, which chronicled the club’s history to that point.

motorcycles

1958

269

BMW MOTORCYCLE CLUB OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Our motto:  
 

Our aim is to promote camaraderie between like-minded people, sharing the 
enjoyment of owning and riding BMW motorcycles. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Western Australia provides numerous opportunities for motorcyclists to explore 
a wide range of terrains, covering significant distances, with limited services 
and support – all the makings of great adventures whether on-road, or off-road. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The Annual Dinner at a new location each year. Members and partners ride to 
the venue, where we celebrate the past year awarding trophies and prizes for 
activities such as best road ride and best dirt ride of the year, member of the 
year, etc. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The motorcycles are unique and unlike any other, they have a character and 
performance that allows all-day riding with great comfort – something other 
brands cannot match. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The club’s 40th anniversary (2014) began with an open invitation to all  
BMW riders to join us for a ride to a moto café for a day of music, food and 
celebration. Hundreds of riders joined the procession. It was an amazing  
day of camaraderie.

motorcycles

1974

232
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BMW MOTORCYCLE OWNERS CLUB GOLD COAST

motorcycles

1991

52

Our motto:  
 

We are a social group who enjoy a love of BMW motorcycles and riding together 
in this great country.

What makes our  
community special: 

We have a relaxed attitude and have fun centred around riding to various scenic 
locations and spending time together. We all fundraise at our functions for 
charity.  

Our most important  
club event: 

Our annual president’s lunch and the Christmas lunch.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The ongoing development of the highest standards that go into manufacturing 
great motorcycles.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our first president rode to South Australia from the Gold Coast to attend a  
BMW conference and register the club.

BMW MOTORCYCLE OWNERS CLUB SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Our motto:  
 

To promote the BMW motorcycle brand and encourage interest in the older 
models of the marque as well as the benefits of the latest models.

What makes our  
community special: 

The interaction between both old and newer members, which include quite  
a number who have been in the club for over 40 years, allows a wealth of  
experience to be available. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The 24 Hour Trial (held near Eudunda and Kapunda in July) is the second-oldest 
motorcycle event in the world (after the Isle of Man TT). The club maintains an 
overnight control point and is one of our club’s annual highlights. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The scope of models available which can cater to anybody’s taste is admirable.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The National Motorrad Rallys (held every two years) are always a great way to 
combine both travel around Australia and interact with members of interstate 
clubs.

motorcycles

1958

111
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… AND ONE MORE CLUB.

BMW TOURING CLUB OF NEW SOUTH WALES

motorcycles

1965

301

Our motto:  
 

BMW Touring Club of New South Wales is focused on motorcycle touring.  
Travelling the country by motorcycle and sharing the experience with like-minded 
folk. There is strong engagement from current members and the committee. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Since its inception, the club has built up an enviable history of its characters, 
their travel stories and experiences of BMW motorcycle model development. 
The camaraderie that exists from this shared bond makes the club very special. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Karuah River Rally is hosted by BMWTCNSW every February and draws riders 
from all corners of the country and occasionally from overseas. The rally is the 
epitome of motorcycle touring. This year is the 45th KRR held in the Chichester 
State Forest. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW represents quality and reliability as an innovator in motorcycle design, 
from the introduction of telescopic forks in the 1930s, integrated fairings  
designed in wind tunnels, single-sided swinging arms to Paralever and 
Telelever suspension. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The 50th anniversary of the club was the highlight, where several foundation 
members from 1965 were in attendance. There was a significant influx of young 
members around 1980 and many are still involved after 40 years. 
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17
CLUBS

The mission of BMW Clubs Canada is to support our membership taking part in rider 
and advanced driver education, as well as technical, cultural and social activities. 
We are the umbrella covering official clubs in Canada and are home to both car and 
motorcycle clubs. Because of the large country (10 million km2) and low population 
(40 million), our clubs each have their own local character and focus. The umbrella 
operates as the main hub for communication between clubs. 

BMW CLUBS CANADA.

1980
FOUNDED

2.000
MEMBERS IN 2022
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BEE CEE BEEMERS

motorcycles

1970

224

Our motto: Self-help group that loves to ride motorcycles and enjoy each other’s stories.

What makes our  
community special: 

Long-time members and the passion for bikes/friendship.

Our most important  
club event: 

Nakusp Rally.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

New models and the amount of older BMWs in the club.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

How important the rides became during Covid and the need to share BMW 
stories during this time. 

BMW CAR CLUB OTTAWA

Our motto: 
 

The BMW Car Club of Ottawa (BMWCCO) exists to bring together BMW owners 
and enthusiasts in the spirit of fun, friendship and safety. We have members 
from all walks of life who care about and appreciate BMW cars, their heritage 
and style. 

What makes our  
community special: 

It is our members that make our BMW Club community unique.

Our most important  
club event: 

Advanced Driving Training at Calabogie Motorsport Park.

cars

1999

140
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BMW CLUB NORTHERN ALBERTA

cars

25

Our motto: 
 

To enable like-minded car enthusiasts to join together to share their passion, 
life and stories. By sharing their passion, they enrich each other’s lives and help 
to foster an environment for brand enthusiasts. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The club enables all ages to come together and share their passion for cars. 
We have long-time enthusiasts and new people to the brand. There are many 
different eras of cars and they all have a story. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Spring and Fall Drives!

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The ability to bring people together. This enables friendships and bonds that 
last a lifetime.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Autumn 2020: the Northern Alberta Club came together with our Southern 
Alberta counterpart to shoot the M Town video for BMW and the launch of the 
new M3.

BMW CLUB OF SASKATCHEWAN

Our motto:  Passion for the brand and camaraderie.

What makes our  
community special: 

Only club in Saskatchewan for BMWs.

Our most important  
club event: 

Euroshow car show.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The engineering and performance.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The support we received for the 100 year celebration. We really felt like part of 
the BMW family and were very thankful for all the swag!

cars

2004

20
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BMW CLUB SOUTHERN ALBERTA

cars

1996

160

Our motto: 
 

To facilitate social and driving events for the benefit of the membership and to 
promote the enjoyment and sharing of the good will and the fellowship derived 
from owning a BMW or other fun vehicle. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We are inclusive of a diverse set of passions for our BMWs. We accept and  
promote interests in owning, collecting, modifying, high-performance driving 
and racing, daily driving, touring and socialising in and with our BMWs. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our Annual BBQ/Show&Shine brings together over one hundred kindred spirits 
to admire our rides and share our stories.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW has the ability to produce worthy street cars that are fun and engaging  
to drive at any performance level.

126

BMW CLUB VANCOUVER ISLAND

Our motto: 
 

To provide a means for (mostly) BMW car owners to enjoy the performance 
capabilities of their vehicles in an atmosphere of social camaraderie.

What makes our  
community special: 

Members have the belief that BMW vehicles stand out from other brands due 
to BMW’s focus of building the ‘Ultimate Driving Machine’. Hence, the marque 
is special, capable of encouraging spirited driving and worthy of displaying 
proudly.  

Our most important  
club event: 

It is usually the annual Crow & Gate Drive done in May which entails a leisurely, 
sometimes spirited, drive through the roads of South Cowichan (Shawnigan 
Lake, Cowichan Bay, Chemainus, Ladysmith) before arriving at the Crow &  
Gate Pub for lunch.  

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The balance, torque and horsepower of the straight-six engines, combined 
with unparalleled handling characteristics. While the 4s, 8s and 12s are equally 
exciting, it is the 6s that are most satisfying. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The club started in 1994 and had its first AGM as the Bavarian Auto Club of 
Vancouver Island in 2000. Peaking at 100 members, the club had many track 
days, wine-tasting drives, picnics at Botanical Beach and social evenings at 
Miracle Lanes Bowling.

cars

1999

60cars
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BMW MOTORCYCLE CLUB ONTARIO

motorcycles

1972

100

Our motto: 
 

Our club motto is ‘Live to ride, ride to eat’. We strive to explore roads wherever 
they may lead us, whether to beautiful vistas or culinary delights. We’re a social 
club as much as we are a club of BMW motorcycle enthusiasts. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Like-minded club members, yet all different in our own way. We’re a club run by 
passionate volunteers who love to ride. We also put a lot of effort into donating 
money to worthy charities throughout the year. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Probably our year-end banquet held in November. It brings everyone together 
to socialise and highlights our club’s accomplishments from the past year.  
We get to eat incredible food and talk about our riding plans for the next year. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW has brought together people from all walks of life that love to travel and 
socialise. I don’t know of any other motorcycle brand that equals what BMW 
has managed to accomplish. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The motorcycle rally that our club attended for close to 50 years. The Finger 
Lakes BMW Club rally held every Labour Day long weekend. Sadly the rally has 
run its course, but it left a lasting impression on our club and its members.

BMW MOTORCYCLE CLUB VALLEYRIDERS

Our motto: 
 

No matter who we are individually, we all agree that the safest way to ride is  
to ‘ride your own ride’.

What makes our  
community special: 

We have a diverse membership, some riding off-road, some collecting bikes, 
some long-distance riders, some interested in as many rallies in a season as 
possible, casual weekend warriors, and some very knowledgeable tech guys. 

Our most important  
club event: 

All our campouts are important, but we usually do a mid-summer campout on 
a member’s property. This has a special meaning as we always gather the 
largest number of members. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

We are predominantly a BMW Motorcycle Club but accept riders of all brands  
of bike. As the saying goes, ‘We like the rest but ride the best’.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

There have been many moments that have shown the true camaraderie our 
club members, members helping members, and many people that have been 
part of the executive that have helped us grow to who we are today. 

motorcycles

1988

50
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BMW MOTORCYCLE CLUB RIDERS VANCOUVER ISLAND

Our motto: 
 

We do not have a written mission/motto. We organise rides and events for the 
club members.

What makes our  
community special: 

We live on an island.

Our most important  
club event: 

TROC on January 1st of every year. Summer BBQ.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Most of us have been riding BMW motorcycles for many years. We like them. 
Many prefer the inherent simplicity of the (old) boxer.

motorcycles

1990

75

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB QUÉBEC

motorcycles

1982

290

Our motto: 
 

The purpose of our club is to provide mutual support, arrange meet-ups and 
hone its members’ motorcycle driving and maintenance skills.

What makes our  
community special: 

The most important French-speaking BMW Motorcycle Club in America.

Our most important  
club event: 

Our annual meeting and our participation in Salon de la moto de Montréal  
for over 25 years to promote the brand and our way of life with BMW.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The new technology, reliability and performance of BMW motorcycles.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Over 43 years of history, camaraderie and involvement in the evolution  
of the BMW motorcycle brand in Québec.
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BC 1998

… AND MANY MORE.

BMW MOTORCYCLE CLUB ONTARIO

LIVE TO RIDE, RIDE TO EAT.
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EUROPE.

333
CLUBS

BMW Clubs Europa e. V. (BCE) unites many countries in Europe from east to west. 
The different cultures make the work very exciting. Normally, there is always a big 
Europe meeting on Ascension Day weekend. BCE is the successor of the original 
global federation of the BMW Clubs, which was created on 20 May 1961. In order to 
do justice to all clubs worldwide, a new route was taken in 1981 and the International 
Council was formed, founding the present BCE in February 1981 in Hockenheim.  
At first, all clubs were supervised directly by BCE. At some point, as 333 clubs are 
now part of the BCE, umbrella organisations were founded in order to have local 
contacts and to make administration easier. The slogan ‘Sheer Driving Pleasure’, 
which has existed since 1965, still unites the clubs today.  
‘One passion, one community’ is one of the most beautiful expressions to have
been created.

BMW CLUBS EUROPA E. V.

1981
FOUNDED

20.000
MEMBERS IN 2022
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EUROPE.

BMW CLUB BELARUS

Our motto: The Belarusian BMW Club is a community of like-minded, active, successful 
and purposeful people. People with a zest for life and for cars – for good cars – 
BMW cars. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We think that we united our club owners from different regions of our country  
as well as new and retro cars and  people with different interests. Throughout 
the history of the club, we have always had good relations with official dealers. 

Our most important  
club event: 

There are several such events. There is a BMW Club Tour across Belarus,  
the Open Air festival in the summer, the Opening and Closing of the season,  
as well as the birthday of the our club. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

For us, BMW is our favourite driving and ownership experience for cars  
and motorcycles. Pride in a brand that keeps pace with the technological 
advancements. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Most likely, this is participation in the 100th anniversary of the BMW company, 
where our club was invited in 2016. It was an unforgettable event!

mixed

1997

67

BMW CLUBS BELGIUM

Our motto: Although the members are passionate about BMW vehicles, it is all about the 
lifestyle of people who enjoy owning them. Thanks to the BMW Clubs, this 
lifestyle brings us friendship, making the world a better place to live in at the 
same time. 

What makes our  
community special: 

In over 30 years, we developed a democratic system between BMW Clubs 
which BMW Group Belgium can rely on, resulting in a cooperation between 
BMW AG and the BMW Clubs for mutual benefit.   

Our most important  
club event: 

The round-table between the member BMW Clubs and BMW Clubs Belgium, 
during which we debate about activities in Belgium and determine our points  
of view concerning BMW Clubs Europa/World Council. And of course, our  
cooperation with BMW Group Belgium. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

For a long time, BMW has made great engines, for both cars and motorcycles. 
The boxer engine is iconic as is the 6 Series for cars. But finally, BMW is more 
than the strict number of its components. It is the world created around it.  
The feeling. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

BMW Mobile Tradition was looking for a partner in order to launch the system 
of BMW Club federations. We were happy to serve as a model, not only for the 
national federations, but also for the first corporate identity club logo.

mixed

1991

2.700
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BMW AUTO & CULTUUR CLUB VLAANDEREN

Our motto: The focus of club life is on touristic excursions with cultural aspects.

What makes our  
community special: 

The quality of the events, which we give a gastronomic feeling.

Our most important  
club event: 

The yearly international rally.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The advanced technical achievement, wrapped in a beautiful design.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The Alps rallies in Italy.cars

2007

55

BMW BAVARIA CLUB BELGIUM

Our motto: We focus on all classic BMW models that were first manufactured at least  
30 years ago and all classic models from the BMW Z Series. Maintaining the 
cars, driving them and keeping them running, all this in a friendly atmosphere 
among the club members. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We are the first official classic BMW Club of Belgium.

Our most important  
club event: 

The annual classic-car fair, members’ party and international trips.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The whole history of BMW classic cars and the fun we have driving them!

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

100-years anniversary of BMW with a line-up at Knokke, where most  
of the classic cars were club members and the 30th anniversary of the  
BMW Z1!

cars

1985

299
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EUROPE.

BMW CLUB BELGIQUE SUD

cars

1985

106

Our motto: Monthly meetings, quarterly excursions, quarterly reviews, annual weekend and 
annual dinner. 

What makes our  
community special: 

50% of the participants are Z (Z1, Z3, Z4 (E85) and Z4 (E89)) drivers.

Our most important  
club event: 

Annual party and weekend.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Reliability, sporty character and driving pleasure.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The excursions take place in a friendly atmosphere and are always a great 
success.

BMW MOTO CLUB WALLONIE

Our motto: The BMW Moto Club Wallonie wants to represent our beautiful country and 
beautiful region, which is welcomes everyone. We hope that everyone feels  
like the club is a family and shares the common passion of riding together. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our values are conviviality, sharing, mutual aid, respect for each other and 
these values are the guarantee of our organisation based on voluntary work. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Several events, but the evening and dinner at the end of the season is the end 
a whole year with +/– 155 to 160 guests. In addition, it is the meeting with the 
dealers. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Top-of-the-line motorcycles. The legend of BMW.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

In 2021, we had over 120 new members, despite Covid.

motorcycles

2006

250
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BMW MOTOR CLUB VLAANDEREN

motorcycles

1984

2.036

Our motto: Our mission: representing the interests and increasing the contentment of the 
BMW motorcycle owners in the broadest sense towards BMW AG, authorities 
and interest groups and by organising events and courses that interest the 
members. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The concept of BMWMCVL is: one for all and all for one. We try to enhance this 
sense of togetherness by having an open mind towards each point of view and 
background, resulting in an unlimited diversity in operational possibilities.  

Our most important  
club event: 

We organise over 80 events and riding courses, for modern bikes, heritage  
and special interests such as GS. The most important event in 2022 is the 
International Easter GS Meeting in Widooie, which is organised in cooperation 
with BMW Motorrad. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

When we founded the club, we realised that all of us were riding a BMW,  
because of its special features. BMW Motorad brings together a certain type  
of person, with a specific lifestyle. So, we thank BMW Motorrad for bringing  
us together. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

On behalf of BMW Clubs Europa, we organised the BMW Clubs Europa Meeting 
in La Roche (B) with the support of BMW Group Belux. More than 1.000  
participants and over 100 club presidents from all over Europe made this  
meeting a unique experience.
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BMW KLUB HRVATSKA (CROATIA)

mixed

1999

400

Our motto: Being the umbrella organisation of all Official BMW Motor and Auto Clubs in 
Croatia, our purpose is to coordinate activities of all BMW Clubs in Croatia, as 
well as to facilitate and coordinate their individual members.

What makes our  
community special: 

For the past 23 years, we are the community of BMW aficionados in Croatia. 
Our organisation has grown to eight clubs with almost 400 members. 

Our most important  
club event: 

We have two yearly events at the national level: every May, we organise the 
BMW Club Croatia Rally, and every September we organise the BMW Club 
Croatia Memorial Ride. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Tradition, technology and ‘Freude am Fahren’.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Since 2006 the former National BMW Club split to BMW Moto, Auto ‘M’ and 
Oldtimer Club Zagreb. From that date, BMW Club Croatia has been acting as 
the National Federation of all BMW Clubs in Croatia.

BMW AUTO KLUB DALMACIJA

cars

2013

76

Our motto: Our community is based on the following topics: driving out together, helping 
each other and enjoying each other’s company. Through the years, our club  
has become like a family. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The most special thing about our community is also part of our main event.  
We are great at drift sports and we organise a lot of humanitarian actions. 
Through these we not only optimally present the BMW brand, but also  
our club. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our most important event is our yearly BMW Meet Dalmacija, where our club 
organises a huge meeting of BMW owners and fans. Our event is split into two 
parts. One is an international drift challenge, the other one is a style contest.  

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

We love the feeling of driving a BMW. It is the only brand that gives us a special 
experience only a rear-wheel-driven BMW can. Especially, since we are also in 
motor sports, the rich tradition BMW has in motor sports itself excites us very 
much. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our yearly event is linked to humanitarian action. The special feeling that you 
have helping someone and presenting your BMW Club in the best way possible 
at the same time is always a highlight.
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BMW MOTO KLUB DUBROVNIK

motorcycles

2014

27

Our motto: Good company, good ride and good food.

What makes our  
community special: 

Very relaxed club.

Our most important  
club event: 

Ride to Turkey.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Image, quality.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Organisation of the BMW Rally in 2018.

BMW MOTO KLUB VARAŽDIN

Our motto: Becoming better drivers, discover new places and people and helping those  
in need in our local community. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Different people (personalities) with different knowledge and experience  
connected by a love for BMW motorcycles. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Annual memorial gathering of BMW Clubs in Croatia in honour of those who  
no longer ride with us.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Continuous progress with respect for history.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The 22nd BKH Memorial, held in 2019, which brought together five Croatian 
BMW Clubs and the most participants in the history of memorial gatherings. 

motorcycles

2017

25
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BMW MOTO KLUB ZUV ZAGREB

motorcycles

2015

10

Our motto: Our mission is in our name: Zadovoljstvo u vožnji – Freude am Fahren.

What makes our  
community special: 

All of the club members are close friends who love BMW motorcycles.

Our most important  
club event: 

Regular meetings of the club members.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Tradition, technology and ‘Freude am Fahren’.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Visiting the Arnold Schwarzenegger Birthplace Museum in Austria. 

BMW MOTO KLUB ZAGREB

Our motto: To spread motorcycling spirit, tolerance, culture and traffic safety in our society.

What makes our  
community special: 

All of the club members support and appreciate each other no matter which 
part of society they come from or belong. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Gathering called ‘closing the moto season’. We also invite members of other 
clubs and public organisations who were involved in club activities. Organising 
the award ceremony and giving a tribute to everyone who supported the club 
in any way. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Technology, tradition and community all over the world.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Visiting the BMW motorcycle factory in Berlin–Spandau.

motorcycles
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BMW CAR CLUB ESTONIA

cars

2001

37

Our motto: The mission of our club is to mediate information related to BMW cars, organise 
different club events, promote BMW and the related lifestyle, and make contacts 
with other BMW enthusiasts from all over the world. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The core people are still the same over the years, which makes us really good 
friends to each other. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our most important event of the year is Summerdays, where newcomers can 
meet existing club members by playing different fun games in the open air.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW sportiness (sponsorship biathlon and motor sport, M division, motor-
bikes). This is what makes BMW different from other car brands.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our yearly Summerdays event with the same people over the years has left a 
lasting impression on us. Also, the BMW 100 event in Munich was something 
that we will never forget.

BMW CAR CLUB ESTONIA CLASSIC CHAPTER

Our motto: Our mission is to promote classic BMWs, and help car owners with know-how 
and parts. We want to make a community where all classic BMW owners feel 
like they are at home. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We are a big family that has a united passion in BMW vehicles, we have both 
young and older club members, Estonians and also Finnish members. Most of 
the members have been in our meetings for 5-15 years, so we know each other 
as old friends. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our most important event is our annual summer meet. Last year was our 17th 
annual summer meet. Each time we find a place in Estonia where we haven’t 
been and combine our meet with an interesting round trip in places where you 
usually wouldn’t go. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Mainly BMW sporty driving pleasure but we also like to work on our cars or 
even restore them and that is when we can appreciate the BMW quality and 
engineering that has gone into these cars. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our club’s biggest highlight was when we travelled to Munich for the BMW 
100th anniversary gathering. We were proud that all of our cars handled the 
4.000+ km trip nicely.

cars

2009

34
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BMW CLUBS AUTOMOBILES FÉDÉRATION FRANÇAISE

cars

2010

1.761

Our motto: We are organising one event every five years starting in 2025. The motto is 
friendship and passion. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our members’ life experience and passion for BMW classic cars and mutual 
support for restoration. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Le Mans Classic.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The joy of driving our classic cars in the company of like-minded people.

BMW CLUB DE FRANCE

Our motto: The BMW CLUB DE France, a national club, welcomes owners of all BMWs  
over 30 years of age and derivative brands: Bristol, Glas, EMW, Frazer Nash, 
Véritas, Alpina, and also the more recent collectors: Z8 and others. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We strive to help members restore, maintain and preserve their vehicles in  
the original condition of BMW’s historic heritage, as these cars must continue  
to be driven. 

Our most important  
club event: 

We are present every two years at the Le Mans Classic event with  
BMW France.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The quality of the work and the know-how of the engine manufacturer, which 
are inherited from the aviation industry, have always allowed BMW to produce 
sports cars with a very high level of performance. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The highlight of our club is to have succeeded in having BMW France  
participate, for the first time, in the largest historic vehicle show in France,  
the Rétromobile show.

cars
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BMW CLUB E21 FRANCE

Our motto: The club is about the sharing and conviviality of the members. The goal 
of the club is to have the BMW E21 recognised as a collectors’ vehicle in its  
own right. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our club brings together French members but also from French-speaking  
European countries (Belgium and Switzerland in particular). 

Our most important  
club event: 

The most important event is the Grand Prix de l’Age d’Or in Dijon Prenois.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The BMW brand represents automobile sportiness, the pleasure of driving  
and the production of legendary engines.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The formalisation of the club as an official BMW Classic Club.

cars

2016

31

BMW CLUB ARMORIQUE

Our motto: We enjoy sharing journeys around local places, towns or roads with an  
interesting history or scenery. We attend official BMW events as well as  
historical gatherings. We also regularly help each other service or repair  
our cars. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We accept all BMW models, old and new, petrol and diesel, rare and common. 
Passion has no limit. We try to keep a ‘family’ atmosphere in our  
multigenerational club. Families with children are welcome.  

Our most important  
club event: 

Each year we organise a touristic rally weekend in order to discover the jewels 
of our regions. Previous areas visited: Ré Island, the Gulf of Morbihan, banks 
of the Loire – castles and wine tasting, D-Day Landing Beaches, the Marais 
poitevin, ... 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

People may find it weird but these cars convey happiness. They bring back 
memories, they make you smile, they make you enjoy any kind of road and 
bring people together with the same passion. It’s more than a lifestyle. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Long nights chatting about our cars, long days under a car to fix something, 
beautiful roads in convoy – we have dozens of memories. 
Entering official BMW events, being recognised as enthusiasts worthy of  
showing our cars is something we’re proud of.

cars

2006

38

BMW Z Club
Bourgogne Franche Comté
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BMW CLUB E24 FRANCE

cars

2019

50

Our motto: To regroup E24 enthusiasts to exchange information and help restore E24s.

What makes our  
community special: 

The club was created at the end of 2019 and officially recognised by BMW in 
July 2020 but most of the members know each other since 2005 through a 
forum and since then the SHARKFEST is organised every year to share our 
passion for the E24. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our annual meeting in May during the WE de l’ascension The SHARKFEST.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

First of all the six-cylinder engines which have made the reputation of BMW,  
the smoothness and the particular sound of the six-cylinder in line, then the 
design of the old cars, the cockpit with a perfect driving position. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The pandemic did not allow us to organise many events. Our first official  
outing to the Classic Days in August 2020 in Magnycours where we were  
able to exhibit our E24s in a dedicated area with our club flags will mark  
the beginning of our club. 

BMW CLUB SÉRIE 3 (E21/E30) FRANCE

cars

1993

800

Our motto: Providing help and information for the members.

What makes our  
community special: 

The fact that the members remained loyal throughout the decades. When the 
club was established, the E30 was still offered new as convertible and tourer. 
The club and members lived through the entire life cycle from the new car to  
the coveted classic. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Annual meeting every June.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

100 years of BMW celebration in Munich.
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BMW M CLUB FRANCE

Our motto: Passion of driving and racing.

What makes our  
community special: 

The loyalty of members to our track days or tourist days.

Our most important  
club event: 

The M Festival (150 M and 400 participants) on the Magny- 
Cours F1 Track.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Racing, safety, handling, circuit sports history.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

We hope it will be in 2022 for the 50th anniversary of BMW M.  
Otherwise, the delivery to BMW Welt in Munich of 10 M2 CS  
from our French members in July 2020.

cars

2014

380

BMW CLUB SERIE 8 FRANCE

cars

2010

74

Our motto: Offer E31 owners various activities in an atmosphere of friendship. Share 
technical documentation and personal experiences of the community, promote 
E31 in the automotive world, help and advise on how to maintain and restore 
the BMW 8 Series. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our club is dedicated to the E31 BMW model.

Our most important  
club event: 

Le Mans Classic every two years as one of our focus events but we also  
organise two meetings per year for our members.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The BMW brand has developed great engines and the E31 model uses the  
V8 and V12.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The last Le Mans Classic in 2018 was a great event for our club.
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BMW Z CLUB BOURGOGNE FRANCHE COMTÉ

cars

2021

50

Our motto: The club aims at building a community of BMW Zeds enthusiasts. The club 
focuses mainly on BMW Z1, Z3, Z4, Z8 owners, but also on two-seater BMWs, 
including the mainstream models (i8). 

What makes our  
community special: 

Individual members organise events in their playground: static exhibition, one-
day rally or multiple-day meeting. Locals have a good knowledge of their areas, 
so they are discovery events most of the time. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The club participates in a yearly multiple-day meeting to which members of 
partner Zeds clubs are invited. In 2022, it will be organised under our umbrella 
and BMW Z Club Les Z’Hauts de France and Z Club Rhone Alpes members are 
invited. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

We all love the subtle mixture of tradition and novelty while maintaining a top 
quality standard, a sporty style and very efficient and dynamic motorisations. 
Driving a BMW Zed brings a large smile on your face whatever your driving style is. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The acceptance of our club as an official BMW club as of early 2022 was  
definitely a great moment for our club! This started a new era for the club  
and its members. The future is now even more white and blue.
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BMW Z CLUB Z´HAUTS DE FRANCE

Our motto: The purpose of this association is to provide club members with a means  
of discussing the BMW Z1, Z3, Z4 and Z8, to facilitate mutual aid and to bring 
together enthusiasts wishing to share their passion by organising, in particular, 
meetings. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The club has the particularity of being a regional club of the BMW range  
(Z models), whose primary purpose is to provide meeting organisers with 
administrative, logistical and financial support for their outings. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The club supports the organisation of one meeting per month, over one or  
more days, between March and November. These meetings bring together  
10 to 20 BMW Zs on each outing. None is more important than the others.  

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

A unique range of two-seater roadsters and coupés that offer unmistakable 
style and incomparable driving pleasure, and the amazed looks of passers- 
by when they attend our meetings. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The highlights of 2021 were, after the creation of the club in March 2021,  
its recognition in June 2021 by BMW Clubs Europa.

cars

2021

110

BMW Z1 CLUB FRANCE

cars

2001

55

Our motto: Conviviality and exchanges.

What makes our  
community special: 

We are absolute fans of one and the same model of the range, even if we  
generally own other collection vehicles elsewhere. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our two annual outings, one in June and the other in September. The weather 
allows us to take full advantage of our Z1.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The brand’s passion and respect for its iconic models.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

When we celebrated the 30th anniversary of the Z1, in September 2019, during 
our outing in the Belgian Ardennes.
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB FRANCE

motorcycles

1992

1.400

Our motto: (Fr) Allons plus loin, Ensemble! (En) Go further, together!

What makes our  
community special: 

The BMW Motorrad Club France brings together all BMW motorcycle  
enthusiasts, from the origin to the present day, throughout France. 

Our most important  
club event: 

30-year jubilee (1992–2022) from 26 to 28 August in Lapalisse, France.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW Motorrad encourages as many people as possible to take advantage  
of the grand touring qualities of their bike, to visit France, and also to cross  
our borders, in order to discover Europe or other continents. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The advent of the GS and the victories at the Paris–Dakar rally. 

BMW Z3 / Z4 CLUB FRANCE

Our motto: Provide information and technical support to its members.  
Facilitate the organisation of outings and gatherings, over a day or more. 
Allow members from different French regions to meet each other more readily 
and discuss together in a unique forum. 

What makes our  
community special: 

As a national type club, we are happy to welcome enthusiasts from all regions 
and to be able to meet each other easily, within a single association. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our Meeting National gathering more than 150 members from all regional 
groups and sometimes a hundred Zs.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The classic design of the 90s/2000s and its six-cylinder petrol engines.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The 10th anniversary of the club in 2014, with 100 Zs exhibited and 170 owners.   
The 20th anniversary of the Z3 in 2016 with 82 Zs exhibited and 150 owners.   
The recent formalisation (2021/2022) of other regional Z-type clubs.

types

2007

539

BMW Z Club
Bourgogne Franche Comté
BMW Z Club
Bourgogne Franche Comté
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BMW CLUB DEUTSCHLAND E. V.

Our motto: Come as a guest and stay as a friend. As an umbrella organisation, we try to 
bring together members with similar interests. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We are one big family and come from the country where our passion originates. 
We try to live ‘one passion, one community’. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our AGM – meeting all the friends.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Sheer driving pleasure.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The celebration of our 20th anniversary in Garmisch-Partenkirchen.  
And, of course, the big celebration of 100 years of BMW in Munich.  
To see all the people from all over the world come to the Parkharfe.

mixed

1997

3.010

BMW CLUB LAHN-DILL E. V.

cars

1988

18

Our motto: Enjoying driving and riding with friends.

What makes our  
community special: 

We are a family club, from young to old people. Everyone is there for everyone 
and everyone supports the club. We hold our BMW meeting every year. In 2023, 
we will have our 30th meeting. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The most important club event of the year is our own BMW meeting.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Design and engine.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The moments that have shaped our club are the trips to other BMW meetings 
and over 30 years of club history.
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motorcycles

1999

28

BMW BIKER KONSTANZ E. V.

Our motto: We love to ride together. We make life a ride. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Team spirit and we all became friends because of our mutual passion.

Our most important  
club event: 

The club challenge in September: with the help of coordinates, we have to find 
and check out destinations and answer questions. The one with the most right 
answers gets the cup and other prizes. Followed by dinner and a party in the 
evening. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW stands for new developments and new looks. A boxer engine, which 
makes a difference when riding.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our tours are always highlights, to Sardinia, North Cape, the Dolomites and 
many other places.

BMW CLUB AALEN E. V.

Our motto: Sheer Driving Pleasure.

What makes our  
community special: 

Friendly cohesion and mutual help.

Our most important  
club event: 

BMW Slalom Cup  
Drives with up to 25 cars

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Design  
Technology  
Comfort  
Sportiness  
Development 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Visit of BMW Group Classic, formerly known as Mobile Tradition 
Visit of M GmbH 
Visit of Alpina Werke

cars

1984

45
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BMW CLUB ALSFELD E. V.

cars

1970

39

Our motto: Joy in fellowship and joy in friendship. The upcoming tasks are done collectively 
and the monthly club meetings become long-awaited reunions. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We are a very traditional club with more than 50 years of history and are very 
proud to still have founding members actively involved in the club. That is why 
we are not only club members but also friends. 

Our most important  
club event: 

As initiators of the first BMW Hessen Cup in the 1980s, the precursor of today’s 
BMW Slalom Cup Germany, it is a pleasure for us to still be actively involved 
in the events. Hosting the start of the season with our own run is a special 
highlight. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW stands for motor sport like hardly any other brand. In addition, there is 
product quality and processing at the highest level. This results in the perfect 
balance of great handling and lively engines with an amazing sound. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The organisation of an international BMW Club meeting in Alsfeld in the 1980s, 
under the patronage of Prince Leopold of Bavaria. An unforgettable event, 
which still occasionally sparks lively conversations today.

BMW CLUB AUGSBURG E. V.

cars

2012

44

Our motto: The motto of our club is: ‘Sheer driving pleasure connects’. We offer interested 
BMW and MINI drivers a platform to share their fascination for the BMW brand 
with like-minded people.. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our club is characterised above all by its family atmosphere, the variety of 
models and friendships with the surrounding BMW Clubs in the region. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The most important events of the year are our Club BBQ with all our members 
and partner clubs as well as our BMW Meets Classic meeting.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

We are enthusiastic about the history of the BMW brand, especially in the field 
of motor sport, as well as the timeless design of many models, also across 
series. The BMW brand manages to connect and appeal to all generations of  
car enthusiasts. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Two highlights for our club were the presentation of the BMW Club
Deutschland e.V certificate at the 2015 ‘Night of the White Gloves’ and our  
participation with nine vehicles at the BMW Festival ‘The Next 100 Years’  
in 2016.
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BMW CLUB BODENSEE

mixed

2008

18

Our motto: Together we are better and driving pleasure.

What makes our  
community special: 

The great variety of vehicles. From an old E12 to a new F90, there is something 
for everyone who loves the brand. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our joint club holiday is one of the highlights of the year. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

We love the cars and the good feeling when driving them.

BMW CLUB BREMERHAVEN E. V.

Our motto: We love the conviviality among the members and their partners; the exchange 
of experiences plays a big role in our club. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The cohesion among each other.

Our most important  
club event: 

There is no outstanding event. All events have something special.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The reliability and service on-site.

mixed

1979

10
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BMW CLUB DARMSTADT E. V.

mixed

1984

40

Our motto: Due to the age of our members, we have many cultural events nowadays.  
One member is very successful in car racing and very engaged in BMW sports. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Founded in 1984 and a very close friendship since that time without any  
problems. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Visits to all BMW factories in Germany and Europe.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Recent visit to BMW Welt and Museum in Munich.

BMW CLUB DÜSSELDORF 1928 E. V.

mixed

1928

15

Our motto: There are things that you do not need, but that you like and therefore need.

What makes our  
community special: 

Oldest official BMW Club in the world.

Our most important  
club event: 

Years ago, our racetrack day in Zolder.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Sheer Driving Pleasure.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

There is no such thing as the one moment or highlight. It is the many little things 
that make up our club life. The cohesion in good times and in bad.
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BMW CLUB E30 LEGENDE BAVARIA

Our motto: Combining an enthusiasm for old BMW vehicles, bringing people together  
with the same passion and maintaining our vehicles in a friendly network. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our club as well as the classic BMWs of the E30 Series unite the most diverse 
people from a great community. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our annual BMW E30 Legends Meeting (Legendentreffen) – the largest annual 
meeting for this generation of BMW 3 Series in Germany.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The language of clear and timeless design, excellent quality in a state-of-the-
art manner, the sporty and driver-oriented ambience of every BMW, the great 
driving experience and that every car embodies its special story. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

More than 200 cars at our E30 meeting in 2019 with a big report in the  
BMW Classic Magazine, drone images of our event and the enthusiastic joy of  
everyone involved in the big ride together. Visiting the private collection of  
BMW Group Classic.

cars

2017

14

BMW CLUB EICHSTÄTT E. V.

Our motto: The care and preservation of historic BMWs.

What makes our  
community special: 

At BMW, enthusiasm for the brand unites all social classes, from apprentices 
to academics. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Annual club trip to South Tyrol and Lake Garda.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Sheer Driving Pleasure..

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

In the 1990s, the organisation of slalom races in the village, including an  
exhibition of tuned BMWs and about 400 participants.

mixed

1985

48
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BMW CLUB ERTINGEN E. V.

cars

1995

24

Our motto: Having fun speaking about BMWs, driving BMW cars and working on them.

What makes our  
community special: 

The members of our club. We are a diverse group and have a lot of fun  
together. 

Our most important  
club event: 

We alternately organise a club rally and slalom cup for club members.  
We also have a large club barbecue for members and their families which  
is a great party every year. Sometimes we organise a trip to Munich to the  
BMW Museum, BMW Welt or visit the factory. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

We love the shapes of BMW vehicles – from the classics to the new vehicles.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our 20th anniversary celebrated in 2015. Furthermore, we were impressed  
by the BMW 100th anniversary celebration in 2016.

BMW CLUB FREUNDE FÜRSTENFELDBRUCK E. V.

Our motto: The individual human being is our focus.

What makes our  
community special: 

We are a mixed community in terms of age, cars, education, jobs, location and 
interests (which is not only in cars). Our member come from all over in Germany, 
not only the area of Fürstenfeldbruck. Some of us are members of other  
BMW Clubs (also in other countries than Germany) 

Our most important  
club event: 

Auto Schau Fürstenfeldbruck and Oldtimer Tage Fürstenfeldbruck.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

We live close to Munich, and it is clear for us to drive a product from Munich.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our official registration as an e. V. (registered association).

cars

2013

30
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BMW CLUB FREUNDE WESTFALEN

Our motto: Family and friends are very, very important to us at the club. Because we are 
not only BMW crazy, but first and foremost fathers and mothers. That’s why our 
families are present at almost all our events. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our shared love and passion for the long racing tradition of BMW.

Our most important  
club event: 

The Syndikat Asphaltfieber is a very popular meeting, but everyone has also 
enjoyed visiting the VLN Endurance Championship at the Green Hell  
(Nürburgring) a few times. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Quite simply: Sheer Driving Pleasure!!! Three words that give BMW drivers 
goosebumps.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Every moment is a highlight in our club, because it’s always fun to do  
something together with BMW-crazy people, whether it’s tooling around or  
just h.p. whispering, the community is most important and always will be.

cars

2006

14

BMW CLUB GARMISCH-PARTENKIRCHEN UND OBERLAND E. V.

mixed

2016

33

Our motto: Arousing enthusiasm for motor sport by organising and conducting  
license-free and so-called club-sport competitions in order to reactivate the 
network of all clubs and other interested parties. Rebirth and strengthening  
of the endangered BMW spirit! 

What makes our  
community special: 

We’re nothing special: friends and fans of the BMW brand for a wide variety of 
reasons, in line with the BCCM motto: ‘One passion, one community!’ What is 
special is that we have a large, active circle of friends, also outside the club. 

Our most important  
club event: 

As a replacement for the cancellation of the BMW Motorrad Days 2020 due to 
Covid, we launched our local BMW Club Days with a rally and touring week. The 
event is for the entire international BMW community, whether on 2 or 4 wheels. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The great history of BMW with all its highs and lows and the always 
ground-breaking technical innovations. BMW’s success in the past came from 
the workbench when mechanics and engineers worked hand-in-hand and also 
drove together – truly living team spirit! 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

In 2017, we were allowed to hold the 20-year anniversary celebration of  
BMW Club Deutschland e. V. Real motor sport with royal and sporting  
celebrities, a great variety of participants and good support from BMW.  
Thanks to everyone!
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BMW CLUB GRUPPE SÜD E. V.

cars

2016

18

Our motto: In our club, it is all about exchanging knowledge, team spirit, association with 
the BMW brand and support for social projects. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We are open-minded and welcome everybody. There is also a strong team 
spirit. 

Our most important  
club event: 

There are several very important meetings, for example our annual general 
meeting, summer party, several club trips, monthly meetings and our Christmas 
party. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Great engines, exciting motor sport, sporty cars and the history of the brand.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Club excursion by invitation of BMW to Nürburgring and Norisring for the DTM. 
Help for flood victims in 2016 in the district of Rottal-Inn and 2021 in the district 
of Ahrtal, with support from other clubs and the BMW Group. 

BMW CLUB GRÜNTHAL E. V.

Our motto: Going out with beautiful cars and motorcycles and club nights with the  
members. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The members from young to old, from motorcyclists to drivers.

Our most important  
club event: 

For 25 years, our club outing to Brixen in summer for motorcycling, and for 
skiing in winter. Our barbecue evenings together.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Are there other brands?!

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

At organised BMW meetings, the great cohesion of the members with  
regard to the organisation and implementation of the meetings. 

mixed

1984

27
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BMW CLUB HAMBURG

cars

2014

20

Our motto: Experience joy together.

What makes our  
community special: 

The feeling of togetherness and mutual support are very important to us.  
We see ourselves as a club family that shares a common passion and learns 
from each other. The well-being of our members and feedback are an  
essential part of our club culture. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our meetings, tours, rides, events and mutual exchange make every encounter 
an unforgettable experience.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

We love to share the sheer pleasure of driving.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

We were very delighted to meet again in person after the Covid-related  
lockdown, to share our joy and passion for BMW.

BMW CLUB HOLZHAUSEN E. V.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Organiser of the orienteering tour ‘Fahrt in den Mai’ for many years, organiser 
of regional meetings for cars and motorbikes in 1979 and 1984, attended many 
regional and European meetings, celebration of the 50th anniversary of the 
club in 2009.

cars

1959

19
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BMW CLUB HOLZMINDEN E. V.

mixed

1987

14

Our motto: Being social together. Cultivating friendships. Shared rides.

What makes our  
community special: 

The conviviality and long-standing friendship of all members.

Our most important  
club event: 

Our 35th club anniversary in 2022.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The sporty image and quality of a premium manufacturer.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Highlights of our BMW Weserbergland meeting in 1996 and a joint club holiday 
in 2007 in St. Jakob/Austria for a week.

BMW CLUB IG RHEINLAND

Our motto: Stick together and have fun together.

Our most important  
club event: 

BMW meeting in Gollhofen and Giessen.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Sheer Driving Pleasure.

cars

2011

4
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BMW CLUB KARLSRUHE 89 E. V.

cars

1989

11

Our motto: A BMW community to protect the interests of the BMW brand.  
BMW-enthusiastic people who enjoy sporty driving and having  
nice outings with the cars, and sometimes without a car. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our 11 members are the hard core of over 30 years of club life.

Our most important  
club event: 

BMW meetings all over Germany.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Sporty cars, a good image, timeless design and old traditions.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The biggest event: 100 years of BMW in the Munich Olympiastadion.

BMW CLUB KINDELSBERG E. V.

Our motto: Enthusiasm for the BMW brand. Meeting up and having fun with other  
BMW enthusiasts. Exchanging technical knowledge. Helping with problems. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Active club life spanning three generations. The range of vehicles of our  
members also spans the 1950s to present models.

Our most important  
club event: 

Our special club drives with orienteering and participation in the BMW  
Slalom Cup Germany.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Sportiness with superior technology.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Joint four-day club trip to Munich to mark the occasion of the 40th anniversary. 
Visit to BMW Welt and Museum and visit to M GmbH.

mixed

1976

58
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BMW CLUB KORNWESTHEIM E. V.

Our motto: Enthusiasm for motor sports, road and driving safety training, BMW car  
lovers, different activities like football and get-togethers at club evenings  
and other festivities.   

What makes our  
community special: 

The friendship and enthusiasm for motor sports and other sports we have  
in common. Everyone is welcome in our community. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The highlight is the big end-of-season party we organise each year. Our club 
evenings with interesting topics are also very popular. Unfortunately, due to 
Covid, there have been less activities than normal.  

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Beautiful cars with strong and first-class engines, providing a very special 
driving experience. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

We were not able to celebrate our 50th anniversary as planned, due to  
the pandemic. This period without any meetings or events has shown how 
strong the cohesion in our club is, which meant that we were able to get  
through this difficult time easily.

mixed

1970

35

BMW CLUB MARL-WESEL

Our motto: Exchanging experiences, news, tips; giving support, e.g. repair work;  
enjoying meetings; experiencing trips and excursions with others.   

What makes our  
community special: 

The camaraderie; the vehicles whether new or old. 

Our most important  
club event: 

ADAC Youngtimer Meeting, taking place in Witten (Germany) every September; 
we have our own booth and present our cars. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

High-quality workmanship, high value stability, reliability, driving experience, 
economy, availability of spare parts even for historic vehicles. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our club expanding in 2006, from BMW Club Marl to BMW Club Marl-Wesel, 
formed a good axis within the German State of NRW (North Rhine Westphalia), 
from which new members are continuously attracted.  

mixed

2005

10
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BMW CLUB MUNICHS

Our motto: Being a friendly, loyal and helpful community, centred around the cars and  
the legendary BMW brand. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The togetherness, almost family-like relationships, treasures of one or the other 
car – envy is a foreign word.

Our most important  
club event: 

Our annual international BMW meeting held in summer.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The history, the legend, the design and the community.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The great interest and extensive support in planning and implementation  
of our second international BMW meeting in 2019 by > BMW M GmbH >  
BMW M Performance > BMW Classic/BCCM > BMW Lifestyle > BMW Club 
Deutschland e. V.

cars

2016

29

BMW CLUB NECKAR-FILS

mixed

1957

40

Our motto: True to the motto ‘Sheer Driving Pleasure’, we are all about adventurous rides 
and experiences in our open and friendly club community. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The long-standing active connection of the members to the club, which  
are reflected in countless participations in national and international  
BMW meetings. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Meeting and reunion for the 10th anniversary of our club partnership between 
the BMW Motorrad Club Seeland/Switzerland and the BMW Club Neckar-Fils.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Vehicles that have already carried us around the world through their  
durability and reliability. That’s why we love our cars/motorcycles –  
and, of course, the BMW brand. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

In the last 65 years, there have been countless BMW meetings, whether  
it was the anniversary of BCD, 100 years of BMW in Munich or our regular  
partner club meetings. All memories that have made their way into the  
collective memory of the club. 
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BMW CLUB NÜRNBERG FÜRTH E. V.

Our motto: Our mission is to maintain the tradition of the club and to share the love  
for the BMW brand. 

What makes our  
community special: 

BMW Club Nürnberg Fürth e. V. was a founding member of the BCD. Our many 
years of knowledge and experience are what make our community special.

Our most important  
club event: 

For us, the most important club event is an orienteering trip across the beautiful 
landscape of Bavaria.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The typical engine characteristics, driving dynamics and motor sport activities 
excite us the most about the BMW brand.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our club’s anniversary celebrations are always a highlight.
mixed

1955

8

BMW CLUB OBERFRANKEN

cars

1988

30

Our motto: BMW, a brand that connects. It’s not by chance the world is white and blue 
when viewed from outer space. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Socialising.

Our most important  
club event: 

Meeting amongst friends once a year. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The special characteristics of the different cars. As well as the reliability  
and uniqueness of the engine construction.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The 20th meeting in Himmelkron in 2018.
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EUROPE.

BMW CLUB OBERSCHWABEN

Our motto: Have fun together – but drive responsibly!

What makes our  
community special: 

We are a group of BMW and MINI enthusiasts. We do a lot of activities together, 
such as taking part in car meetings, events and exhibitions, going on rides to 
destinations near and far and having a great time together. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The most important event is our annual club ride to a special destination 
somewhere in southern Germany on which everyone is welcome to take part. In 
summer, we usually have a barbecue for all members, supporters and friends. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Because our club members own a large variety of old and new BMW and MINI 
models, the exciting thing about the brand is the continuity of building exciting 
cars over decades. Each of them is a leading-edge piece of technology in its 
particular epoch. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Despite the Covid pandemic, we managed to found our club back in 2020 and 
succeeded in staying together as a group although only few club activities were 
possible due to the official restrictions for meeting each other.

cars

2020

10

BMW CLUB REGIONALTEAM THÜRINGEN E. V.

cars

2007

24

Our motto: We have slightly modified BMW Germany’s long-standing advertising slogan 
and created ‘Freunde am Fahren’ (Friends of driving) out of ‘Freude am Fahren’ 
(direct translartion: Joy of driving). This motto hits the nail on the head! 

What makes our  
community special: 

We have the most beautiful and idyllic venue possible for a BMW meeting,  
a small mountain village in the green heart of the Thuringian Forest. No one  
can top that! 

Our most important  
club event: 

Once a year, the small town of Steinbach becomes our very own BMW Mecca, 
attracting many visitors from near and far to celebrate and share the passion of 
the BMW brand with us. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Like no other automotive brand, BMW combines the unmistakable components 
of motor sport and powerful engines with the comfort and luxury for everyday 
use. The design is not to be disregarded!!! 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

We have decided to donate a large part of the income generated from our  
annual meeting to a children’s hospice in our area. This children’s hospice  
has made us their official partner, which makes us all very proud!
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BMW CLUB ROTHENBURG OB DER TAUBER E. V.

cars

1988

36

Our motto: Drive and perform beats show and shine: sporty cars want to be driven fast  
and safe – our club life focuses on BMW slalom competitions and different  
kinds of track day events, in the summer and winter. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Passion for BMW across family generations. The ages of our members range 
from young children to pensioners. We all enjoy spending time together not only 
talking about cars but simply having a good time on various occasions. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Host of the yearly BMW Slalom Cup final run in autumn, including the  
championship celebration.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Timeless design of the BMW classic cars; family ownership of such a big  
international corporation.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

100 years of BMW in Munich; 20 years of BMW Club Germany in Garmisch;  
and the former annual European club meetings.

BMW CLUB SAARLAND E. V.

cars

2002

10

Our motto: Our motto is ‘Everything for the club’ (created by our long-time member  
Heiko Zerau). 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our time together and supporting each other.

Our most important  
club event: 

In the past, these were our annual international BMW meetings in Illingen and 
before that in Kirkel. Unfortunately, since the beginning of the Covid pandemic, 
we have no longer been able to hold them. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The proverbial ‘Sheer Driving Pleasure’. Fortunately, BMW still sticks to its 
traditions which are the foundation of our joy in the BMW brand.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

In 2009, we took first place for the Best Club Award at the Recaro Tuning Days 
at Nürburgring and were subsequently invited to the Formula One race.
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EUROPE.

BMW CLUB SAARLORLUX 

Our motto: We will have fun with the cars including families with kids. 
‘One passion; one community’ is the slogan that we live by. One for all and  
all for one. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We are a big family in the BMW world. Including family in your hobby is best. 

Our most important  
club event:

Our annual meeting is the most important event of the year. Since 2021,  
we have had a meet-and-greet event at the European Mobility Weeks.  
So we have two big events per year. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The cars are beautiful, especially the E Series.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

When we started the club, we had almost 40 members. Time has taught us that 
it’s not the number of members that’s decisive, but having the right ones. So we 
give each club candidate up to 12 months to get to know us and to join us.

mixed

2016

24

BMW CLUB SCHLESWIG-FLENSBURG

Our motto: Our motto is ‘ganz oben im Norden’ (way up north), since we are the  
northernmost club in Germany, right on the border to Denmark. Therefore we 
try to keep up good relations with our Danish friends. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Anyone who shares our enthusiasm for the BMW brand and love for vehicles is 
welcome in our club. The cohesion of the members also goes beyond club life. 
Our members are not just club members, many have become friends with the 
same interests. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The successful implementation of the ‘Showtime’ meetings, initiated by our 
club in the years 2014 to 2018 with participation from all over Germany and 
Scandinavia. We hope to revive the event after the pandemic and to once again 
meet old and new friends. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

For a long time, we have all been interested in the history of BMW motor sport 
as well as the vehicles that have achieved its many successes. So it was only a 
matter of time until each of us at some point fulfilled the dream of owning and 
driving our favourite BMW. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The death of our oldest member in 2017 has hit everyone in the club very hard. 
His former vehicle (E39 touring / 523i ) is still in the possession of a member and 
is lovingly preserved by him in memory of the deceased friend.

cars

2011

24
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BMW CLUB SCHWARZWALD E. V.

cars

1965

17

Our motto: We don’t have a single mission or motto, but together we share the same 
passion for BMW. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our club activities where people of different generations participate sharing 
their experience and passion for BMW. 

Our most important  
club event: 

There are many different events throughout the year. On the one hand, there 
is our internal slalom championship, which pushes competition within the club. 
Onn the other hand, there are many social events like barbeques or our yearly 
‘fox hunt’. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The strong tradition of a wide variety of models which combine passion and 
technology. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our last club highlight was hosting a run of Slalom Cup Deutschland with many 
participants from other BMW clubs and the following celebration in the woods 
at a Black Forest cottage. 

BMW CLUB SCHWÄBISCHE ALB E. V.

Our motto: Our mission is to offer all BMW enthusiasts from our region a place to meet and 
exchange ideas and to undertake joint activities. It is of great importance to us 
to collect donations for aid organisations at our annual BMW and MINI meeting. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The family-like helpful interaction between all age groups. Not only the  
members, but their families and loved ones are always welcome at our  
activities. We are also always happy to have members from our partner  
clubs visit us (#ClubsGemeinsamStark) or to meet new people in general. 

Our most important  
club event: 

We look forward to every event where we meet friends and like-minded people, 
but the most important one for us is our annual BMW and Mini meeting in the 
Swabian Jura. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

What appeals to us about BMW is the boundless joy of driving. Each model  
has its own charm and conveys the feeling of freedom in its own way.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The annual private barbecue days together with our partner clubs. We always 
look forward to them as well as travelling together to other meetings, making 
them our highlights.

cars

2011

23
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EUROPE.

BMW CLUB SPORTMOTOR MÜNCHEN E. V.

Our motto: Our interests are wide-ranging: from tourism to social events. The focus of 
our activities is not set in stone, but alternates between one target group and 
another, depending on the activities of the members. 

What makes our  
community special: 

At the moment, these can be described as follows: motorcycle safety training, 
trips for car drivers and motorcyclists, participation in tourist meetings all over 
Europe, travel lectures, club evenings, various sightseeing and guided tours, 
barbecues, etc. 

Our most important  
club event: 

An annual club tour in which a large proportion of the members  
participate.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The advanced technology, the reliability as well as the impressive  
appearance of the vehicles.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The 40th anniversary of our club is worth mentioning. But also the annual tours 
we arrange should be noted.

mixed

1979

32

BMW CLUB TAUNUS

Our motto: We meet for the joy of driving. In addition to a pool of people with the same  
passion for an automotive brand, we also want to offer a platform for exchange. 
As a BMW Club, we see ourselves as brand ambassadors to a certain extent. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The BMW Club Taunus is particularly characterised by its wide age range.  
From young to old, everyone is welcome, as well as the partners or children of 
the members. No one should feel excluded with us. The joy of driving  
goes without saying. 

Our most important  
club event: 

An annual highlight is our Car Friday outing. Other than that, we look forward 
to our monthly rides from April to October. Great routes, good weather and a 
delicious meal in a restaurant. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Short and sweet: Sheer Driving Pleasure – six cylinders in a row and the sound 
they make – driver-centric interior – rear-wheel drive – motor sport – design 
elements that are only associated with BMW (kidney grille, Hofmeister kink) 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

One of the fondest memories was being invited to BMW’s 100th anniversary 
celebration in Munich. To have been there was unique.

cars

2011

16
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BMW CLUB TEAM MÜNCHEN E. V.

mixed

2019

22

Our motto: Our motto is ‘Only together are we a team’. We want to enjoy driving together.

What makes our  
community special: 

Everything from young to old is represented. It doesn’t matter whether it’s a 
human or a machine, it’s not the outer values   that count here, but the inner 
values   and passions! 

Our most important  
club event: 

The most important club events of the year are our monthly club meetings and 
regular trips. It doesn’t matter whether you’re cruising comfortably or zipping 
along Alpine roads, in a BMW the curves are turned into straight lines. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Sportiness, bold design, tradition, innovative technology, extensive collections, 
particularly of BMW model cars, passion for collectors.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

In July 2021, we met at an old airport site where we could let off some steam.  
All members of the club were there that day and we were just like one big family. 
That was great!

BMW CLUB TEAM OBERHAVEL

cars

2004

13

Our motto: Anyone who sees their BMW not only as a vehicle but also as a hobby has come 
to the right place! 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our number of active members varies between 10 and 20, so as a club we  
are comparatively small. But this small number is not just members, but friends.  
We share birthdays, weddings and even divorces and help each other with 
family matters. 

Our most important  
club event: 

It was the Syndikat Racewars BMW meeting until it just got too big and  
commercial and the negative things outweighed the positive. So we enjoy 
smaller club-run or family-based BMW meetings. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

You can hardly put it in other words than BMW itself: Sheer Driving Pleasure!

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

In fact, we had a highlight when we went on a club trip to a campsite on the 
Baltic coast. Spirits were accidentally spilled on the grill, causing an explosion. 
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EUROPE.

BMW CLUB UNDERGROUND

Our motto: All members attach great importance to mutual help with problems within the 
scope of their possibilities, according to the motto ‘everyone helps everyone’. 
Our open and friendly team immediately inspires new club candidates. 

What makes our  
community special: 

In the meantime, we have reached an impressive size of over 35 members in 
every age group. 
Our top priorities are honesty and fairness – everyone is treated equally, no 
matter which BMW model they own. 

Our most important  
club event: 

As the BMW Club Underground, we have been organising our own BMW  
meeting every year since 2016, to which everyone is welcome.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Optics, technology, workmanship and pure driving pleasure.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our always open and helpful manner.

cars

2014

35

BMW CLUB WESTFALEN-RUHR

cars

2018

15

Our motto: Passion for the BMW brand of cars.

What makes our  
community special: 

Our members are very special and have many friends in the club.

Our most important  
club event: 

Our Christmas party and many club meetings during the summer.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The quality and designs of the old cars.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The chief of our club’s wedding.
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Our motto: Our club consists of members from the Ruhr region in Germany who share  
an enthusiasm for the BMW Z3 roadster and a passion for open-top driving.  
We maintain a friendly club life through regular meetings, wonderful trips  
and joint activities. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We have built up a club community and circle of friends in our club through  
our shared enthusiasm for the BMW Z3 roadster, which has endured beyond 
the boundaries of club life. You feel like you are with friends, roadster friends. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Once or twice a year, we go on multi-day tours around Germany, which every 
member looks forward to all year. A few beautiful, carefree days, winding trips 
with our convertibles and cheerful evenings together with friends. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Many of our members have been associated with the BMW brand for many 
years. At some point, each of us discovered their own BMW Z3 roadster and the 
enthusiasm and passion for this unique BMW roadster model has remained. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Every single club meeting, ride or event leaves a lasting impression with  
stories that are always new and unique.

BMW CLUB Z3-ROADSTER-FREUNDE RUHRGEBIET E. V.

types

2016

14

BMW DRIVERS-CLUB DRESDEN E. V.

cars

2002

18

Our motto: Having fun, creating a family environment, helping each other, affiliation with 
other clubs. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We’re still real workers with oily hands. We know almost every screw on our 
cars. This allows us to help inexperienced members achieve their dreams. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our 20th anniversary celebration (27–29 May) as a BMW meeting with many 
friends and cars.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Reliable, timeless vehicles with a fascinating history. We are excited to see what 
the future will bring.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Clearly, the 100-year celebration (9–11 September 2016) in Munich. Four cars 
(out of 38 worldwide) were allowed to be exhibited at the entrance to the  
BMW Museum.
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EUROPE.

BMW FREUNDE ULM E. V.

cars

2011

12

Our motto: We are open to every owner and enthusiast of BMW/Mini/Alpina models of all 
series and years of construction, together with their family and friends, who are 
all invited to take part in our regular meetings and trips. We look forward to a 
lively exchange and many discussions. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Anyone can come to us from the age of 18 to 88. We are normal BMW friends 
who follow the rules and are no posers. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The most important event of the year for us was our international BMW meeting 
with over 350 guests and their vehicles.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW embodies perfection when it comes to cars. Both the inner and the outer 
values are very convincing.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The great interest in our trips.

BMW GS CLUB INTERNATIONAL E. V.

Our motto: We want to organise motorbike tours of various kinds and maintain respectful 
and fair interaction with each other, including our families. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We are all enthusiastic riders of BMW GS motorbikes.

Our most important  
club event: 

The annual grand tour, which is designed as a long-distance trip.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The technology and reliability.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The long-distance motorcycle trips to Morocco, Iceland and South Africa.
motorcycles

2015

151
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BMW M DRIVERS CLUB E. V.

cars

1985

295

Our motto: The BMW M Drivers Club is the emotional home of BMW M cars and the  
only club for BMW M and Alpina drivers only. M and Alpina mark the sporting  
highlights of the BMW model series and are also a highlight for the club.  
No obligations, just pure driving pleasure! 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our club attaches particular importance to a family atmosphere at the track 
days and in communication with our members. Our promise is the exclusivity  
of our events, our collection as well as a direct flow of information on all  
relevant BMW M topics. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Every year, our club organises various events on new racetracks throughout 
Europe. The most indispensable track day of our club remains our annual event 
at the Salzburgring. This year, it will take place on 29 Oct. 2022. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

For us, BMW means pure driving pleasure in combination with trustworthy 
products and services. The brand embodies technological leadership and has 
been inspiring us with an innovative driving experience for generations.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

A special highlight of our club life is the loyalty of our club members. Many  
participants have been with us for years, some of them since the foundation 
and they never miss a single club event. Therefore, we also pronounce  
honorary club memberships.
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EUROPE.

BMW MOTORRADCLUB SCHROZBERG E. V.

Our motto: The community, sheer driving pleasure, lots of curves and arriving back home 
with the family without an accident. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The founding member Hans, who has been active in the motorcycle club since 
1980 and the first board member of our club for over 40 years with exemplary 
commitment. We are specially happy that Hans, who’s over 80 now, still  
regularly uses his three BMWs. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Anniversary celebration, barbecue at the lake, regulars’ table, meeting at 
motorcycle events, Bavarian beer, good technical discussions, joint motorcycle 
rides. BMW Motorradclub Schrozberg stands for individual, high-level,  
uncomplicated and sociable meetings. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

‘The Boxer’ in classic cars: simple, developed technology that inspires.  
BMW motorcycles, all models: the pulling power, torque, chassis, driving feel. 
Adhering to the quality, precision and longevity. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Joint preparations for our club celebrations and participation in ‘The Next 100 
Years’ in 2016, exhibiting our own BMW motorcycles, as well as a factory tour  
in Berlin–Spandau with the BMW Club there.

motorcycles

1980

22
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BMW MOTORRADCLUB BERLIN-BRANDENBURG E. V.

motorcycles

2021

28

Our motto: We like to participate in science, research and development for future mobility 
and traffic-planning concepts, and advocate for future-proof alternative-drive 
technologies and usage models of motorbikes as individual or community 
means of transport. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We expressly promote the spread of the motorbike as a future type of vehicle 
for modern urban and rural mobility, use and drive concepts. We are committed 
to counteracting existing and possibly threatening restrictions on the use of 
motorbikes.  

Our most important  
club event: 

In spring, we prepare ourselves and the machines for the season. The kick-off 
training sessions, when we fire up the bikes and warm up, are one of the most 
important events at the start of the season – on-road, off-road and on the 
racetrack. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The variety of motorbike types that have been developed and built over the 
decades is so exiting, that the right BMW can be found for every riding style and 
taste. The almost indestructible construction of older machines never fails to 
impress. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The club was founded on 20 May 2021 at the Spreewaldring in Brandenburg, 
out of the spontaneous idea to bring people together and share the best  
experiences – from participating in motorcycle tours, trips, training and  
meetings.
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EUROPE.

BMW MOTORRADCLUB FRANKFURT-MAIN E. V.

motorcycles

1992

33

Our motto: The aim of the club is to give BMW motorcyclists the opportunity to bundle  
and live common interests. The focus is on tours and holiday rides, regular 
get-togethers and shop talk about motorbikes. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We are the only official BMW motorbike club in the Rhine/Main area. Activities 
are often accompanied by partners, which strengthens the acceptance of the 
club among the active riders’ families. 

Our most important  
club event: 

We have two really good highlights in 2022. Our spring tour takes us to the 
Black Forest, where the club will celebrate its 30th anniversary. The second 
highlight our club trip to Lake Garda, Italy. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW motorbikes impress with their durability, good chassis and years of  
experience in motorbike construction. Moreover, the motorbikes give rise  
to emotions in their owners. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The BMW motorbike meetings at Ortenberg–Lißberg Castle from 1994–2006 
are unforgettable.

BMW MOTORRADCLUB HAMBURG E. V.

Our motto: Four wheels moves your body – two wheels move your soul.

What makes our  
community special: 

It is always fun to get together with people who share the same interest. In 
addition, with a good number of members, you have the chance to meet with 
people who have exciting stories to tell about their lives. We help create  
long-term friendships. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our traditional events at the beginning, in the middle and at the end of the year 
(e.g. kale with smoked pork chop dinner, summer party and the year-end ride, 
just to mention a few). 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW motorcycles represent an ongoing innovation in the products and new 
technologies. Quality, performance and good after-sales organisation meet our 
expectations for a premium brand. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

We were asked if someone could fulfil his grandpa’s last wish to join a ride  
with a bike. We made this happen, taking him in a sidecar and drove with a large 
number of members through Hamburg.

motorcycles

2009

115
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BMW MOTORRADCLUB LANDKREIS KASSEL E. V.

motorcycles

1983

40

Our motto: Celebrating club life with other BMW bikers. Meeting once a month for a club 
evening. Sundays we take a ride together. Once a year, we celebrate a weekend 
together in different regions of Germany and enjoy riding our bikes.    

What makes our  
community special: 

We are members of an organisation (biker truck help e. V.) which collects used 
material from hospitals in Germany. Once a year, we load it on lorries and bring 
it to other European countries that need it, like Romania, Bosnia, Montenegro 
and Serbia. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Every two years in July, we have a weekend celebration to which we invite 
friends and members from other BMW Motorcycle Clubs in Germany.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW is a traditional German brand. BMW motorcycles retain their value and 
are very reliable.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our social engagement bringing used hospital materials to other countries  
is important for our BMW Club. In 2023, we will celebrate 40 years of our  
BMW Club and we are all looking forward to it.

BMW MOTORRADCLUB LÜBECK E. V.

Our motto: In the community, it’s more fun with a motorbike.

What makes our  
community special: 

The oldest BMW Motorcycle Club in Northern Germany.

Our most important  
club event: 

North German BMW Motorcycle Meeting.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Reliability and sportiness with a great level of comfort.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

National and international BMW motorcycle meetings and  
the resulting contacts and friendships.

motorcycles

1983

30
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EUROPE.

BMW MOTORRADCLUB LÜNEN E. V.

motorcycles

1965

30

Our motto: Expanding social coexistence and friendships in the club.

What makes our  
community special: 

Members who can no longer actively ride a motorcycle still remain integrated in 
the community.

Our most important  
club event: 

We have our own booth at the Dortmund Motorcycle Fair, where we advertise 
for our three-day traditional Lüner BMW meeting, among other things, with 
posters, flyers and personal invitations. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

A German brand with a premium character.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

In 2015, our club’s 50th anniversary with many other friendly BMW Clubs and 
international guests.

BMW MOTORRADCLUB NIEDERRHEIN

Our motto: Everyone in the club should be able to get advice on all technical, touristic and 
motor-vehicle-related questions, exchange experiences and partake in leisure 
activities through events of all kinds. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The many special and kind people.

Our most important  
club event: 

Summer party, weekend tours, Christmas party.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The associated emotions and technology.
motorcycles

2006

58
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BMW MOTORRADCLUB SAARBRÜCKEN E. V.

motorcycles

1983

12

Our motto: Driving pleasure.

What makes our  
community special: 

Europe-wide tours on BMW motorcycles.

Our most important  
club event: 

Instead of events, we organise large and small tours.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Design and technology.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

There was no particular highlight. Our annual highlights are the rides on  
BMW motorcycles.

BMW MOTORRADCLUB SEEFELD E. V.

motorcycles

1993

96

Our motto: Spending free time with friends that share the same hobby: motorcycling.

What makes our  
community special: 

We meet once a month to discuss the latest motorcyling trends as well as  
other issues of general interest. We plan trips together. Both day trips and 
longer trips abroad. 

Our most important  
club event: 

We have several important events every year, but what we look forward  
to the most is the first trip together at the beginning of the season after  
the winter break. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Our club is in Munich and as such has a special bond to the BMW company. 
Some former employees of BMW are members of our club. We specially  
appreciate the design, technology, versatility and reliability of  
BMW motorcycles. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

A three-day meeting with a fellow BMW Motorcycle Club. We organised  
several trips, visited interesting destinations and spent many happy hours 
together. We intend to repeat this in the future.  

MuriloHenrique.Mace
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BMW MOTORRADCLUB TECKLENBURGER LAND

Our motto: Enjoyment of motorcycling with others at home and abroad.  
Exchanging knowledge with like-minded people in terms of technology and 
travel destinations. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Mutual respect and acceptance of all our diverse interests and our social 
engagement.

Our most important  
club event: 

A multiday tour with many members and the handover of our donation to 
a social institution.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The reliability, variety and elegance of the types.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

On a Saturday afternoon once a year, we go on tour with many other bikers 
and people with disabilities. The fun and joy that these people express is 
overwhelming and always leaves a lasting impression on all of us.

motorcycles

2005

84

BMW MOTORRADCLUB TEUTOBURGER WALD

motorcycles

2014

18

Our motto: We want to experience the hobby of motorcycles together. 

What makes our  
community special: 

As a club, we are a community. Whoever needs help, gets it no matter what it is.

Our most important  
club event: 

Summer festival.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Quality, technology, etc.
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BMW OWNERS CLUB MECKLENBURG-VORPOMMERN

Our motto: No risk, no fun.

What makes our  
community special: 

Familiar club atmosphere.

Our most important  
club event: 

The last joyride of the season with all club members.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The whole philosophy of the brand.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The moment when our club was accepted as an official club  
by the BMW brand.

cars

2012

17
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BMW RIDERS CLUB HELLAS

motorcycles

1997

210

Our motto: Ride safely for pleasure.

What makes our  
community special: 

Our strong bonds between the club members and our passion for motorcycle 
travel in Greece and around the world. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our annual Panhellenic Meeting for all our members of the club and their 
families.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The riding pleasure and the quality of the motorcycles.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The official presentation of the M 1000 RR in our last Annual Meeting in  
Nafplion.

BMW MOTOROS TÚRAKLUB MAGYARORSZÁG

motorcycles

1999

88

Our motto: If you ask about the club’s work and my private life, then I must say that I spend 
a lot of time keeping together and serving the members without any benefits.  
I give a part of my life for the club, but it has been my pleasure for 23 years. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The friendship. Other than riding our bikes, we also have private and work 
contact. 

Our most important  
club event: 

It is a family event without motorbikes before Xmas. We have rented the same 
hotel for 17 years and spend a long weekend playing many games with children 
as well as excursions in the woods. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The latest innovation while maintaining tradition.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The novelties and the super-technical solutions.
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BMW CAR CLUB ISRAEL

cars

2020

12

Our motto: To represent BMW car owners and aficionados in Israel and abroad.  
To cooperate with BMW and Delek Motors, our local importer, to promote  
the BMW brand values among our club members and our Facebook group 
followers. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Israel has had a very short experience with motor culture and organised  
car club culture as it is known in Europe and North America. 
We are proud to be the first Official Car Club in Israel backed by BMW and our 
importer. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Since we started out in 2020, we had to minimise meetings and ventures  
due to the Covid-19 pandemic. We have managed to schedule a few meetings 
in-between the pandemic waves. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW is the only car manufacture, to the best of our knowledge, that develops 
and cultivates community relations through international club culture.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Meeting Mr. Shachar Shemesh, CEO of Delek Motors, our importer in Israel, 
was the highlight of our relations with the importer. We were welcomed with 
open arms and an exceptional goodwill that has produced various benefits to 
registered club members. 

BMW CAR CLUB ISRAEL 

WE ARE PROUD TO BE THE FIRST  
OFFICIAL CAR CLUB IN ISRAEL BACKED  
BY BMW AND OUR IMPORTER. 
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BMW MOTORRAD FEDERCLUB ITALIA

Our motto: Two wheels, two words: Riding together. As the Italian umbrella for official  
BMW Motorrad local clubs, we aim to spread BMW motorcycle culture according 
to a harmonised matrix, maintaining its image and local characteristics:  
a juggling act. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Collect and share. Many opportunities to evaluate, great participation and 
proposals to develop together with all local clubs. Great common spirit to fully 
experience the emotion of the motorcycle immersed in national history, culture 
and nature. 

Our most important  
club event: 

FEDERDAYS: the main event that brings together all the local clubs every  
year in May. Doors also open to external enthusiasts, to make them discover 
the value of the passion and culture of the brand and encourage them to join. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Past and future, living today. The history of BMW is an adventure that leads to 
the future day by day. And today is already tomorrow with BMW. When riding a 
BMW, you are proud to be part of this journey. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The representative presence of local Italian clubs at each edition of  
BMW Motorrad Days, in Garmisch and soon in Berlin. Every year is also a  
celebration to welcome them at our tent and live the joy of being there with 
other nations.

motorcycles

2016 / 1989

6.634
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB ABRUZZO

Our motto: Fun, passion, sharing.

What makes our  
community special: 

The passion that unites all our members for the BMW Motorrad brand and  
the desire to be together and share every new experiences. 

Our most important  
club event: 

 XR DAY, motorcycle meeting of all BMW S 1000 XR customers in Italy.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The continuous search for innovation and technology on motorcycles and  
the pursuit of driving pleasure.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

There have been many trips, and each experience is special and unique.motorcycles

2018

32

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB AL MASSIMO

motorcycles

2021

67

Our motto: Passion to the maximum. Give the most to achieve ever more goals.

What makes our  
community special: 

The force of aggregassion. A cohesive group that shares the passion and  
love for two wheels, especially for the BMW brand. Always looking for new 
experiences in respect of nature and your neighbour. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Solidarity travels by motorcycle. Event dedicated to the less lucky with the 
distribution of food.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Trust, safety, history and charm. A constantly evolving brand always looking 
for new technological and safety details capable of inspiring your travel dreams 
and always ready to take you anywhere. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Its birth, being a newly established club, the moment will remain with me.  
A moment steeped in passion, friendship and expectations for a future of  
fantastic travels with a touch of adventure to keep indelible memories in  
the heart.
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB ALESSANDRIA

Our motto: The mission of our BMW Motorrad Club Alessandria is to spread the motorcycle 
culture and ethics of BMW, as well as promoting the use of motorcycles for 
pleasant and safe journeys, in harmony with the environment and in contact 
with nature. 

What makes our  
community special: 

BMW Motorrad Club Alessandria also aims to bring together people of  
different ages, origins, professions and habits, but with the common passion  
for motorcycles, acting as a point of reference for all those who want to feel  
part of a club. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our most important event is called ‘Insieme per i bambini’. This event
represents a moment where we unite our collective passion for motorcycles,
friendship and solidarity, always remembering people less fortunate than us.  

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW is synonymous with style, reliability, safety, elegance, sportiness  
and performance.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The last moment we all spent together was last Christams lunch with our  
members. It was special, it represented a pleasant moment of aggregation,  
we rediscovered the pleasure of being together, and sharing the same  
passion after this long Covid period.

motorcycles

1998

40
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB ALESSANDRIA-ROLANDI

motorcycles

2013

25

Our motto: Make Life a Ride (by BMW). 

What makes our  
community special: 

The feelings with Dealer and the best organised tours. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Mission to Berlin (BMW Meeting).

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The possibility to make roads and rides a pleasure.
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BMW Motorrad Club 
Trentino Alto Adige
Südtirol

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB ALTO ADIGE – SÜDTYROL 

Our motto: The main goal of the club is to socialise and share our passion for two wheels 
by exploring places and experiencing different cultures. We love riding our 
motorcycles, and always keep safety in mind, especially on mountain roads. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Motorcycle culture is also an opportunity to get together at a lunch or dinner 
table, at parties, rallies, meetings and periodic gatherings. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our main event is the Lorenzo Rigo Memorial in memory of our vice president 
who passed away in 2020. The first ride of the motorcycle season is always 
dedicated to him. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Being part of a brand with a true history of the two-wheeled world, allows us  
to live our passion, which also extends into our everyday lives. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

In sharing a sincere passion for two wheels, every outing or event that  
we organise is a highlight, and that distinguishes us. I particularly like our  
traditional ‘End of the Year Dinner’ where we review the most emotional  
moments of the year. 

motorcycles

2016

75

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB ANCONA

motorcycles

2001

41

Our motto: Travelling means knowledge; travelling by motorbike means knowledge,  
but also a dream. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Friendship and community of interests.

Our most important  
club event: 

After the long lockdown period, we managed to travel in north-eastern Italy 
in spring, visiting the beautiful Trieste city, and then through Slovenia and the 
Carnia region, arriving in Cortina with its beautiful, sunny landscape. It was 
liberation. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

This brand attracts us for the quality of the overall performance of its  
motorbikes, for the comfort and for the simplicity.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Two years ago at the club Christmas dinner, we gave a standing ovation  
to our club founder Sergio Cucchi because he left the club due to old age.  
We saw tears of emotion from many of us.
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB AREZZO

Our motto: Run a motorcycle, know people and make friends.

What makes our  
community special: 

The spirit of brotherhood that binds us.

Our most important  
club event: 

Until now, it was the BMW Motoraduno in Garmisch-Partenkirchen.  
We are looking forward to participating in the Berlin one. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Product quality and proximity to BMW brand members.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Every moment is a clou for our members.motorcycles

1999

63

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB AVELLINO SABINO LOSCO

motorcycles

2012

33

Our motto: We share the pleasure of being together and visiting new places through  
our passion for motorcycles. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The passion for the BMW world.

Our most important  
club event: 

Federdays PESCARA 2022.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The attention to detail, the reliability of the products and the timeless charm  
of the brand. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Every time we all go out together with our bikes, people on the street stop  
and look at us.
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB BARI

Our motto: Going out together to share a common passion and disconnect from everyday 
life with tours that leave indelible memories in the memory of the participants. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Respect for the rules and the joy of the participants that is evident at every 
meeting. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Motogiro of wonders. The most beautiful club event of the year. From three  
to five days (it depends on the national festivity), we organise this tour in one  
of the beautiful parts of Italy or Europe. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

It is a predominant brand that manages to stand out from other brands  
because it makes those who own a BMW motorcycle feel privileged, for a  
series of privileges that are reserved for members. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

It is a historic club led by the same president donna who manages to  
enthusiastically retain members and organise outings with attention  
to detail in search of places that stand out for refinement and leave  
indelible memories.

motorcycles

2003

123

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB BASSANO DEL GRAPPA 

motorcycles

2014

75

Our motto: Motto: PRONTI de GOTO, SVELTI de PIRON.

What makes our  
community special: 

Our club is a large family, with sound principles as is traditional in Veneto.  
The culture of motorcycles is also an opportunity to socialise, to be together 
even ‘down the saddle’, at the table, during parties and motorcycle rallies. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our main event is titled INCONTRIAMOCI a BASSANO and takes place  
every two years in September and attracts owners of BMW motorcycles  
from all over Italy. 
In 2016 it was the first edition; this year we will be in the fourth edition.  

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The motorcycle culture and BMW values has become a strong passion, which 
pushes us to travel on two wheels, along roads and through places that the 
vehicle allows for perceptions and sensations that we cannot find elsewhere.  

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our group was born due to the dissolution of a club where the members no 
longer had any motivation. We have created a great family. The day the club 
was founded and my election as president are a day I will not forget.
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BMW Motorrad Club
Bergamo
Felice Cantamessa

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB BIELLA 

motorcycles

2002

25

Our motto: Aggregation, team spirit and fun riding our BMWs.

What makes our  
community special: 

As in the first answer, with the addition of convivial moments to spend in  
the company of members and family and/or friends. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The organisation of our annual meeting called BiellaTreffen but which  
unfortunately, due to the pandemic, has been on standby since 2019. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

In general, everything related to the brand itself, but more precisely, all the 
bikes equipped with the boxer engine.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Certainly the organisation of our BiellaTreffen in memory of our historic partner 
ZANFO, who died prematurely in a road accident on his BMW R 1150 ADV.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB BERGAMO FELICE CANTAMESSA

motorcycles

2001

68

Our motto: Sharing a passion brings people together and creates cohesion to share  
moments of fun. The friendship that grows over time strengthens this  
relationship even beyond riding a motorcycle. Let’s work on that scope. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Over the years, it is interesting to observe the passage of so many people and 
how such a union and friendship is magically fortified. Friendship and respect 
are the foundations of our being together.  

Our most important  
club event: 

It would be obvious to point out a trip; each one has its own magic, unique  
even if some succeed better than others.  
The Christmas dinner at the end of the season sublimates the year together. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Although I have covered a lot of miles in my life, the surprise approaching my 
first BMW motorcycle so many years ago, allowed me to attend a group of 
tourists that I did not know. BMW and its legacy are the companions of this 
endless journey. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Beginning in the year when we get together to plan the season is a special time. 
Each time our imagination is unleashed without any boundaries. Because our 
best journey is always the one we will have to take.
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB BOLOGNA

Our motto: Our mission is to enjoy your bikes and enjoy the ride. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our community is based on friendship and the sharing of purpose, loving  
the BMW bikes and loving the BMW brand.  

Our most important  
club event: 

The most important club event is the Corsica Tour and the FederClub Event 
‘Federdays 2022’ in Pescara

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Affordability and fidelity, the sound of our bike, and the boxer engine. 

motorcycles

2004

124

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB BRESCIA

motorcycles

1998

78

Our motto: Promoting national and international motorcycle events aimed at spreading  
the sporting and tourist motorcycle activity and culture. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We are a really friendly community, not large, but composed by real friends with 
a big passion for motorcycles in general and BMW in particular. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Without a doubt, the July meeting in Berlin, where we have organised many 
weeks end events with different destinations in Italy, one being the BMW 
Federdays in Pescara. During the trip, we’ll visit the best routes in central  
Italy. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The importance of the brand and the undisputed quality of its motorcycles,  
the history and culture that has lasted for a century.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

I think there are many situations that have affected me and my friends  
positively, but one is really important: coming back home after a trip of  
700 km in a torrential rain, has demostrated we are bikers at heart.
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB CAMPANIA FELIX – REGNO DELLE DUE SICILIE

Our motto: The mission is to explore cultural mototourism and the south of Italy.  

What makes our  
community special: 

Our motoclub organises events of motion tourist culture to know and to deepen 
the history of Italy and Europe, and building deep friendships among the people 
in the process. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The tour ‘Confinements North of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies’ held in  
the first week of June 2022. The customs borbonica (Gaeta can be visited),  
the miliary prietres between the confinements and the fortitude of Civitella  
of the Tronto.  

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW is a brand with a lot of professionalism and high quality. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

On delegation of the BMW FederClub Italy, we have organized the Italian  
appetizer at the BMW FEDERDAYS of Garmisch (DE) in 2017 and 2018.  
More than 800 bikers got to taste the culinary exellences of the south of Italy.

motorcycles

2015

240

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB CATANIA – TITO BENANTI

Our motto: Two wheels in friendship and freedom.

What makes our  
community special: 

The commitment, seriousness and ability of the directive in proposing 
programmes that attract and satisfy both members and others, both from the 
BMW brand and other brands, who see our programmes and are also attracted  
to purchasing new motorcycles. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Unfortunately, this year, due to the pandemic, we have been forced to stay in 
our country and therefore will propose many national events such as the tour of 
tuscany and not like the last years in Iran, Syria, Jordan, Libya, Morocco, etc. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

This year, due to the pandemic, we have been forced to stay in our country and 
therefore will no longer offer foreign locations, but travel in Italy instead.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Any activity that brings us together with our members.

motorcycles

2000

220
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB CENTO FERRARA MOTORI – CENTOTTICA

motorcycles

2002

70

Our motto: Spreading and enhancing the motorcycle culture and values of BMW Motorrad 
among our partners. For this purpose, every year there is a calendar full of trips, 
initiatives and events. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Sharing a strong passion of travelling on two wheels with other club members, 
along roads and through places that the vehicle makes even more beautiful to 
see and experience. 

Our most important  
club event: 

‘Valli e ... Nebbie’, our institutional event now in the 18th edition.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The quality and the technology of BMW’s motorcycles, especially the high 
standards, and the active and passive safety that increase in each new model 
placed on the market. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The BMW Day Rally in Andalo, the first national event which we participated in 
thanks to the enthusiasm and professional organisation of the members and 
organisers.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB CIVITAS LUNAE

Our motto: The club’s mission is to encourage the aggregation of people by promoting 
motoring and charitable activities in respect of the environment and nature. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our community is made special by the fact that ALL members belong to the 
same provinces (La Spezia and Massa-Carrara). 

Our most important  
club event: 

The most important annual event is the Club Day, where the foundation of  
the club is celebrated.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The fact we’re using a product from a marque that has written the history  
of cars and motorcycles and is a literal sign of quality and reliability.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

An unforgettable moment in the life of the club is the day in 2011 when  
we were the first Italian participants at the BMW Motorrad Meeting  
in Garmisch-Partenkirchen.

motorcycles

2010

78
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB COMO VARESE

motorcycles

2017

88

Our motto: Our motto is riding free (but safely), sharing the same passion, friendship  
for life, inspiration and willingness to discover the unknown. In short: make  
life a ride!!! 

What makes our  
community special: 

Sharing the same spirit and affection for BMW motorbikes, coming from the 
same geographical area, deep knowledge of the Italian territory and the wish  
to share experiences, advices and feelings.  

Our most important  
club event: 

It used to be Garmisch; huge event for all of us! Now it will be Berlin for sure  
and Federdays events in Italy. Although any single ride with 2 or 20 members  
is a special occasion for us. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Mainly the history of the brand that brings along a deep understanding of  
safety, research, know-how and reliability. Owning a BMW means to have  
a ‘companion’ for life. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

There are actually two moments: the tour to Cape North and the Mongolian 
one. The stories of the members who went there are impressive and  
memorable – they’re still being talked about even years later.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB CREMONA

Our motto: Share your passion for BMW motorcycles.

What makes our  
community special: 

A club where motorcyclists of various ages, cultures, formations and  
professions can share the passion for the BMW brand. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Every year, since 2011, we have organised a club meeting called Motoraduno 
Autotorino (Autotorino is our BMW reference dealership).

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Its history and the charm of the legendary boxer engine.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The BMW Days in Garmisch leave us amazed every year by the huge presence 
of motorcyclists who are in love with this brand.

motorcycles

2011

61
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB ELICA PICENA

Our motto: Sharing the passion we have, surprising the members on every tour.  
Motorcycle tourism. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Simplicity and the desire to have fun.

Our most important  
club event: 

The tour we organize every year for the blessing of the motorcycles, a special 
occasion to get us all together.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The product is a fantastic motorcycle suitable for all types of routes.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

In reality, there is not a single moment but there are several top ones.  
Those are the moments when members thank you for the magnificent  
organisation of a day in their holiday.

motorcycles

2016

80

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB EMILIA

motorcycles

2016

71

Our motto: Our motto is: Nessun luogo è lontano … e insieme è meglio!  
Translated: No place is too far away … and together is better! 

What makes our  
community special: 

Passion for our motorcycles and our brand, friendship, and desire to travel  
and discover new places together. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our most important event is the Motobefana, which is a very big rally with  
people from different places, that takes place in the city centre of Correggio  
January 6th. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Reliability and professionalism.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

We enjoyed the Garmisch BMW Motorrad Days very much.
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB FIRENZE

Our motto: Spreading the motorcycle culture and ethics of the BMW brand. 
Promoting the use of motorcycles in harmony with the environment, close to 
nature, riding a vehicle that allows perceptions and sensations that only  
a motorbike can provide.

What makes our  
community special: 

Meeting people of different ages, backgrounds, professions and habits to be 
together, travel and talk about motorcycles. Being a precise point of reference 
for those who approach the world of BMW Motorrad.

Our most important  
club event: 

It is difficult to say if there is one event more important than the other;  
all events are highly anticipated and attended by our members and friends. 
Certainly, the January party is the most awaited because it marks the  
beginning of the new season. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The opportunity to share good moments together with fans like me thanks to 
the many opportunities that the brand and our community make available to us. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Surely what will remain forever imprinted in our club is the presidency of our 
founder, Piero Dainelli, who has followed our club as President for 40 years of 
life as a true fan of motorcycles and especially BMW motorcycles.

motorcycles

1978

166
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EUROPE.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA

motorcycles

2016

29

Our motto: We feel we are part of a larger community that appreciates the beauty of the 
world and friendship on an increasingly advanced, safe and environmentally 
sustainable BMW motorcycle. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We are near the border to Austria and Slovenia. This allows us to meet other 
cultures and exchange experience with other bikers around eastern and central 
Europe. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Before the pandemic, we were used to organising a tour named Alpe Adria Tour 
for our associates, from Trieste to the Croatian coast and isles, passing through 
to the Slovenian mountains. The last edition was in the 2018. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The attitude of BMW to innovate the technology always preserving the  
historical reputation of the brand.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The friendship we share with common passion for the motorcycle tourism, 
riding a BMW motorcycle.
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB FROSINONE

Our motto: Disseminate and enhance the motorcycle culture and values.

What makes our  
community special: 

The pleasure of sharing carefree moments by doing healthy  
motorcycle tourism. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Definitely the event organised by BMW Motorrad FederClub Italia.  
From this year, it will take place in the city of Pescara in the month  
of May. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The exclusivity of the brand and the fact that it is one of the most  
important brands in the world among motorcycle manufacturers.  
These bikes are particularly suitable for touring and for long  
journeys. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Every year, there are many unique and unrepeatable moments, united by  
the pleasure of being together in joy. Particularly beautiful events are those  
in which other official BMW Motorrad Clubs meet.

motorcycles

2008

94

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB GENOVA

motorcycles

1995

236

Our motto: The mission is to spread and enhance the motorcycle culture and values of 
BMW Motorrad among our members. Ride safe and have fun is our motto.  
Being together is nice but being on two wheels is even better. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We are a big group of friends that share this fantastic hobby. During our one-
day or multiple-day rides, we can see wonderful places and enjoy everything 
together. Each activity has something special beyond the pleasure of travelling 
together. 

Our most important  
club event: 

For many years, we have had a special tour, called ‘Top Dreams Tour’.  
We usually take about ten days in late April to visit the most wonderful places  
in Italy and abroad. In addition to this, we organise a safe driving course  
every year. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The community is very special. During the fantastic national and interational 
events, we have the possibility to get to know new people and to meet old 
friends from other parts of the country. The BMW brand has always been 
synonymous with quality. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The club’s 20-year anniversary. In the spring of 2020, a big event was planned 
for our 25th anniversary, but the pandemic stopped us. As soon as we get a 
chance, we will reorganise it.
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EUROPE.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB INSUBRIA RIDERS

Our motto: Because being together is nice but being on two wheels is even better.

What makes our  
community special: 

Ideal meeting point for those who are interested in BMW motorcycles and  
share a passion for travelling on two wheels. Bringing people of different ages, 
origins and professions together feels like it’s part of the club. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Every year in January we deliver a collection of gifts to children and elderly 
people who are hospitalised or in social support health facilities.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The BMW Motorrad Club Insubria Riders is in perfect harmony with the aims 
and the BMW philosophy. To be a precise and reliable reference point for all 
BMW Motorrad customers. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Organisating a motorcycle tour and visiting the BMW GROUP WERK BERLIN 
in 2013 immediately after the foundation of the BMW Motorrad Club Insubria 
Riders.

motorcycles

2013

29

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB LECCO

motorcycles

2012

41

Our motto: I walk on foot, I travel by car, I dream on a motorbike.

What makes our  
community special: 

The BMW MC Lecco is made special by its components. All motorcyclists have 
a desire to ride. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The most important event is usually in July and includes a multiday trip with 
different destinations.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The thing that thrills me most is its resilience over time, mainly due to its strong 
presence on the market and the efforts made in the area of innovations. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

In December 2019, exactly one month before the appearance of Covid-19,  
we organised the club dinner with a 50-person bus ride in Valtellina.  
Kindly offered by the Lario Bergauto dealership in Lecco. An exciting and 
comprehensive ride!
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB LUCCA

motorcycles

1997

54

Our motto: There are no extreme temperatures, but inappropriate clothing.

What makes our  
community special: 

Our club is made special by sharing common experiences made  
between friends. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The club’s most anticipated event is a three day getaway organised by  
our most famous member.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Reliability, safety and adaptability.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Any experience spent on motorcycle with friends of the Club.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB MARCA & SERENISSIMA

Our motto: Feeling good. Being able to meet, travel and feel emotions that can be re-
membered. Each member and especially the new ones must feel immediately 
welcomed in our group of people passionate about what we do. BMW is our 
passion. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The key point that unites us all is passion. Riding our BWM’s every moment, 
making our passion a part of our lives that makes us equals when we are in the 
saddle, and sharing that everytime we meet. 

Our most important  
club event: 

We organize tours at least once a month and also one-day tours and four-day 
tours that take place at least once a year.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

What can we say here? For us, BMW is synonymous with motorbike, technology, 
tradition and many years of experience. BMW means emotion every time we 
start the engine and put it into gear and set out on a new journey. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our club is not just passion and fun. On many occasions, we participate in 
solidarity events or we hold them ourselves. This allows us to be an active part 
of a community with the maximum availability of all members.

motorcycles
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EUROPE.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB MESSINA FABIO NOLASCO

motorcycles

2007

30

Our motto: Togetherness and honesty.

What makes our  
community special: 

Compliance with the rules.

Our most important  
club event: 

Federdays.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Quality awareness and professionalism.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

BMW brand products are appreciated, 
but the motorcycle club can not always  
feel the proximity of the BMW brand.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB MODENA 

Our motto: Developing and disseminating motorcycling-related activities .

What makes our  
community special: 

Friendship and the pleasure of being together.

Our most important  
club event: 

BMW Motorrad Days 2022 Berlin.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Longevity of the models. Technologies and reliability  
of the models released on the market.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The three days we did to Royal Palace of Caserta and city of  
Naples in 2019.

motorcycles

2016

40
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BMW Motorrad Club
Monza

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB MONTICHIARI

motorcycles

2016

26

Our motto: Travelling is freedom.

What makes our  
community special: 

The spirit of togetherness.

Our most important  
club event: 

We don’t plan events. At the moment, we only organise road driving courses. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Maybe the Federdays, where all the Italian clubs can be reunited. 

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB MONZA

Our motto: Strong sense of belonging to the region and BMW brand.

What makes our  
community special: 

The sense of togetherness created since starting the club.

Our most important  
club event: 

Italian Coast to Coast.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The availability of the Valli dealership, the quality of service and 
 the means.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The tours and events organised and the attention to our members  
by consolidating the relationships.

motorcycles
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EUROPE.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB NAPOLI

motorcycles

1996

185

Our motto: Living the passion for biking on a BMW motorcycle, in any weather. 
‘We are not water-soluble.’ 

What makes our  
community special: 

Sharing the ideals of friendship and brotherhood.

Our most important  
club event: 

Participation in the BMW Motorrad Federdays in May.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The total fusion of the charm of the brand and the advanced technology  
of the motorcycles.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our first participation in the international meeting in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, 
which definitely made us feel the spirit of the BMW brand.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB NOVARA

Our motto: The goal is to experience moments together. We are all friends united by an 
immeasurable passion. This lets expand the company with whom we travel by 
sharing the same heart beat for BMW. 

What makes our  
community special: 

All this is the BMW Motorrad Club Novara. All bikes move the body.  
The boxer lights up the soul. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Every event is a party, the spirit of togetherness, the fun of being in the  
saddle all together, all moving towards a common goal.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Owning a BMW has a specific meaning: being unique. Reliability, competence, 
uniqueness of production.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

We are an evolving fledgling club. We have to learn and FederClub BMW Italia  
is our mother. We will be able to get noticed.

motorcycles

2018

25
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB PADOVA

motorcycles

1999

119

Our motto: 
 

Add a seat that has an extra friend.

What makes our  
community special: 

We are a group of good friends, with a great passion that binds us.

Our most important  
club event: 

Federdays in Pescara, together with the other clubs.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The relationship between performance and comfort, and the great  
driving pleasure that transforms each tour into a magnificent experience  
to remember. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The reunion of all the past presidents. A moment of great togetherness  
among all the members.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB PALERMO

Our motto: We convey the passion for the BMW brand to those around us, tell its story, 
preserve the moral and cultural heritage of the BMW tradition, creating a group 
driven by a mix of adventure and knowledge, and animated with the desire to 
have fun together. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The passion for motorcycles that united us. The desire to explore and  
discover different landscapes and places with our motorcycles, and to  
experience perceptions and sensations that only motorcycles can provide. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The convivial meeting at the end of the year. It represents a moment of  
togetherness between all the members in which the most beautiful events  
and moments are relived and new ideas and projects are proposed for the 
following year. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Power, reliability, innovation without losing originality, tradition and moral 
ethics. 
 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Participation in the 2019 Federdays held in Parma, where every moment  
was experienced as a big family under the BMW umbrella.

motorcycles
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EUROPE.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB PARTENOPE

motorcycles

2010

299

Our motto: The aspects of culture, landscape, food, and wine of the regions crossed are 
enhanced. Besides that we carry out the emotional activity of motorcycling in 
full compliance with road safety. 

What makes our  
community special: 

It stimulates participation in humanitarian support for the weak through  
specific events and activities. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Botte Piena e Moglie Ubriaca (full barrel and drunk wife) – education in  
the moderate use of alcohol and compliance with the rules of safe driving.  
The event is organised in collaboration with the state police. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The emotion of an excellent community devoted to mechanical and  
perfectly reliable rarities.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The moment of exaltation of the city of Naples, where, thanks to our event,
the fearful have become the greatest supporters of beauty. The Meeting del
Sud 2015 attracted over 500 crews to the most beautiful city in the world.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB PESARO

Our motto: ‘I go on foot. I travel by car. On a motorcycle, I dream.’

What makes our  
community special: 

Because our motorcycling passion is also an opportunity to socialise and  
participate in events, parties and gatherings together. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our now famous bivouac under the stars, in a tent near the campfire, dancing 
and singing on Mount Nerone in July.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The organisation, the taste in clothing and the motorcycles always at the  
forefront in terms of aesthetics and operation.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

All the work that we on the board of directors put in all year round to ensure  
that every moment is unforgettable for our members.

motorcycles

2017

64
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB PINGASO ASD ARCENE

motorcycles

2008

55

Our motto: The Moto Club of the blessed.

What makes our  
community special: 

With them, all joy blossoms splendidly 
in the country a perfume spreads sweetly 
always place mixed aromas, of all kinds, 
in the fire that shines in the distance, on God’s altars. 
From there, slow rivers of the black night, erupt endless darkness. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The first tour of every year.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

It is the brand that sets an example for other brands to follow.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The announcement that the first national gathering of all the federated  
BMW Moto Clubs of Italy in Pescara was taking place in May 2022.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB PINO LO PICCOLO

Our motto: Riding a motorcycle to discover the wonders of the places visited while  
having fun in good company. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Most members join the club with their partner and share the passion for  
motorcycle tourism. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The trip abroad organised in the summer every year.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The reliability of the motorcycles, and the whole community that revolves 
around the brand.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

When we named the club Pino Lo Piccolo after our founder in 2011.
motorcycles
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EUROPE.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB PISTOIA 

motorcycles

2002

86

Our motto: Common feeling of the motoring world.

What makes our  
community special: 

We are a very close-knit group.

Our most important  
club event: 

Every year, we plan an intercontinental tour (Covid aside) for everyone.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Quality in general.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Before Covid, during Federdays at Parma, we felt something special.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB PROVINCIA GRANDA

motorcycles

2005

91

Our motto: Friendship, transparency, desire to travel and discovery of new destinations in 
the company of biker friends who, like you, share the love of the brand and the 
passion for two wheels. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our community is very family-oriented because there are a lot of couples who 
decide to stay together on our trip, also building good relationships with other 
families outside the trip. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Every year, our club organises an event for 3–4 days. In 2019, we went to  
Venice and ‘ville venete’ with 30 motorbikes, in 2020 we spent one week in 
Sicily with 20 motorbikes and this year we are also going to organise a trip  
in eastern Italy.  

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Falling in love with a motorcycle, this is the feeling that every member of our 
club feels for their BMW motorcycle. Strong sensations that only this brand  
can provide. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Every important trip in Italy or abroad made in a group is an experience that 
remains in everyone’s memories. The team spirit present in the club is the  
glue to fully enjoy every journey together.
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB RAGUSA

Our motto: The motorbike is passion, togetherness, freedom. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our community is made up of genuine people who want to have 
fun in a healthy way. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The most important event of the year is our trip to Africa.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Reliability and design.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The search for details and the impeccable organisation.motorcycles

2018

66

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB RAVENNA

motorcycles

2001

61

Our motto: The whole world of our BMW Motorrad Club can be defined with the phrase 
‘Life is a book, and people who don’t travel only read one page.’ Each organised 
trip has the purpose of experiencing the juncture of the journey as well as a life 
experience. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Each member has always brought enrichment to the group. Certainly this 
prerogative is what makes everything special: many people of different ages, 
backgrounds, culture and education find themselves for the sake of being 
together. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Each year, an excursion is identified based on which more resources are  
committed to each organisation. In terms of days it is also the longest and  
most important and heartfelt excursion by members.  

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

For each member, the emotional boost is certainly the sense of belonging to  
the brand. After each experience, every member belongs to the group a little 
more, and we continue to grow as a BMW Motorrad Family. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

No, in particular there isn’t a single moment that has left its mark. The contin-
uous search for exciting itineraries and the group of members is certainly the 
main feature that gives every moment the opportunity to be called special.
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EUROPE.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB RIMINI

Our motto: Ride, drink, eat and have fun. Repeat on every trip until you came back.

What makes our  
community special: 

Equality.

Our most important  
club event: 

Men’s exclusive tour.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The sense of belonging to a historical brand.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

There is no single moment. There are many events related to the brand that 
have distinguished us on every trip.

motorcycles

2005

29

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB ROMA

motorcycles

1990

549

Our motto: Go where your heart takes you, but go by motorcycle.

What makes our  
community special: 

The spirit of the club is very simple: We’re trying to have fun and therefore 
convey the sense of well-being and satisfaction of motorcycling, especially with 
the jewels of the Bavarian house. 

Our most important  
club event: 

During the year 2022, BMW Motorrad Club Roma will organise: 
- 8-day trip to Sicily 
- 2-day trip to Pescara to coincide with the Federdays 2022 meeting 
- 5-day trip to Sardinia 
- 2-day trip to the Abruzzo coast 
- 2-day trip to Gargano, Puglia 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The extraordinary harmony of lines and colours of the bikes. 
The unique reliability of the mechanics. 
The undisputed comfort during long trips. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The trip to Greece organised in the year 2019.
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB ROMAGNA

Our motto: Group satisfaction is the fuel that moves our souls and our souls move on two 
wheels. BMW Motorrad Club is always the best!  

What makes our  
community special: 

Organising meetings, dinners and tours like the best travel agency in the world. 
Today, we are many and this growth is certainly the result of all the passion that 
is our claim and it distinguishes us from other groups.  

Our most important  
club event: 

There isn’t just one! For our club, all events are important, because they are  
all amazing! 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW connects us to the culture of our country, because history, art,  
architecture, natural beauty, food and wine link to the road, the wind in  
our faces and our way of being. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The 25th anniversary of the club.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB SALENTO

motorcycles

1999

66

Our motto: The purpose of the BMW MC Salento association is to bring together all the 
owners of BMW motorcycles who support the aims of the club by promoting its 
image through cultural, charitable and recreational events. 

What makes our  
community special: 

What makes our community special is the people, the passion for motorcycle 
tourism that unites them and makes them meet up, and the desire to share time 
and emotions. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The most important club event of the year is Tour of Salento, the purpose of 
which is to promote our territory and raise funds for charitable causes.  

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The quality, the attention to detail, safety and its history.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The best moment for our club was when the BMW Motorrad FederClub Italia 
was born, because it made us feel part of a big family.

motorcycles
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motorcycles

1999

156

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB SALERNO PIERCARLO TORTORA

Our motto: Our mission is to spread the love for motorbikes and the pleasure of travelling 
on them. We are not simply tourists, we are travellers, looking for beauty, 
scents and colours in distant places. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Spreading the culture of motorbikes as a lifestyle by organising few-day trips, 
and thus setting a reference point for people sharing such a passion. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The Sardegna tour from 1–6 June. We are also looking toward to Africa with  
the Tunisia on-/off-road event, from 28 October to 7 November 2022. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The BMW brand means ‘being free with style’. But also the high-quality  
construction of its products and great attention to customer satisfaction. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Currently, we are living in uneasy times, however there were many key events 
all interconnected, such as La BUFALA, Il Meeting Del SUD, which made a 
tangible impact on us. Today, we are trying to improve ourselves with an eye on 
the past.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB SARDEGNA

motorcycles

2017

53

Our motto: Organizing motorcycle tours not only on the routes preferred by motorcyclists, 
but also excursions to location that highlight a lot of Sardinia’s culture and 
history.  

What makes our  
community special: 

Our members that helped during the meeting planning.

Our most important  
club event: 

A weekend at the end of the summer in Calagonone with the excursion to  
Su Gologone with a tourists guide and lunch organised by shepherds in Corrasi.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The excellence of products and services offered.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The event in the Monastery of Santurario della Madonna of Monserrata  
in Oliena. 
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB SIKELIA

motorcycles

2020

27

Our motto: The wind outside, the passion inside.

What makes our  
community special: 

The passion for nature and culture that converge on a motorcycle trip.

Our most important  
club event: 

The visit of the theatre of Andromeda.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Elegance, technical clothing and motorcycles that perform regardless  
of the requirements.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The exchange of Christmas greetings at the Scala dei Turchi.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB SIRACUSA

Our motto: Our goal is to spread and enhance the motorcycle culture and values of  
BMW Motorrad among our members. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The spirit of belonging and brotherhood, the desire to communicate and share 
the special life of a motorcyclist and their perspectives. 

Our most important  
club event: 

In 2022, the Syracuse Club is going to organise an important national event in 
the Baroque valleys. The most beautiful and interesting cultural and historical 
route in our beloved Sicily. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW Motorrad is the flagship of the international motorcycle scene  
and having the privilege of being part of it is the dream that every owner of a  
motorcycle. The wide range available is the added value of this unique brand. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Undoubtedly the large number of members, the opportunity to have visited 
even remote places with our motorcycles and the impeccable organisation  
have given the club a prestigious imprint in more than one event.

motorcycles
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB TARANTO

motorcycles

2016

42

Our motto: To introduce to the world a club of togetherness. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our community is special because it is made up of many passionate  
motorcyclists. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Every event is important, even a simple unscheduled dinner is unique.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

I am biased being the dealer and president of the club, with 36 years of  
experience since 1978 as a BMW Motorrad dealer.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The highlight, when more BMW Motorrad Clubs gathered in Puglia, just  
to introduce the various local realities, really fantastic.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB TERNI

Our motto: The mission is promotion and dissemination of sport, culture, tourism and mo-
torcycling in general and the organisation of biker events. Our motto for work is 
‘Where we going, man? I don’t know but we gotta go’ 
(Jack Kerouac – On the road). 

What makes our  
community special: 

Friendship among the participants, the desire to be together and share travels 
and experiences. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The most important event of the year in Italy is the MotoAmatriciana, a trip to 
Amatrice where we eat the typical dish pasta all’amatriciana. Outside Italy, the 
most important event is the participation in the BMW Motorrad Days  
in Germany. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW means riding a motorcycle that represents the history of motorcycling 
and entering a world that fully involves you. The BMW brand is synonymous 
with reliability and quality. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

In the year 2010 at the BMW Motorrad Days in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, we 
were the largest group coming from the farthest city (about 90 people from 
Terni).

motorcycles
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41
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB TERRE DI FEDERICO II

motorcycles

2016

56

Our motto: ‘Drive your passion’, make friends, travel and discover new places.

What makes our  
community special: 

We are all friends, and we all work together in various ways so the club life is 
always active and pleasant. 

Our most important  
club event: 

This year, the fundamental event is the Federdays, where all the Italian clubs  
are going to meet.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The reliability of the motorcycles.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The charity event that is organised every two or three years, aimed at support-
ing an orphanage in Guinea Bissau, where we have contributed to its construc-
tion and maintenance.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB VAL SUSA – ROSTA

Our motto: Encourage the sense of togetherness by sharing the same passion.

What makes our  
community special: 

The strong sense of belonging and the passion for BMW.

Our most important  
club event: 

The meeting that is going to be called Motorbike Tent.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The Akrapovic sound.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The last meeting organised in Garmisch.motorcycles

2012

101
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB VALLECAMONICA E FRANCIACORTA

motorcycles

2012

36

Our motto: The motorcycling we are linked to is what drives us to use the bike every day, 
summer and winter. It is what makes us dream of a holiday, a weekend, a day in 
the company of friends. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Thus the motorcycle becomes the ideal means of escaping the usual, the right 
way to satisfy our desires. We value our lives by driving carefully. After all, the 
adventure awaits us every time we press the start button. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Tour of the seven passes in Valcamonica Lombardy-Trentino.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Beauty, reliability, power and history.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Every time I meet club friends.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB VENEZIA – MESTRE

Our motto: Our mission is enjoying every moment of our meetings and sharing the passion 
with friends. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our community is special because we founded our club in 2021 and immediately 
found many members, who actively contributed to making our motorbike rides 
really fun. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our most important event of 2022 is the weekend trip to Stelvio Pass. It will be 
an exciting weekend (25.06–26.06) through mountains and meandering roads.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The most exciting thing about the BMW brand is the community and the 
sportiness that the brand provides. The possibility to drive safely and with the 
certainty of having a performance and fun vehicle with us. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

With great pleasure, we remember our first 2021 trip, which was also the first 
trip for our motoclub. We drove alongside lagoons and canals of the Delta del 
Po. It was a very good occasion to get to know eachother. 

motorcycles

2021

49
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB VERONA

motorcycles

1999

147

Our motto: Sharing the same passion for the BMW motorcycles with a group of friends, 
travelling to discover our regions and trying the specialities of the visited areas 
together. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our community is very close-knit because it is a nice group of friends who 
share the same passion with their wives or companions to experience happy 
moments together by travelling on BMW motorcycles. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The most important event of our club is the Spring Motorcycle Rally, which  
we do in late March or early April on Lake Garda.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

We are thrilled by the complete range of motorcycles and clothing designed 
especially for touring, even as a couple.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The best memories of our club are successful motorbike trips together with 
good company. We all remember the trip to Croatia with 35 motorcycles and  
55 people.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB VICENZA

Our motto: Promoting the particularities and experience the country with the pleasure of 
driving a motorbike. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The pleasure of travelling, discovering new destinations and sharing the beauty 
of life, riding our BMWs. We are not just members of a club, we are friends.  

Our most important  
club event: 

BMW Motorrad Club Vicenza Day, where you can visit the open-air museum of 
BMW motorcycles, meet customisers, writers and riders and get to know the 
Vicenza area, its architecture and its food and wine specialities. Also an exciting 
experience for non-motorcyclists. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The ability to represent a tourist and sports brand at the same time.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our BMW Motorrad Club Vicenza Day event every year.

motorcycles

2013

97
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB VISCONTEO

motorcycles

2000

696

Our motto: Our mission is to create events and tours for having fun and sharing passion 
and adventures with friends travelling around Europe by bike, on-road and 
off-road. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Every weekend during the motorcycle season, we offer our members tours 
throughout Italy and Europe, often more than one tour per weekend. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Every year, we have our season-opening one-day tour at the beginning of 
spring with up to 150 participants.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

History, technology, design, innovation and quality.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

For several years, we were the largest club attending BMW Motorrad Days in 
Garmisch (2007–2019) and the Elefantentreffen (2001–2008). 
We were the first BMW Motorrad Club to organise a meeting dedicated to  
one single model (2002 – K 1200 LT).
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BMW MOTO CLUB KOSOVO

motorcycles

1905

30

Our motto: Friendship all over the world.

What makes our  
community special: 

It’s a feeling of fellowship with others, as a result of sharing common attitudes 
on two wheels, travelling, exploring routes and new friendships. 

Our most important  
club event: 

With Kosovo as a new-born country in Europe with no visa requirement,  
our main goal is to be part of the BMW Motorrad Days event in  
Garmisch-Partenkirchen. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

It has become more than a passion making our life a ride.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Group travel through the Balkan countrys such as Slovenia, Croatia,  
Montenegro, Albania, North Macedonia, Bulgaria and Greece. 

MuriloHenrique.Mace
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB LITHUANIA

Our motto: To build a strong BMW Motorrad community in Lithuania. We also aim to build 
up the communication between Baltic countries and organise common events. 
We want to become a socially responsible club and make a difference. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Members of the club are different in life but united by a common passion.  
All members are like family. Everybody has the same passion for BMW  
motorcycles and the same vision as the club, and most importantly, we are  
all equal at the club.    

Our most important  
club event: 

There are two important club events. The first one is BMW Motorrad Days 
Lithuania, and the second one is BMW Motorrad GS Trophy Lithuania.  
We dream that someday in the future these events would become joint  
projects of the Baltic States. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

What excites us the most is BMW’s history and passion for creating these  
great cars and motorcycles. And of course, as a BMW Motorrad Club, we  
share the same passion for making life a ride every single day of our lives.  

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

We organised a support campaign for the people of Belarus in 2020.  
More than 1.000 bikers from all over the country gathered and our club led  
the whole huge column from the Lithuanian capital to the Belarusian  
border. It was extraordinary.

motorcycles

2020

84
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BMW AUTO CLUB LËTZEBUERG 

cars

1985

93

Our motto: The purpose of the association is the camaraderie of every interested BMW 
driver to promote motor sports, tourism, safety, environmental friendliness 
and national/international relations to other clubs. The club pursues charitable 
goals. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The friendly atmosphere at all events and the cross-border friendships that 
have developed over the years as well as the shared interest in the BMW brand. 

Our most important  
club event: 

On the one hand, the annual general meeting, but also the joint trips and  
visits both at home and abroad. Our top highlight is of course the visits to the 
BMW facilities, which we do every three years. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The history of its origins and progress over the years. The proverbial driving 
pleasure, which one only feels at the steering wheel of a BMW, i.e. a premium 
vehicle.  

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Participation in European meetings was always a highlight, the meeting of the 
members is outstanding. Factory tours and in particular the classic department 
and the FIZ have definitely had a positive influence on our club life.

BMW MOTO CLUB LËTZEBUERG

motorcycles

1983

360

Our motto: To encourage mutual contacts and the exchange of information among  
BMW bikers. To propose technical and safety training, and organise  
motorbike trips. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Having existed for over 50 years, our club is the biggest motorcycle club in 
Luxembourg, proposing the greatest amount of activities, all year round.

Our most important  
club event: 

Our ‘XXL tours’: annual three-week motorcycle tours to an exceptional  
destination (e.g. USA, North Cape, South Africa, Morocco, Ireland).

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The top-level quality and technology of the products. 
The most complete and diverse product range. 
The exceptional versatility and manoeuvrability of the bikes. 
The rider’s equipment and accessories. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

A BMW motorcycle exhibition presenting the history of 55 years of  
BMW Motorrad, from 1938 to 2013, and exhibiting 57 vehicles, in  
Luxembourg’s largest shopping centre.
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BMW MOTO CLUB MONACO

Our motto: Our mission is to bring together and enjoy time with BMW motorcyclists in 
Monaco. 

What makes our  
community special: 

In Monte Carlo, the atmosphere is magical and it also casts a spell on our  
members and their BMWs. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The Ronde d’Amitié Monégasque, a prestigious invitation-only event by Prince 
Rainier, where Monegasque and French motorcycle police forces, with their  
motorcycles, spend a day riding with our members and BMW enthusiasts from 
other nations. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The style, performance and confidence that BMW motorcycles instil.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Everytime we welcome BMW enthusiasts from other countries, even ones far 
away, we notice that our BMW club is on their list of the most important places 
to visit in the Principality of Monaco.

motorcycles

2011

45

BMW CLUBS NEDERLAND

mixed

2013

1.781

Our motto: Together, we have grown from 1.200 members in 2013 to 1.781 paying  
members now. Freude am Fahren. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We organise a day for the clubs under the name BMW Promotion Days.  
We also support the clubs by organising days. 

Our most important  
club event: 

BMW Promotion Days. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Freude am Fahren.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Munich 2016.
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BMW KLUB POLSKA

cars

1999

40

Our motto: BMW enthusiasts meeting up, developing driving skills and  
sharing experiences. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We run a rally group. We have the largest internet forum in  
Central Europe. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Welcome Spring! on the rally track.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Product quality, unique and timeless design and driving perfection.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

In 2016, we managed to establish a rally group that has a high impact  
on our core activities and helps us to keep our community going.

BMW Klub
Polska
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BMW HERITAGE KLUB MOTOCYKLE POLSKA

Our motto: Meetings of BMW Heritage motorcycle enthusiasts and sharing experiences.

What makes our  
community special: 

Connecting Heritage motorcycle owners.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The Heritage motorcycle line.

motorcycles

2021

30

BMW KLUB MOTOCYKLE POLSKA

Our motto: To popularise the BMW brand and to make biking safer by regularly organis-
ing training courses for improving riding technique. We organise such training 
several times a year for club members and non-members. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Passion and love for BMW motorcycles. Club trips, excursions and training to 
improve driving techniques. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Organising the international BMW Motorrad Days in Poland for everyone.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The quality and solidity of workmanship. Riding BMW motorcycles is pure 
pleasure, with the best brakes and suspension combined with the best safety 
systems ABS, DTC, DDC at your disposal, which the BMW brand has been 
leading for years. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

It’s hard to describe and decide. Most of our international biker meetings  
organised every year are unique. A big event was getting our club president 
through the qualification of the international BMW GS Trophy in 2012 – Chile 
and Argentina.

motorcycles

2005

110
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BMW AUTO CLUBE PORTUGAL

Our motto: Join, meet and help BMW fans.

What makes our  
community special: 

Great and strong friendship of the majority of the members.

Our most important  
club event: 

Weekend event (two or three days) with very nice sightseeing tour and excellent 
Portuguese food. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The passion. Great cars, designs, performance and technically very good.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Organisation of the BCE international event ‘happy sojourn in our midst’ in 
Portugal in 2009.

cars

2002

80
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BMW CAR CLUB SERBIA

Our motto: Club mission is to promote the brand, bring together BMW owners  
and like-minded people to share experiences, socialise, organise work on  
club projects, rallies, forums about traffic safety and similar events.  
Main motto is: Become part of the story. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We enhance the BMW experience of our members by providing activities that 
promote friendship and responsibility. A lot of members have been with us from 
the beginning, and we proudly call ourselves a big blue and white family with 
new kids arriving. 

Our most important  
club event: 

BMW MOTIVATION is a big annual event we organise with the official BMW 
importer. More than 400 cars and 2.000 people attend every year. Because of 
that event, the BMW community in Serbia is recognised as one of the largest in 
the automotive world. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW thrills us with new technologies, especially in the ‘i’ segment, but we are 
very pleased with the amount of attention it pays to classics and older models 
and to the BMW enthusiast community itself. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our entry into BMW Club Europa left a special impression. As the first official  
BMW club in Serbia to whom BCE acknowledged all efforts to spread love for 
BMW Club, we proudly took the title that is both an honour and a responsibility.

cars
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80
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB CATALUNYA

motorcycles

2017

160

Our motto: Our mission is to bring together owners and fans of the BMW brand, lovers of 
their motorcycles and sharing experiences and routes, in an open, multilingual 
environment that knows no borders. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our open, global spirit and the different types of routes make our club fun for 
everyone. In an inclusive environment, we offer our members a wide range of 
activities with all services included. There is something for everyone. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The most important event is the anniversary party, that brings members 
together in an event where there are tributes, summaries, and the activity of the 
year, coexisting in a relaxed environment with a festive purpose to remember. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The BMW brand guarantees us the umbrella of the best motorcycle company, 
and its innovative spirit makes us keep betting on it. Its wide range of models 
and the type of users drive the associationism of its owners. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The last anniversary party: a tribute was paid to the Road Leader (retired from 
this responsibity) and other members that make our club better. The place, 
the atmosphere, the presentations, the gifts and the end of the party made it 
unforgettable.

BMW MOTORRAD GS EUSKADI-BASQUE COUNTRY

motorcycles

2019

95

Our motto: The club is a meeting point for fans of trail bikes and BMW GS from the Basque 
Country and for people who want to find companions to travel or to share 
motorcycle experiences. 

What makes our  
community special: 

It is the only official BMW Motorrad Club in Spain specifically for trail motor-
cycles and the routes that are planned give the members the opportunity to 
explore all the possibilities of using their motorcycles on- and off-road. 

Our most important  
club event: 

This year will be the first in which we will have an official calendar of events. 
The most significant event will be the club meeting in Spain between BMW 
Motorrad Catalonia and us. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The image it projects as a brand of quality and reliability and the feeling of 
belonging to a worldwide and exclusive community.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The day we received official recognition as a BMW Motorrad Club at European 
level was undoubtedly a turning point for the people who have worked hard to 
create the club.
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BMW CLUB KLÁSICAS K ESPAÑA

motorcycles

2020

30

Our motto: We try to encourage the use and preservation of the classic motorcycles.  
We would like to get to know other colleagues who are also interested in these 
BMW K Series motorcycles. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our community is very loyal to the BMW brand.

Our most important  
club event: 

The most important annual event for our club is the International Meeting 
of BMW Classic K Motorcycles, which we will be celebrating for the third time  
this year. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Tradition, design, quality.

BMW CAR CLUB ESTONIA CLASSIC CHAPTER 

WE ARE A BIG FAMILY  
THAT HAS A UNITED PASSION  
IN BMW VEHICLES.
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BMW CLUBS SCHWEIZ

Our motto: BMW Clubs Schweiz is the umbrella organisation for all 20 official BMW Clubs  
in Switzerland. We unite all kinds of clubs, type clubs, motorcycle clubs, car 
clubs and mixed ones. In the past few years, we have recognised four new 
official clubs. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Switzerland is a small country, so the club members know each other. 
Some of the regional clubs organise trips and tours together. One passion,  
one community. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Usually, we as an umbrella organisation hold one annual event with all clubs. 
Each club has its own annual programme, so this is always a good opportunity 
to meet friends from the other clubs. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

We are all enthusiasts of the brand! Each club has his own preferences, on two 
or four wheels. What unites us, is the fascination of design and technology and 
a lot of passion. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

100 years of BMW celebration in 2016! Nearly 150 Swiss club members travelled 
to Munich and enjoyed an unforgettable event. On Saturday evening, we all 
wore our new shirts with the BMW Clubs Schweiz logo.

mixed

1990

1.100

BMW 02 CLUB DEUTSCHSCHWEIZ

types

1983

15

Our motto: Mutual support in the restoration of our oldies, as well as social gatherings.

What makes our  
community special: 

The love of older technology and our vintage cars.

Our most important  
club event: 

The gathering of all official Swiss BMW Clubs.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The vehicles that have been sporty for decades and the indestructible  
technology, especially in older models.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The 100 years of BMW celebration in Munich.
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BMW CLASSIC CLUB RATEN

Our motto: Our mission is to bring people together who are interested in BMW classic cars. 
And to organise great scenic road trips in combination with good cuisine for our 
members. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We foster friendships among engaged members who share the same passion 
for BMW classic cars. The club has a fleet of well-maintained cars from the 
1960s to 2000s. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our dream-like trips over the fantastic Swiss mountain passes are driving 
pleasure surrounded by picturesque landscapes.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The unique history of the brand, the outstanding engine technology and  
emotional motor sound.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Since the founding of our club, we have been able to gain quite a nice number  
of members.

cars
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BMW CLUB REGIO BASEL

cars

1991

20

Our motto: To welcome owners of classic and current BMW cars. To increase friendship 
and collegiality among the BMW Club members. To have common adventures 
with our BMW cars. To make journeys with our BMW cars to destinations in 
Switzerland and Europe. 

What makes our  
community special: 

It doesn’t matter how old you are or which BMW car you own. It’s only 
important that your BMW car is maintained and that your connection to  
the BMW cars comes from the heart. 

Our most important  
club event: 

To make common multiday trips in summer with our BMW cars to destinations 
in Switzerland or Europe.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The large range of fascinating BMW car models from the past to the present. 
The great history of BMW in motor sport with countless victories.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our visits to several BMW European Meetings all over Europe and our  
unforgettable meetings in Switzerland with the different BMW Club members  
of the BMW Clubs Switzerland community. Our common cultural trips with  
our BMW cars to Dresden.
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BMW CLUB REGION WIL

cars

1976

24

Our motto: Every member should enjoy club life and have fun with their BMW.

What makes our  
community special: 

We are a mixed group of BMW fans. Both the members and the cars are very 
different and of different ages.

Our most important  
club event: 

The two-day tour.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW stands for innovative technology and a sporty driving experience.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The 100-year anniversary in Munich.

BMW CLUB RIVAPIANA

Our motto: On the road together, we live one passion – one community.

What makes our  
community special: 

Long-lasting friendships of all age groups.

Our most important  
club event: 

Our legendary Castagnata in autumn: a big chestnut party! 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

A large product range and an innovative and elegant design.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

There are many: we attended several BCE Europatreffen all over the continent, 
visiting different countries and building international friendship.

cars
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BMW CLUB SPORT-PASSION

cars

2000

15

Our motto: As our name suggests: passion for the brand. We are located in the  
Canton valleys with a lot of mountains and winding roads. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We live the BMW slogan: sheer driving pleasure.

Our most important  
club event: 

We have no special event, but we join the Swiss Club Day to meet  
other members of the umbrella.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The wide range of models, cars and motorbikes.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The visit of 100 years of BMW in Munich.

BMW CLUB WINTERTHUR

cars

1972

15

Our motto: Having fun!

What makes our  
community special: 

BMW enthusiasts.

Our most important  
club event: 

50th anniversary.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

High-quality and very stylish.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Cohesion within the club.
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BMW CLUB ZÜRICHSEE

cars

1991

23

Our motto: Meeting friends and driving a BMW.

What makes our  
community special: 

All are welcome.

Our most important  
club event: 

Long journeys in Switzerland or other countries.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The sporty driving characteristics and the look.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our anniversary, 30 years of BMW Club last year.

BMW GS CLUB ZENTRALSCHWEIZ

motorcycles

2011

48

Our motto: To promote motorcycling, especially driving safety. 
Also very important is the cultivation of comradeship. Once a month, we meet 
in our Clubhöck restaurant or organise one- or multiday tours at home and 
abroad. 

What makes our  
community special: 

A wild mix of people, mostly from Central Switzerland, with the same interest:  
a nice ride on a BMW GS and enjoying the fellowship. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The annual general meeting at the beginning of January.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Reasons why BMW motorcycles are exciting? There are several examples: 
Reliability, style, quality, engine, comfort, state-of-the-art technology, etc.  
But the most important is having fun on a ride with the BMW GS. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Comradeship! 
Doesn’t matter who is part of a ride or a meet during the year. We support  
each other with tips and tricks and having fun.
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BMW MOTO CLUB LÉMAN

Our motto: Our club focuses on sharing the passion for mechanics.

What makes our  
community special: 

Our club has no borders. We unite members from different countries.

Our most important  
club event: 

We meet during the whole year for trips or a glass of wine.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Large range of motorcycles.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

No special one. We are a community of friends, sharing our passion.motorcycles
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BMW MOTO CLUB GENÈVE

Our motto: Carry out driver trainings for members, actively participate in charity events, 
improve safety in partnership with various bodies, inform the authorities  
about the dangers of the road infrastructure. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Friendship, mutual aid and the biker spirit are not only expressed on the road, 
we do not hesitate to invest ourselves in causes that go far beyond the biker 
framework. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The annual general meeting and the annual party, but also all the evenings or 
motorbike outings that allow us to share good times

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

We have all models of BMW motorbikes in the club as well as older models.  
The variety of BMW motorbikes allows everyone to find the right bike for them.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The concert at BMW's 100th anniversary in Munich, our anniversary outings at 
the club's 10th anniversary and this year's outings for our 20th anniversary.

motorcycles
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB DEUTSCHSCHWEIZ

motorcycles

1970

40

Our motto: Our club is the oldest motorbike club in Switzerland!

What makes our  
community special: 

Each year, we travel to one of the European capitals for a few days.

Our most important  
club event: 

Friendship meetings with our partner club BMW Club Iserlohn (D). Meeting up 
and going on a trip with the BMW Motorrad Club Seeland.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The amazing product range and the innovative design.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

All our anniversary events, the last one was our 50th anniversary.

BMW MOTO CLUB TICINO

motorcycles

2016

52

Our motto: Our club’s motto is ‘miles, culture and good food’.

What makes our  
community special: 

I don’t think there is anything that makes our community special.  
We are simply a great group of friends who enjoy travelling together and  
having fun. 

Our most important  
club event: 

There are at least two. The first one is the monthly meeting at our headquarters 
where we eat something together and exchange opinions. The second one is 
the chicken outing, which is always attended by a large number of people. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

In our club, what we like most about the BMW brand is the quality of the bikes 
on offer and the attractive design of the bikes.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Definitely the multiday tours where you have the opportunity to get to know  
the different people in the club better.
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB THUNERSEE

Our motto: Sharing our passion for motorcycling with other BMW motorbike fans.

What makes our  
community special: 

The BMW Motorrad Club Thunersee is a family of BMW motorbike enthusiasts 
from all over Switzerland. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The monthly meeting in our regular pub. Here we can talk shop, have ‘petrol 
talks’ together and plan joint excursions.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The perfection of technology and appearance, combined in one motorcycle.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The enduro training in Hechlingen. It was very impressive to experience what 
you can do with an R 1250 GS or R 1250 GS Adventure.

motorcycles

2019

40

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB TOGGENBURG

motorcycles

2016

52

Our motto: Enjoying the moments together on and off the bike – in keeping  
with the BMW motto ‘make life a ride’. 

What makes our  
community special: 

In our club, you will not only find BMW motorbike enthusiasts, but  
friends for life. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The joint rides at the beginning and end of the season.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW Motorrad manages to build the best motorbikes in all segments.  
We are convinced by the quality, design, workmanship, riding experience  
and safety.  

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The BMW Motorrad Days 2015 were the deciding factor for us to found a club. 
Seeing how the BMW community works, how peacefully such a big event can 
take place and how much heart and soul goes into everything BMW does 
impressed us at the time.
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Our motto: We bring together BMW M owners during events and help them to learn 
or improve how to drive their cars. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Only for M, M Performance and Alpina owners.

Our most important  
club event: 

We privatise the Circuit de Bresse for a 100% BMW M legend day at the  
end of September.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The passion for the motor-sport legends.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

When we had more than 50 cars and participants meeting to share their  
common passion.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB SEELAND

Our motto: Our safety is at the forefront of our work. That is why we organise at least  
one event on this topic every year, if possible. On trips together we cultivate 
camaraderie and enjoy motorcycling. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Motorcycling together with colleagues of all age groups.

Our most important  
club event: 

Friendship meeting with our partner club BMW Club Neckar-Fils (D).  
Meeting up and a trip with the BMW Motorrad Club Deutschschweiz.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Large product range and innovative design.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Foundation and anniversary celebrations for 10/20/25 years.

motorcycles

1994

46

BMW M CLUB SUISSE ROMANDE
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BMW YOUNGTIMER CLUB ZENTRALSCHWEIZ

Our motto: The club for original or true-to-original BMW, BMW M and BMW Alpina vehicles 
from the 70s to 90s. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The goal of the BMW Youngtimer Club Zentralschweiz is helping with the 
purchase, maintenance, repair and care of BMW youngtimer vehicles (cars older 
than 20 years), as well as enjoying trips in Switzerland and in the countries of 
Europe. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The trips in Switzerland and in the countries of Europe are the most impressing 
events for the members. The beautiful landscape combined with visit options, 
‘sheer driving pleasure’ in the purest form. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW has set milestones in automobile construction in every decade. Vehicles 
such as the BMW 2002, the 3, 5, 6 and 7 series have made history in motor 
sport and on the road and continue to impress us to this day. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

In 2013, BMW designer Ercole Spada and his son Paolo visited us at our BMW 
meeting at the Swiss Museum of Transport. A great honour for our BMW Club. 
At the BMW Europe Meeting, we received an award at the Concours d’Elegance 
for two of our vehicles.

cars

2011

39

BMW Z3 CLUB VIERWALDSTÄTTERSEE

cars

1999

142

Our motto: We are dynamic, open-minded, bright, young and young-at-heart people, 
who all share a common fascination: the BMW Z model series. Instead of  
driving around the world alone, we organise trips at home and abroad. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Not only do we have ‘sheer driving pleasure’, we are also ‘friends while driving’.

Our most important  
club event: 

In the past, the organisation of the freely accessible international BMW Z rally 
for all interested BMW Z owners was our highlight of the year. On average, 
around 300 Z vehicles found the ‘place to be’. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Primarily the BMW Z1, Z3, Z4 and Z8 models, with the focus clearly being on 
the BMW Z3. The club was founded by Z3 drivers and now unites all Z models.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The availability of the BMW Z3 roadster. This resulted in the club idea and the 
friendships among the members. As a result, the numerous trips, visits and the 
cosy hours at the wheel or afterwards.
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BMW Z8 CLUB SCHWEIZ

Our motto: With the BMW Z8, we are united by the joy of driving.

What makes our  
community special: 

The life experience and interests of our members.

Our most important  
club event: 

An annual four-day ride in scenic areas and engaging events.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The joy of driving and the company of like-minded people.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The loyalty and enthusiasm of the members to support our events.cars

2014

92
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BMW CLUB WIEN

Our motto: Driving pleasure. Conducting tours, safety training, first-aid courses, etc.  
with club members who are united by the enthusiasm for BMW vehicles. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Long-term memberships of most of our friends driving/riding a wide variety 
of BMW models, eventful multiday tours in Austria’s and Europe’s amazing 
landscape, and cosy club evenings. 

Our most important  
club event: 

A number of multiday tours during the season.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Technically state-of-the-art vehicles combined with a long-term tradition.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Apart from celebrating a number of anniversaries (the club is celebrating its 
70th anniversary in 2024), we enjoyed some visits to BMW factories (e.g. Berlin 
and Steyr) and to the headquarters in Munich. And long-term tours to France 
and Italy.

mixed

1954

 90

BMW CLUBS ÖSTERREICH

mixed

2000

1.100

Our motto: Live the ‘Sheer Driving Pleasure’ together with many other enthusiasts in  
both worlds of the BMW brand. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Classic, type, motorcycle and car clubs together in friendship under one  
umbrella.

Our most important  
club event: 

BMW Clubs Austria Treffen.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW produces vehicles for ‘Sheer Driving Pleasure’ – no matter how old,  
no matter how many kilometres have already been driven – it is always a  
pleasure to drive the car or ride the bike. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The national BMW Club Treffen in September 2018. About 300 BMW Club  
members and friends enjoyed three days together at the Red Bull Ring  
Formula 1 racetrack in Spielberg/Styria/Austria.
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BMW Motorrad Club
Grosseto Siena
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BMW Klub Polska
Grupa Południe

BMW Klub
Polska Grupa
Świętokrzyska
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BMW Car Club
Catalunya
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EUROPE.

11
CLUBS

BCEF’s mission is to ensure that national clubs belonging to BCEF are official  
BMW Clubs, and as such will receive the benefits of recognition by BMW AG and  
the BMW Clubs International Council. To provide a communications link between 
officially recognised national BMW Clubs, their members in and from outside BCEF 
and BMW Clubs International Council, BMW Clubs & Community Management and 
BMW companies globally. To promote friendship between different BCEF clubs and 
their members. To safeguard the logos and trademarks of BMW in accordance with 
BMW AG’s CI rules within the area covered by the umbrella organisation.  
BCEF member clubs are from Denmark, Finland, Great Britain, Ireland, Iceland, 
Norway and Sweden. All BCEF’s clubs have extensive event calendars and  
club members are welcome at all events.

BMW CLUBS  
EUROPEAN FEDERATION.

2007
FOUNDED

29.823
MEMBERS IN 2022
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BMW MC KLUB DANMARK

Our motto: To bring the BMW MC owners in Denmark into contact with each other and 
make contact with other domestic and foreign BMW Clubs. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our club is primarily built on cosy relationships between BMW motorcyclists. 
At club meetings, you can meet members, many with extensive experience on 
BMWs, that are always willing to help, whether you’re riding an older model or  
a really new one. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our AGM, which is held in different places each year. Rider training, ride-outs 
and GPS training. The BMW Race-Marshalls that help both the bike clubs and 
the police during bike races in Denmark. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Tradition, technology, quality, boxer, GS, safety and the perfect riding machine.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

We are proud to be celebrating our 50th anniversary in 2022, with a series of 
events during the year. 

motorcycles

1972

2.049

BMW MC CLUB FINLAND

motorcycles

1976

2.000

Our motto: Bringing the Finnish BMW motorcycle riders together, providing rider with  
training, club meetings and riding events (also regional), trips to the BMW  
factory and MC shows and publishing a high-quality club magazine.  

What makes our  
community special: 

High-quality rider training by professionals. Active regional club representatives 
(16 in total) arranging various regional rides and meetings. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Every five-years it’s our big anniversary (in 2021, our 45th anniversary), annual 
BMW Summer (former international LT-meeting), annual group rides to Estonia, 
etc. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Communality, quality brand and generally loyal customers.
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BMW MOTORCYCLE CLUB ICELAND

Our motto: Our motto is to enjoy riding and travelling on our BMW motorcycles and, above 
all, riding safely. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The friendship between all our members who have travelled together all over 
Iceland and the world.

Our most important  
club event: 

Our yearly travel event every autumn where we organise a four-day camping 
trip to various places in Iceland.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The motorcycles, and the innovation that releases something new on a yearly 
basis in the new models. The way it can bring different people together in a club 
that is specifically focused on the BMW motorcycle brand. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

When the BMW GS Club International eV came to Iceland in 2017 and travelled 
together with our club in the Westfjords.

motorcycles

2007

124

BMW CLUB SCHWEDEN

Our motto: The goal and the objective for the club is to promote the big interest in BMW, 
which is all over the country, and give our club members the maximum added 
value of owning a BMW car. 

What makes our  
community special: 

It does not matter what kind of BMW car you own or even if you do not have a 
BMW, but still have a big interest in the BMW brand – anyone can be a member 
of our club. With the passion for driving BMWs, we can reach a higher level of 
well-being. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The BMW Summer meetup in August, which takes place every year. Events like 
BMW cup races on racetracks, car shows, family driving, etc. The club has nine 
different sections and arranges meetings all over Sweden. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The BMW car is one of the most respected for style, performance and  
reliability. BMW is one of the most successful brands in the car industry.  
BMW is universally acknowledged as being one of the most creative  
and technologically advanced companies. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

It’s our club magazine, Bayerisches Blatt, which comes out four times/year.  
It describes what we are doing, BMW news not yet published, technical articles, 
personal car reports and tests of new BMW cars. Interesting articles from our 
sections.  

cars
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BMW CAR CLUB GREAT BRITAIN

cars

1952

4.000

Our motto: Founded in 1952, the BMW Car Club of Great Britain is proud to be an official 
club created for BMW enthusiasts, by enthusiasts. From the modern to the 
classics, our club caters for each and every individual. 

What makes our  
community special: 

From all corners of the UK to social media platforms, the club offers you a 
chance to share your passion and to build a whole new social experience.  
From our regional meets, national events to our register meets and technical 
knowledge and support. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Sommerfest. Our new national event, including our annual concours featuring 
the best BMWs in the country, region and registers, family entertainment and 
trade stands. All based at a top racetrack with the BMW Car Club Racing  
Championship on track. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

We support owners and enthusiasts of BMW, MINI and Alpina to enjoy their 
cars to the maximum at home, on the road, at shows and events, and on track.  

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

We are very proud to be celebrating our 70th anniversary in 2022, with a  
series of events and limited-edition merchandise available to help us celebrate 
together.

BMW MC-KLUBBEN SVERIGE

motorcycles

1985

7.800

Our motto: To be an open and inclusive club for all members. Creating value by a broad 
range of activities known for high quality, safety and joy. Features like our  
magazine, shop, insurance and training all contribute to making the club  
attractive. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The large number of activities organised every year. >30% of BMW motorbike 
owners in Sweden are members. >60% of our members have the unique club 
insurance for their bikes. We have a special section for women and one that 
focuses on classic bikes. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The annual meeting has turned into a huge success, where we, pre-Covid, 
had close to 500 participants joining from all across Sweden as well as our 
neighbour countries. It’s a Thursday–Sunday event with a lot of exciting  
opportunities. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

There are as many answers as there are members. Tradition, technology, 
quality, boxer, GS, safety ...

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

If one should be mentioned, it is our annual meeting and all the activities  
that it offers.
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THE BMW CLUB UNITED KINGDOM & IRELAND

motorcycles

1951

3.000

Our motto: To promote the leisure, social interaction and sporting activity of biking and the 
technical training of club members through the ownership of BMW motorcycles. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The club history and the interaction of members from the UK and Republic  
of Ireland, for events from pub nights, ride-outs, track days and holiday  
trips. Our club caters for the owners of vintage, classic up and the latest  
BMW motorcycles. 
 

Our most important  
club event: 

The Club Annual General Meeting and our annual National Rally where club 
members and guests from other BMW Clubs meet to enjoy the company of 
fellow BMW enthusiasts and admire many different BMW motorcycles. 
 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The brand’s history, continuity of reliable design and philosophy through a 
consistently high standard of engineering and attention to detail to produce 
a true rider’s motorcycle capable of going anywhere. 
 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The very successful 1992 FIM Rally in Edinburgh managed by the club and 
attended by motorcyclists from all over Europe and beyond. In 2001 the club’s 
50th anniversary rally attended by over 1.500 BMW Club members including 
many European Club members.
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JAPAN.

2
CLUBS

Our core mission is to share BMW’s historical value with our member clubs  
and everyone who loves the BMW brand. We also carry out various activities to  
maximise the brand value. Established in Japan in 1995. The 20th anniversary  
commemorative project was held in 2015. The 30th anniversary commemorative 
project is planned for 2025. Active only in Japan.

BMW CLUBS JAPAN.

1995
FOUNDED

1.840
MEMBERS IN 2022
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BMW CLUB JAPAN

cars

1964
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Our motto: Mission: Creating a richer life with BMW. Our goal is to create a club of owners 
and users who understand the premium heritage of BMW and can share the 
‘joy of driving’ with BMW for many years to come. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The club offers a variety of events and privileges that only a club authorised  
by BMW headquarters and BMW Japan can offer. In particular, we have a  
strong partnership with BMW Japan as BMW’s ambassador to Japan since  
our inception. 

Our most important  
club event: 

BMW Day is the club’s largest event, held every autumn with the theme  
‘Sheer Driving Pleasure’, and a programme that includes premium test drives  
of new BMW models, talk sessions with renowned journalists and social  
gatherings to enhance your car’s life. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW is about to continue to evolve with the times with a sporty driving  
experience that is typical of the Munich motor company, based on its  
premium tradition. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

That the BMW International Council was held in Japan in September 2014.
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB JAPAN

motorcycles

2014

1.490

Our motto: A club that uses BMW motorcycles as a volunteer organisation of the  
Japanese Red Cross Society to carry out rescue activities in the event of  
a disaster. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Volunteer activities that take advantage of the mobility of the motorbike  
and the loading capacity of the BMW motorbike. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Participation in disaster-prevention drills in Tokyo.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

They have a luxurious and sophisticated image.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Participation in disaster-prevention drills deepened the bonds of the members.
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LATIN AMERICA.LATIN AMERICA.

24
CLUBS

We are present in 33 countries in Latin America and the Caribbean (BMW Official 
Clubs Cars and Motorcycles), bringing together more than 5.000 enthusiasts of 
the BMW brand. Our main objective is to formalise the BMW Cars or Motorcycles 
Clubs and chapters that legally exist in Latin America and the Caribbean or are to be 
formed in the future, all in accordance with the laws of each country and guidelines 
established by the BMW Clubs International Council and BMWCLAF, as well as the 
correct use of the registered trademarks BMW, BMW M, BMW Motorrad, BMW i  
and their logos. The annual assemblies of BMWCLAF are famous not only for the 
exchange of information and experiences between our club members, but also for 
the social and touristic aspect in different countries of our jurisdiction.

Our motto: Enjoy your BMW with the good things in life.

BMW CLUBS LATIN AMERICA  
FEDERATION.

2009
FOUNDED

5.000
MEMBERS IN 2022
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BMW CAR CLUB COSTA RICA

Our motto: Our main motivation is to transmit knowledge and support to new people who 
come to our club. Many of them acquire their first BMW and experience shows 
us that they become lovers of the brand. Many of them now have a modern 
BMW and some classic. 

What makes our  
community special: 

We are a small community and have many years of maintaining a group of 
faithful members who have accompanied us for more than 17 years.  
Beyond our passion for the brand, we have created deep bonds of friendship. 

Our most important  
club event: 

This year, we want to celebrate a great reunion grouping of the 3 Series,  
celebrating the 40 years of launch of E30 and 47 years of the launch of the 
3 Series. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW has always been characterised by building dynamic, fun to drive, safe and 
high-performance vehicles, all together creating the ultimate driving machine.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

A posthumous tribute to a young member some years ago, who joined the club 
in a great way. About 95% of members attended and left postcards at a track 
day. We invited their relatives to see the event.

cars

2005

46

BMW CLUB CLÁSICOS COLOMBIA

cars

2003

86

Our motto: The BMW Club Clásicos Colombia’s mission is to promote and stimulate the 
preservation, conservation, restoration and maintenance of BMW classics 
cars, to maintain a close relationship between its members and other similar 
institutions in the world. 

What makes our  
community special: 

It is probably the most organised BMW Club in Latin America, has the best 
website, forum, store and is one of the oldest. It is recognised throughout the 
Spanish-speaking world. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The most important annual event is the Rally BMW de la Sabana, which hosts 
about 80 cars in a regular rally along the routes of Colombia. The rally runs 
approximately 400 km in two days, bringing together fans from all over the 
country. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

We are excited by the technology, quality, sports design and identity generated 
by the brand among its fans.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Recognition at a national level, the club stands out for its organisation, as it 
identifies with the image of BMW in all its aspects, from the website to the 
events it holds, always highlighting the enthusiasm for the ‘Sheer driving 
pleasure’.
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BMW AUTO CLUB ECUADOR

Our motto: Work for the people who need it most with the same passion that we have  
for our cars. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Our partners, who in addition to having the most special BMW cars in our  
country, put their hearts into helping people who really need us.

Our most important  
club event: 

OKTOBERFEST: more than 100 cars in competition for the most beautiful 
places in the Ecuadorian Sierra.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The sporty feeling and its reliability.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

In 2017–2018, we built a special computer room for a school of 80 children  
in a rural area of   our country.

cars

2006
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB BROSTERS GROUP ECUADOR

motorcycles

2013

54

Our motto: For all the members of the club to share the same passion, to have te best 
BMW Club in Latin America and keep the brand running.  

What makes our  
community special: 

Great people!!! People with a passion for motorcycles and the BMW brand.

Our most important  
club event: 

The Brosters annual ride!! We choose the destination with the majority of the 
members. Every year, we plan this ride, at the destination we have a bunch of 
events that all of the club members can enjoy and we always have a lot of fun. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

It’s a historical brand that gives you the security of having the best motorcycle 
for your style. It’s always innovative. Whatever model you choose, it’s going to 
be great.  

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

We have an annual ride to a community called Penipe. We bring aid to a  
charity home for children, youths and adults with disabilities. Every year,  
we collect money for medicine, clothes, toys, food and a lot of things that  
are essential for them.
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB GUATEMALA

motorcycles

2010

140

Our motto: Our club is a private, nonprofit entity, which is made up of enthusiastic owners 
of BMW motorcycles, who share the passion for BMW motorcycles and aim to 
practice and promote motorcycling in Guatemala. 

What makes our  
community special: 

You feel the adrenaline of travelling by motorcycle on the roads and  
disconnect from the congestion of life, sharing the passion for motorcycles 
through coexistence, the values   associated with camaraderie, safety and 
enjoyment of good living. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our convention every two years. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The BMW brand makes us feel safe, elegant and above all having people who 
enjoy friendship through the brand.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our motivation in pursuing the improvement of knowledge of motorcycling and 
in particular of the characteristics and differences between BMW motorcycles 
through the development and participation in multiple, fun, varied and family 
activities.

BMW MOTORRAD CLUB HONDURAS

Our motto: BMW MOTORRAD CLUB HONDURAS is the official club of the BMW brand 
affiliated with the Latin America Federation of Clubs LAF founded on  
13 September 2011. We are a socially responsible nonprofit club. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The passion for motorcycles and the BMW brand.

Our most important  
club event: 

The international convention.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

Its quality, design and comfort when riding.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our trips and participation in different international conventions.

motorcycles

2011

22
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BMW MOTO CLUB PANAMÁ

Our motto: Incentivise the Motorrad culture by organising events in our country to enjoy  
the pleasure of riding a BMW motorcycle. Always having to ride safely and 
taking care of each other in mind. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The way we share our passion for motorcycles with our families and friends, 
travelling around our country and sometimes outside of our country. Always 
safely and respecting nature, ourselves and others. 

Our most important  
club event: 

The East to West Ride. A ride from the beginning of the Pan-American Highway 
on the eastern border of Panama with Colombia to our border with Costa Rica 
on the western border. The ride begins at sunrise and ends at the west border 
near sunset. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

First the quality and the comfort of the bikes. The spirit of motorbikes in our 
rides and our lives. Being a biker becomes part of your life.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Our first East to West Ride. It shows how well organised we are, our teamwork 
and the quality of the rides we organise for our riders and for other motorbike 
riders that participated on it.

motorcycles
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BMW ASOCIACIÓN NACIONAL DE MOTO CLUBES OFICIALES MÉXICO, A.C.

motorcycles

2020

60

Our motto: Assemble and coordinate all our clubs under the official BMW organisation.

What makes our  
community special: 

We all have a BMW motorbike and travel as a group, always riding according  
to our organisation’s principles. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Sol a Sol, which is a ride where more than 500 motorbikes participate starting 
in Veracruz in the Gulf of Mexico at sunrise and finishing at sunset in Acapulco 
in the Pacific. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW’s history, which stands for high quality. Additionally, we find support and 
service in almost all countries in the world.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The international convention held in Guadalajara, Mexico, where more  
than 600 bikers participated and travelled to Puerto Vallarta. The excellent 
organisation by the hosts and great participation made this an outstanding 
BMW event in Mexico. 
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BMW MOTO CLUB PANAMÁ

BEING A BIKER BECOMES 
PART OF YOUR LIFE.
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MIDDLE EAST.

BMW CLUBS MIDDLE EAST.

5
CLUBS

BMW Clubs Middle East was founded in 2017, with the mission to be the authority  
in the region for providing guidance, support and nurturing the development of 
accredited BMW owner’s clubs in the region, while maintaining BMW’s brand image. 
Bimmerfest UAE and the Annual Ramadan Gathering are part of our special events 
in the Middle East. BMW Clubs Middle East currently exists in the United Arab 
Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and Lebanon, and it is planned to expand to other 
countries later this year. Uniting the passion for the ultimate driving experience.

2017
FOUNDED

1.300
MEMBERS IN 2022
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BMW CLUB BAHRAIN

cars

2016

95

Our motto: To enhance the ownership experience by connecting like-minded enthusiasts  
to share their knowledge and passion, participating in social/lifestyle events 
and providing a range of benefits to our members. 

What makes our  
community special: 

What makes our community special is a strong passion for motoring, a rich 
and historic automotive culture, a very closely knit society and an adventurous 
lifestyle. People in Bahrain take great pride in their cars being a big part of their 
lives. 

Our most important  
club event: 

All our events are important to us. Our members enjoy the simplest coffee 
gatherings to full-on track events as well as our charitable events benefiting our 
society. It seems like we get the most response towards our Water Drift Park 
event though! 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

What excites us about the BMW brand is the high level of engineering,  
safety and dynamics of its products, the wide range of vehicles to choose from, 
vehicles from M Gmbh and classic vehicles from BMW’s history up to its recent 
line-up. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The foundation of the club in 2016 has left the most lasting impression as it 
has been the most important step taken to make all our activities and events 
possible whilst strengthening the BMW community here in Bahrain.
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BMW CLUB SAUDI ARABIA

cars

2016

400

Our motto: Our mission is to bring together people interested in the BMW marque, to 
promote social activities, to promote the conduct of motor sports and motoring 
activities, and, most importantly, foster friendship and courtesy on the road.  

What makes our  
community special: 

In addition to being part of the biggest car club organisation, we aim to  
gather BMW owners and promote the enjoyment and sharing of goodwill and 
fellowship derived from owning a BMW automobile, while maintaining the  
BMW brand image. 

Our most important  
club event: 

BMW Club Saudi Arabia’s yearly dinner in the month of Ramadan, which  
happens once a year.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The pleasure of and experiencing the ultimate driving machine. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

Seeing members from various communities and industries and their BMWs of 
all shapes and sizes together sharing their knowledge, passion and experience. 

Our motto: Uniting the passion for the ultimate driving experience. Enhancing and  
adding value to BMW ownership.  

What makes our  
community special: 

A multicultural club with equal passion for both M and non-M BMWs.  
We successfully plan and execute events that cater to all BMW owners  
regardless of model or type.  

Our most important  
club event: 

Annual Bimmerfest, which attracts more than 350+ cars and drivers with  
their families. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The driving pleasure and experience provided by BMW cars and products. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

In 2014, when the BMW Club UAE was recognised and endorsed as an  
official BMW car club by BCCM.

cars

2007

500

BMW CLUB UAE
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BMW MOTORRAD CLUB SAUDI ARABIA

motorcycles

2019

260

Our motto: Promote and conduct social activities and events/rides among  
BMW Motorrad club members.  
Promote safe motorcycling culture in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

What makes our  
community special: 

Members are experienced motorcycle riders and elite members of the  
community.

Our most important  
club event: 

National Day Southern Tour 22-25 September 2021.

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The Quality and the reliability of their bikes. In simple words you are on a 
refined machine.

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

The Smile and happiness on the club members faces on the first ride after 
Covid shutdown in September 2020. The joy of riding with friends.
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… AND ONE MORE CLUB.
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NEW ZEALAND.

BMW CLUBS IN NEW ZEALAND.

2
CLUBS

BMW is a much loved brand in New Zealand. The BMW Motorcycle Club Aotearoa NZ was founded in 1975  
and the BMW Car Club NZ a few years later in 1982. Combined membership is approximately 1.200 across  
both clubs. Both were formed to provide the opportunity for enthusiasts of the BMW brand (motorbikes and cars) 
to get together to take part in collective rides, rallies and social events and to enjoy the comradeship that comes 
from a shared passion.  
The car club has recently celebrated its 40th anniversary in 2022 and the motorcycle club holds three major  
events each year including an annual AGM rally. Both clubs provide regular updates to their membership through 
newsletters and magazines, promoting safe and responsible driving experiences and driver and rider education.  
The memberships are growing nationally and we are encouraged by the ongoing enthusiasm and passion for 
motorbike and car owners to enjoy their vehicles as they travel around New Zealand.

19751982
FOUNDEDFOUNDED

BMW Motorcycle Club Aotearoa New ZealandBMW Car Club New Zealand

600
MEMBERS IN 2022MEMBERS IN 2022

BMW Motorcycle Club Aotearoa New ZealandBMW Car Club New Zealand

570
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BMW MOTORCYCLE CLUB AOTEAROA NEW ZEALAND

cars

1982

600

Our motto: To promote the BMW marque to owners and prospective owners, 
or enthusiasts of the BMW marque in New Zealand. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The people who become members of our club are all enthusiasts, which makes 
them special in our eyes. We all enjoy all types of club events and appreciating 
our BMWs, old or new. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our National Festival of BMW Car Club New Zealand held in March each year. 
This is an opportunity for all members and chapters to come and join together 
to celebrate our enjoyment of the marque. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

The engineering excellence, the motor sport and the wonderful people we  
have met in New Zealand and around the world through the BMW brand and 
the clubs. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

No lasting highlight in particular. All our events have been great and they have 
all been special for their own individual reasons. 

Our motto: Our vision is that the BMW Motorcycle Club Aotearoa New Zealand is  
the motorcycle ‘club of choice’ for those who own or have an interest in  
BMW motorcycles. 

What makes our  
community special: 

The camaraderie and participation of our members in the club's activities, and 
the dedication and passion of our members to the BMW brand, particulary our 
volunteers and Elected Members. 

Our most important  
club event: 

Our Annual Rally is the Club’s premier event occuring on a weekend in  
January of each year, and includes the Club’s Annual General Meeting.  
The Rally alternates between the North Island and South Island  
each year. 

What excites us most 
about BMW: 

BMW has built some cool bikes over the years. From adventure bikes  
to superbikes, tourers, and café racers, they offer something for all riders.  
What we'll see from BMW Motorrad in the future is highly appealing. 

A moment that left a 
lasting impression on  
our club:

In 2015, the Club published a 92 page hard-cover book celebrating its  
40th Anniversary.

motorcycles

1975

570

BMW CAR CLUB NEW ZEALAND
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There are many clubs and individuals whose dedication is particularly impressive. It is thanks to their passion and 
commitment that the BMW Clubs and BMW Group enjoy such a great reputation worldwide. Their special services 
are honoured by the BMW Clubs International Council with various awards for clubs and individuals.

OUTSTANDING COMMITMENT.
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It’s always very special when a club shows an exceptional commitment to the BMW brand or to individual  
BMW models. This could involve actively developing a community, organising publicity events or embracing  
social responsibility. The Club of the Year award recognises the outstanding services of a club and is an  
honour that is awarded to just one club each year.

Sometimes, however, individuals show extraordinary commitment that makes them stand out as ambassadors 
of the BMW brand, whether through their long-standing work for a club or by setting up their own BMW museum. 
These special people have more than earned their Friend of the Marque award.

Awarded in memory of the founding president of the Mobile Classic e. V.,  Prof Dr Gerhard Knöchlein, this prize 
honours the conservation and promotion of the BMW story. Suitable candidates for the Prof Dr Gerhard Knöchlein 
BMW Classic Award are owners of BMW classic vehicles who have maintained them in immaculate condition and 
who make them accessible to the public, maintaining the BMW tradition for future generations.

We would like to thank all those whose dedication has made the BMW brand what it is today. All award winners are 
immortalised on the Wall of Honour at BMW Group Classic.

CLUB OF THE YEAR.

FRIEND OF THE MARQUE.

PROF DR GERHARD KNÖCHLEIN BMW CLASSIC AWARD.

THANK YOU TO ALL AWARD WINNERS.
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DEFINITION OF ICONS.

Focus of the club

Year of founding

Number of members

Clubs/Chapter
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BMW CLASSIC & TYPE CLUBS INTERNATIONAL,    16

Alpina Gemeinschaft e. V.,    28

BMW 02 Club e. V.,    28

BMW 02 Club Horizon 2002 & derivés,    28

BMW 2002 turbo Club e. V.,    28

BMW 3er Club (E21 / E30),    18

BMW 3er Club E36 und E46 e. V.,    19

BMW 6er Club (E24) e. V.,    19

BMW 7er Club E23 und E32 e. V.,    20

BMW 8-Series Club/Club E31,     

Worldwide Owners Group e. V.,    28

BMW Baur TC Club e. V.,    20

BMW Classic Car Club of America,    28

BMW Club 5er E12 und E28 e. V.,    28

BMW Club 5er E34 IG,    28

BMW Club E21 E30 Italia a.s.d.,    28

BMW Club Mobile Classic e. V.,    21

BMW Club Serie 3 (E21/E30) España,    28

BMW Coupé-Club e. V.,    28

BMW CSL Owners Club e. V.,    22

BMW E3 Club – Der große BMW,    23

BMW Historic Motor Club United Kingdom,    28

BMW M1 Club e. V.,    23

BMW V8 Club International,    28

BMW Youngtimer Club Italia,    24

BMW Z1 Club e. V.,    25

BMW Z3 Roadster Club,    27

BMW Z8 Club e. V.,    27

Glas Club International e. V.,    28

Isetta Club e. V.,    28

Vintage BMW Motorcycle Owners,    28

AFRICA

BMW CLUBS AFRICA,    34

BMW Car Club Cape Town,    36

BMW Car Club Gauteng,    36

BMW Car Club Gauteng, South Africa Racing Series,    45

BMW Club Ghana,    37

BMW Club Nigeria,    37

BMW Motorcycle Club Pretoria, South Africa,    38

BMW Motorrad Club Cape,    39

BMW Motorrad Club Central,    39

BMW Motorrad Club Eastern Cape,    40

BMW Motorrad Club Garden Route,    40

BMW Motorrad Club Inland,    41

BMW Motorrad Club KwaZulu-Natal,    41

BMW Motorrad Club Lowveld South Africa,    42

BMW Motorrad Club Namibia,    42

BMW Motorrad Club West Rand,    43

BMW Owners Club Kenya,    43

AMERICA

BMW CAR CLUB OF AMERICA,    48

BMW Car Club America Foundation,    51

BMW Car Club Illini Chapter,    52

BMW Car Club of America 2002 Forever Chapter,    56

BMW Car Club of America Allegheny Chapter,    56

BMW Car Club of America Badger Bimmers,    56

BMW Car Club of America Bayou Chapter,    56

BMW Car Club of America Blue Ridge Chapter,    56

BMW Car Club of America Bluegrass Bimmers Chapter,    56

BMW Car Club of America Boston Chapter,    56

BMW Car Club of America Buckeye Chapter,    50

BMW Car Club of America Central California Chapter,    56

BMW Car Club of America Choo Choo Bimmers,    56

BMW Car Club of America Connecticut Valley Chapter,    50

BMW Car Club of America Delaware Valley Chapter,    56

BMW Car Club of America E30 Chapter,    56

BMW Car Club of America E31 Chapter,    56

BMW Car Club of America Everglades Chapter,    56

BMW Car Club of America Florida SunCoast Chapter,    56

BMW Car Club of America Genesee Valley Chapter,    56

BMW Car Club of America Golden Gate Chapter,    56

BMW Car Club of America Great Plains Chapter,    57

BMW Car Club of America Green Mountain Chapter,    57

BMW Car Club of America Hawaii Chapter,    57

BMW Car Club of America Heart of Dixie Chapter,    57

BMW Car Club of America Heartland Chapter,    57

BMW Car Club of America Hoosier Chapter,    51

BMW Car Club of America Houston Chapter,    57

BMW Car Club of America Inland Empire Chapter,    57

BMW Car Club of America Iowa Chapter,    52

BMW Car Club of America Lone Star Chapter,    57

BMW Car Club of America Los Angeles Chapter,    57

BMW Car Club of America M Chapter,    57

BMW Car Club of America Michiana Chapter,    57

BMW Car Club of America Motor City Chapter,    57

BMW Car Club of America Mountain State Chapter,    57

BMW Car Club of America National Capital Chapter,    53

BMW Car Club of America New Jersey Chapter,    57

BMW Car Club of America New Mexico Chapter,    57

BMW Car Club of America New York Chapter,    57

BMW Car Club of America Nittany Bimmers Chapter,    58

BMW Car Club of America North Star Chapter,    58

BMW Car Club of America Northern Ohio Chapter,    58

BMW Car Club of America Old Hickory Chapter,    58

BMW Car Club of America Oregon Chapter,    58

BMW Car Club of America Patroon Chapter,    58

BMW Car Club of America Peachtree Chapter,    58

BMW Car Club of America Pine Tree Chapter,    58

BMW Car Club of America Pocono Chapter,    58

BMW Car Club of America Puerto Rico Chapter,    58

BMW Car Club of America Puget Sound Region,    54

BMW Car Club of America Roadrunner Chapter,    58

BMW Car Club of America Rocky Mountain Chapter,    58

BMW Car Club of America Sacramento Valley Chapter,    58

BMW Car Club of America San Diego Chapter,    54

BMW Car Club of America Sandlapper Chapter,    58

BMW Car Club of America Sierra Chapter,    58

BMW Car Club of America Sin City Chapter,    58

BMW Car Club of America Smokey Mountain Chapter,    59

BMW Car Club of America Sonora Chapter,    59

BMW Car Club of America St. Louis Chapter,    59

BMW Car Club of America Sunbelt Chapter,    59

BMW Car Club of America Sunshine Bimmers Chapter,    59

BMW Car Club of America Tarheel Chapter,    59

BMW Car Club of America Tejas Chapter,    59

BMW Car Club of America Tidewater Chapter,    59

BMW Car Club of America Wasatch Chapter,    59

BMW Car Club of America White Mountain Chapter,    59

BMW Car Club of America Windy City Chapter,    59

BMW Car Club of America X Chapter,    59

BMW RIDERS ASSOCIATION,    62

Beartooth Beemers,    64

Bluegrass Beemers Inc.,    64

BMW Bikers of Metropolitan Washington,    65

BMW Club Connecticut River Valley Riders,    70

BMW Club Motor City Beemers,    65

BMW Club Riders Association of the Mid-South,    66

BMW Motorcycle Club Greater Cincinnati,    66

BMW Motorcycle Club NC Tarheel Travelers,    70

BMW Motorcycle Club of Nashville,    70

BMW Motorcycle Club Wisconsin,    70

BMW Motorcycle Owners of Alabama,    67

BMW Motorcycle Owners of Northeast Florida,    67

REGISTER.
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BMW Owners Club of San Diego,    70

BMW Riders Club of Chattanooga,    70

BMW Touring Club Detroit,    70

Lone Star BMW Riders,    68

New Jersey Shore BMW Riders,    69

Riders of Southern Maine,    69

BMW MOTORCYCLE OWNERS OF AMERICA,    72

Airheads Beemer Club,    74

Blackhawk Region BMW Association,    74

BMW Club Black Hills Riders,    88

BMW Club Dutch Country Riders,    76

BMW Club Finger Lakes NY,    88

BMW Club Motorcycle Owners of Minnesota,    88

BMW Club of Daytona,    75

BMW Club of Southern California,    75

BMW Club San Antonio Riders Association,    88

BMW Club Skylands Riders of New Jersey,    88

BMW Club South Coast Riders,    76

BMW Club Space Coast Riders,    88

BMW Motorcycle Club Dallas-Fort Worth,    88

BMW Motorcycle Club of Colorado,    77

BMW Motorcycle Club Riders of Toledo,    88

BMW Motorcycle Owners of Vermont,    77

BMW Motorrad Club Northern Illinois,    78

BMW Riders Club of Western NY,    79

BMW Riders of Oregon,    79

Delaware Valley BMW Riders,    80

Gateway Riders BMW Club,    80

High Beemers Motorcycle Club of Northern Nevada,    81

Hill Country BMW Riders,    81

Indianapolis BMW Motorcycle Club,    82

K1600 Forum,    82

Long Level Beemers of Central New York State,    83

Madison BMW Club,    83

Ocean State BMW Riders,    84

Palmetto BMW Riders of South Carolina,    84

Pikes Peak BMW Road Riders,    85

Santa Barbara BMW Motorcycle Riders,    85

South Eastern Arizona Touring Riders,    86

Springfield BMW Road Riders,    86

United Sidecar Association,    87

ASIA

BMW CLUBS ASIA,    92

BMW Car Club India,    102

BMW Car Club of Ceylon (Sri Lanka),    99

BMW Car Club of the Philippines,    97

BMW Car Club Owners Zone Hong Kong,    94

BMW Car Club Singapore,    98

BMW Car Club Taiwan,    100

BMW Car Club Vietnam,    101

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Bali Chapter,    102

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Banda Aceh Chapter,    102

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Bandung Chapter,    102

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Banten Chapter,    102

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Bekasi Chapter,    102

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Bogor Chapter,    102

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Bukittinggi Chapter,    102

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Cirebon Chapter,    102

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Classic Register,    102

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia E30 Register,    102

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Jakarta Chapter,    102

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Jember Chapter,    102

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Kediri Chapter,    102

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Lampung Chapter,    102

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Lombok Chapter,    102

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Madiun Chapter,    103

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Makassar Chapter,    103

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Malang Chapter,    103

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Medan Chapter,    103

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Padang Chapter,    103

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Palangkaraya Chapter,    103

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Palembang Chapter,    103

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Pekanbaru Chapter,    103

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Purwakarta Chapter,    104

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Purwokerto Chapter,    104

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Semarang Chapter,    104

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Sidoarjo Chapter,    104

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Solo Chapter,    104

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Surabaya Chapter,    104

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Tangerang Chapter,    104

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia Yogyakarta Chapter,    104

BMW Car Clubs Indonesia,    95

BMW Club Iran,    95

BMW Club Malaysia,    96

BMW Motorcycle Club Cambodia,    94

BMW Motorcycle Club Singapore,    99

BMW Motorcycle Club Thailand South,    101

BMW Motorcycle Club Thailand,    100

BMW Motorrad Club Malaysia,    96

BMW Motorrad Macau Club,    104

The BMW Owners Society of Saferiders (BOSS),    98

AUSTRALIA

BMW CLUBS AUSTRALIA,    108

BMW Car Club Ballarat,    118

BMW Car Club Canberra,    110

BMW Car Club of Victoria,    110

BMW Club Gold Coast,    111

BMW Club Queensland,    111

BMW Club Western Australia,    112

BMW Drivers Club Melbourne,    112

BMW Drivers Club New South Wales,    113

BMW Drivers Club South Australia,    113

BMW Motorcycle Club Canberra Incorporated,    114

BMW Motorcycle Club of Victoria,    115

BMW Motorcycle Club of Western Australia,    116

BMW Motorcycle Club Queensland,    116

BMW Motorcycle Owners Club Gold Coast,    117

BMW Motorcycle Owners Club South Australia,    117

BMW Touring Club of New South Wales,    118

CANADA

BMW CLUBS CANADA,    122

Bee Cee Beemers,    123

BMW Auto Club Québec,    131

BMW Car Club British Columbia,    131

BMW Car Club Ottawa,    124

BMW Club Atlantic Canada,    131

BMW Club Manitoba,    131

BMW Club Northern Alberta,    125

BMW Club of Saskatchewan,    125

BMW Club Southern Alberta,    126

BMW Club Vancouver Island,    126

BMW Motorcycle Club Loonie-Tic BMW Riders, 

Quinte West,    131

BMW Motorcycle Club Niagara Riders,    131

BMW Motorcycle Club Ontario,    127

BMW Motorcycle Club Ottawa,    131

BMW Motorcycle Club Valleyriders,    127

BMW Motorrad Club Québec,    128

BMW Motorrad Club Riders Vancouver Island,    128
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EUROPE

BMW CLUBS EUROPA,    134

BMW 02 Classic Club Hungary,    255

BMW 02 Club Austria,    250

BMW 02 Club Deutschschweiz,    238

BMW 02 Club Nederland,    256

BMW 3er Club E46 e. V.,    252

BMW 7-series Club Nederland,    256

BMW Autóklub Magyarország,    255

BMW Auto & Cultuur Club Vlaanderen,    137

BMW Auto Club Italia,    255

BMW Auto Club Lëtzebuerg,    229

BMW Auto Club Normandie,    252

BMW Auto Clube Portugal,    234

BMW Auto Clubs Russia,    257

BMW Auto klub Ceská Republika,    252

BMW Auto Klub Dalmacija,    140

BMW auto klub M Zagreb,    251

BMW Autoclub Flachgau,    250

BMW Bavaria Club Belgium Z Roadster Division,    251

BMW Bavaria Club Belgium,    137

BMW Biker Konstanz e. V.,    155

BMW Boxer Club Eschede e. V.,    252

BMW Car Club Catalunya,    259

BMW Car Club Cyprus,    251

BMW Car Club Estonia Classic Chapter,    144

BMW Car Club Estonia,    144

BMW Car Club Hellas,    255

BMW Car Club Islas Canarias,    259

BMW Car Club Israel,    189

BMW Car Club Lanzarote,    259

BMW Car Club Serbia,    235

BMW Car Club Turkey,    259

BMW Classic Club Raten,    239

BMW Club Aalen e. V.,    155

BMW Club addicts Styria,    250

BMW Club Alsfeld e. V.,    156

BMW Club Andorra,    252

BMW Club Armorique,    146

BMW Club Augsburg e. V.,    156

BMW Club Baar-Heuberg e. V.,    252

BMW Club Backnang e. V.,    252

BMW Club Bad Windsheim e. V.,    252

BMW Club Bamberg e. V.,    252

BMW Club Belarus,    136

BMW Club Belgique Sud,    138

BMW Club Bodensee,    157

BMW Club Bremerhaven e. V.,    157

BMW Club Bulgaria,    251

BMW Club Darmsheim,    252

BMW Club Darmstadt e. V.,    158

BMW Club de France,    145

BMW Club Deutschland e. V.,    154

BMW Club Düsseldorf 1928 e. V.,    158

BMW Club E21 France,    146

BMW Club E24 France,    147

BMW Club E30 Freunde Bodensee e. V.,    252

BMW Club E30 Legende Bavaria,    159

BMW Club Eagles Südhessen e. V.,    252

BMW Club Eastside Berlin/ Brandenburg,    252

BMW Club Edition Baden-Württemberg,    252

BMW Club Eichstätt e. V.,    159

BMW Club Ertingen e. V.,    160

BMW Club Freunde Brakel,    252

BMW Club Freunde Fürstenfeldbruck e. V.,    160

BMW Club Freunde Südbaden,    253

BMW Club Freunde Westfalen,    161

BMW Club Garmisch-Partenkirchen und Oberland e. V.,    161

BMW Club Grünthal e. V.,    162

BMW Club Gruppe Süd e. V.,    162

BMW Club Hainaut-Brabant,    251

BMW Club Hamburg,    163

BMW Club Hannover 84 e. V.,    253

BMW Club Hilpoltstein e. V.,    254

BMW Club Hollanda,    256

BMW Club Holzhausen e. V.,    163

BMW Club Holzminden e. V.,    164

BMW Club IG Rheinland,    164

BMW Club Karlsruhe 89 e. V.,    166

BMW Club Kindelsberg e. V.,    166

BMW Club Klásicas K España,    237

BMW Club Kornwestheim e. V.,    167

BMW Club Krefeld,    253

BMW Club Lahn-Dill e. V.,    154

BMW Club Lithuania,    256

BMW Club M Performance Kassel,    253

BMW Club Marl-Wesel,    167

BMW Club Melk,    250

BMW Club Moldova,    256

BMW Club Motorbegeleidingsteam Nederland,    256

BMW Club Motorrad Riders Cyprus,    251

BMW Club Munichs,    168

BMW Club Murtal,    250

BMW Club Naabtal e. V.,    253

BMW Club Neckar-Fils,    168

BMW Club Nederland,    257

BMW Club Niederrhein e. V.,    253

BMW Club Nordlicht,    253

BMW Club Nordthüringen,    253

BMW Club Nürnberg-Fürth e. V.,    169

BMW Club Oberfranken,    169

BMW Club Oberpfalz e. V.,    253

BMW Club Oberschwaben,    170

BMW Club Ostfriesland,    253

BMW Club Peine e. V.,    253

BMW Club Peuerbach,    250

BMW Club Regio Basel,    239

BMW Club Region Will,    240

BMW Club Regionalteam Thüringen e. V.,    170

BMW Club Rivapiana,    240

BMW Club Rothenburg ob der Tauber e. V.,    171

BMW Club Russia,    257

BMW Club Saarland e. V.,    171

BMW Club SaarLorLux,    172

BMW Club Schleswig-Flensburg,    172

BMW Club Schwäbische Alb e. V.,    173

BMW Club Schwäbisch Gmünd e. V.,    253

BMW Club Schwarzwald e. V.,    173

BMW Club Schwerer BMW’s München e. V.,    253

BMW Club Série 3 (E21/E30) France,    147

BMW Club Serie 8 France,    148

BMW Club Seubersdorf e. V.,    253

BMW Club Sport-pasSION,    241

BMW Club Sportmotor München e. V.,    174

BMW Club Stuttgart e. V.,    253

BMW Club Szene Burghausen e. V.,    253

BMW Club Taunus,    174

BMW Club Team Graz,    250

BMW Club Team München e. V.,    175

BMW Club Team Oberhavel,    175

BMW Club Team Tauber,    254

BMW Club Team Velden,    254

BMW Club Team Wörthersee,    250

BMW Club Twente,    257

BMW Club Ukraine,    259
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BMW M Clube Portugal,    257

BMW M Drivers Club e. V.,    179

BMW Meeting Club Italia,    255

BMW Moto Club de Genève,    243
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